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are discussed to develop an understanding of which aspects of pile driv-

ing must be modeled most precisely in the centrifuge. The scaling laws

are developed. Design and construction of a 5 g-ton (110 g) centrifuge

are presented. Construction details of the model pile placement device

are discussed. The placement device has the capability of driving indi-

vidual piles and can model the energy input of any single acting pile

driver. The placement device can also push individual and group piles

through the application of up to 1.5 million scale pounds. Static load

tests can be conducted with the device. All computer software necessary

for the driving, pushing, and load testing of model piles is outlined.

Discussion includes all related software for model pile calibration

(strain gage response to loading) and load test interpretation (deBeer
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me:Qd-. o : e-:ioc of strain jaging the model oiles is oresented. A

test series :s conducted at 69.3 and 86.0 g's involving the pushing of

individual, group of four, and group of five model piles based on a 35-

Zoot long Drototype pile (group) driven 30 feet into saturated fill.

All mode! tests are conducted on dry granular soil with relative density

varying between 450 and 70%. All models are load tested ,ith several

being subjected to tensile pullout tests. Individual model piles are

driven permitting the comparison between the load-bearing capacity of

drive and oushed models.

The placement device is shown to be precise and accurate in the

measurement of pile displacement and resistance to penetration. Driven

individual model piles are found to have lower initial loading moduli

but similar ultimate capacity to those of the pushed models.

Differences are attributed to disturbance of the model during placement

of load cell on the model butt prior to load testing. Bearing capacity

of the model pile tips are not altered by scale effects; however, skin

friction on the sidewalls decreases exponentially as test g level is

increased. The model group piles demonstrate an efficiency of 1.17 with

a group efficiency of 1.0 being considered conservative for group models

placed in granular soils.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Piles have been used to provide for a suitable foundation for man-

made structures for over 12,000 years. Their suitability as a founda-

tion has been left to chance, sometimes inferred from empirical rela-

tionships, less often determined by some fairly scientific method

relying on known soil properties, and, least of all, determined by full-

scale on-site testing. These approaches have led to outright failure,

unacceptable performance, or overconservative design of many of the,

successful pile foundations. While full scale testing may provide the

most accurate information regarding pile performance at the construction

site, it is undeniably the most expensive and time consuming method.

Additionally, only a limited number and type of tests can be performed

on the prototype.

The mechanisms of soil behavior are still subject to interpretation

as evidenced by the wide variety of pile capacity prediction techniques

available. Furthermore, the variability of soil deposits limits the

accuracy with which capacities can be predicted. The nonstandardization

of some sampling techniques and their interpretation contributes to the

uncertainty and sometimes leads to errors in the determination of the

properties on which capacity predictions are based. Lastly, there is a

lack of sufficient data regarding the performance of pile foundations

and the properties of the soil on which they are founded. The high cost

1



of obtaining such information and the few sites suited to provide useful

results are limiting factors ('Harrison, 1933).

Geotechnical engineers rely on theoretical and empirical relation-

ships to aid in the design of pile foundations. Using these relation-

ships requires an accurate knowledge of subsoil conditions. This know-

ledge is becoming more readily available from increasingly accurate in

situ testing; however, the in situ soil properties can change dramati-

cally as a result of placement of the foundation.

Researchers have made use of prototype data, but the lack of infor-

mation has made the investigation of models attractive. Initial inves-

tigations involved pile performance using miniature models in a one-

gravity environment. These efforts have been expanded to include the

investigation of scale model pile performance in a high gravity environ-

ment. This high gravity environment is most frequently generated by the

use of a centrifuge. Recent developments in small-scale testing present

several alternatives to the problems described above. Piles as small as

1/100 the size of the prototype have successfully been tested in high

gravity environments which reproduce the same unit stresses at equiva-

lent locations in the model as are experienced by the prototype. Fur-

thermore, various in situ tests are being adapted for use in the centri-

fuge through innovative research. This combination of modeling and the

ability to characterize the soil adjacent to the model permits the

engineer to conduct parametric studies revealing more about how changing

soil properties affect the bearing capacity, deformation, and load

transfer mechanism of piles subjected to static loads.

Several significant aspects must be considered for one to attempt

strict modeling of pile performance at a reduced scale. First, scaling



aws 7usz be i eve!oe a!!cwi g tne engiieer to construct: a model ni Cn

wi11 react botn dynamically and statically to a scale load as would the

prototype. The scaling laws, based on similitude, are needea both for

tie design of the model and interoretation of the model response. Sec-

ond, strict modeling of piles requires that a dynamic pile driver be de-

veloped to ensure tne piles are placed in the same way as in the proto-

type. This stipulation lessens the current need to infer results from

load tests on piles that have been inserted statically (pushed) rather

than driven. Lastly, a method must be developed to measure the load

transfer from the pile to the soil during placement as well as loading.

The ability to perform the aforementioned tasks will permit para-

metric studies of a variety of pile types over a wide range of soil

conditions. This is very advantageous as the soil conditions of the

prototype are quite often impossible to reproduce exactly in the model.

Furthermore, a large number of tests can be conducted at an insignifi-

cant cost when compared to prototype testing. Interaction between the

individual piles of a group and group response can also be studied.

This report documents the development and testing of the equipment

designed to accomplish the aforementioned goals. The results of all

tests conducted in association with the development of the model pile

placement device will be presented.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this research program are as follows:

1) To design and build a device capable of driving and load testing

model piles (groups) in-flight in the artificially high gravity

environment generated in a centrifuge. The device must also be



caoaole of ousniig model oiles 'groups) into place and load testing

'-he oila ,rouo) after -lacenent.

2) To develop the computer software necessary to control the pile

olacement Jevice.

3) To instrument the model piles (groups) and develop the means of

measuring butt deflection and residual stress development in the

model subjected to static loading at design gravity level.

4) To drive or push model piles (groups) into homogeneous, dry,

granular soils and compare the differences, if any, between static

capacity, residual stress development during placement, and load

shedding to the soil during subsequent loading.

5) To discern the effects of various gravity levels on the accuracy of

the model by conducting tests on scale models at 69.8, and 36.0

gravities. The validity of the scaling laws used evaluated in this

manner and possible effects on the contribution of relative grain

size to the modeled capacity are explored.

6) To determine the feasibility of using the device to predict proto-

type pile capacity by modeling a well-instrumented pile group.

1.3 Scope of Work

The wave equation used in the development of pile stress, strain,

and particle velocity magnitudes during driving is presented. The

theoretical effects of variation of hammer and pile configurations are

explored. The practical aspects of pile driving are presented to foster

an understanding of the system parameters which must be most closely

modeled. Scaling relationships are developed permitting the determina-

tion of performance capabilities of the placement/loading device.



A complete pile placement 'botn criving and pushing) and loading

--vice and associated comouter control hardware/software system are

cesigned, ouilt, and tested. Data measurement, recording, and presen-

tation techniques are developed. A "gravity-level independent" means of

testing and data capture is employed to permit the use of tnis device

for testing of a variety of scale models.

ilodel piles (groups) are driven and pushed in the range of 70 to 90

gravities and subsequently loaded statically. Static resistance devel-

oped versus deflection of the butt (cap) is measured and ultimate

capacity is recorded. The validity of the scaling relationships is

verified.

1.4 Review of Previous Research

Two major areas of interest exist in the centrifugal modeling of

piles and pile groups. First, the centrifuge must be shown to be a

valid tool for use in the modeling process. Second, the technical

aspects of building, placing, and testing the models must be understood.

The earliest pile model studies involved placement and load testing of

miniature piles at one gravity. Results from these studies indicated

the need to recreate stresses at the model pile-soil interfare that were

similar to the stresses experienced by the prototype. This is most

easily accomplished in a centrifuge. Initial centrifuge studies were

concerned with the placement of model piles at one gravity with subse-

quent load tests being conducted at the design test gravity level.

Several research efforts have since been conducted regarding the in-

flight placement of model piles with subsequent load tests.



Early tests conducted on miniature oiles in the United States,

hitaker (1957}, Saffery and Tate (1961', and Sowers et al. (!91),

provided only qualitative results and a cursory understanding of pile-

group load factors. 'Model piles for these tests were typically nine to

twelve inches long, Pushed into the tests specimen, and loaded incre-

mentally to failure. Results of these tests could not be directly

related to prototype performance using available scaling laws (Rocha,

1957) because the unit stresses at the tip and along the side walls of

the Piles were not being reproduced. Additionally, the previously

stated irregularities inherent in soil deposits made modeling of proto-

type soils infeasible. Scott (1977) conducted tests on model piles

pushed into a silt at one gravity and laterally loaded after being

accelerated to 50-70 g's. Results were reproducible and internally

consistent in the sense that stiffer soils resulted in a model with

greater resistance to lateral displacement. However, no prototype was

available for comparison. Similitude and the use of scaling laws was

not verified. Most significantly, this research demonstrated the

feasibility of conducting load tests on miniature piles in the centri-

fuge. Hougnon (1980) demonstrated similitude by modeling the response

of individual and group tapered wooden piles subjected to axial and

lateral loads. The wooden piles, 0.2 in. in diameter, were tested at 70

g's. The models were scaled to represent the prototype wooden piles

driven 35 feet into the ground at Lock and Dam #26, near Alton, Illi-

nois. Problems associated with the development of a functional loading

device limited the applicability of the results. Furthermore, the five-

unique soil layers of the orototype were replaced in the model by a

homogeneous, uniform specimen supposedly having strength characteristics



simi1 r to the average streqgth characteristics of tne orootjoe. 0-c-

o7ems associated with -he oroaration of uniform soil soecimens limited

the applicability of the results; however, useful data was obtained con-

cerning the qualitative effects of pile taper and soil density on the

capacity of the model piles. Centrifugal tests investigating the axial

caoacity of modeled steel cylindrical piles, Ryan (1983), United States

Department of Transportation/Federal Highway Administration KUSDOTFHWA,

198 4 c), and MIillan (1985), refined the techniques associated with oile

placement and data retrieval. Results of those studies further esta-

blished the centrifuge as a valid tool for use in the investigation of

prototype pile capacities. Problems associated with the construction of

model piles, application of scale loads, and measurement of resulting

displacements will now be discussed.

MIodel piles used in the investigation of prototype resoonse to

axial loading have progressed from relatively crude noninstrumented

cylindrical tubes, Whitaker (1957), and Saffery and Tate (1961), to

fairly complex machined aluminum tubes of scale proportions and instru-

mented to measure stresses and strains at various depths while being

statically loaded in the centrifuge, (USDOT/FHWA, 1984a, 1984b, 1984c;

*lillan, 1985). That progression will now be outlined.

Although Scott (1977) has been credited with conducting some of the

earliest centrifugal pile capacity tests in the United States, Hougnon

(1980) is among the first to attempt verification of scaling laws.

Models were miniature (1/70th scale) replicas of tapered wooden piles

and were constructed of wood with strength properties similar to those

of the prototype. The models were not individually instrumented to



measjre szresses oeve.ooec iuring oacing. Rather, ine : oas loaseo

js!ig a iyi'rauic cylinder ith displacement being measureo by a Viear

variaole differential transformer (LVDT). This tecnnique proviced

information regarding butt deflection versus applied load out difficul-

ties in moceling the prototype soil conditions mace comparison of ;ne

model response with the prototype inappropriate.

Harrison (1983) pioneered a technique wnicn subsequently became the

standard for the manufacture of model piles. His method consisted of

removing half of an aluminum tube exposing the inside which then per-

mitted the placement of strain gages along the shaft. Two halves with

ooosing strain gages were then glaed together forming an instrumented

moe Oile. arrison tested models placed in granular soil at one gra-

vity and loaned after being accelerated to 50 g's, concluding the pre-

sence of the seam along the length of the model influenced both axial

and lateral response to loading. Significant departure from the proto-

tyoe response resulted from the model's splitting during placement (by

nydraulic cylinder) and loading. Harrison cited the smallness of wne

available gage sites on the inside of the model pile halves as the

limiting factor in the use of the split-tube method of strain gage

application. Furthermore, he concluded the presence of the epoxied

seams, where ths model halves were joined, influenced the model's

response to lateral loading to a greater extent than the response to

axial loading. Ryan (1983), Ko et al. (1984), and the USDOT/FHWA

(1984c), and Millan (1985) conducted further tests making models using

the split-tube techiique.

Ryan (1983) conducted the preliminary work for Millan at the Uni-

versity of Florida. Ryan's work involved the construction, calibration,



and orel:,inary :es7uin of 3.25 ncn ouzsie aiameter, five-incn long

a minum uDes .;nicn ;iad five oairs -f strain laces instal led. Te

models were not scaled down from a chosen prototype. Rat.er, tne one

size pile was to be tested at 30, 45, and 60 g's. Significant diffi-

culty was encountered in the construction of tne instrumented macel

piles. Strain gages which appeared to be properly installed did not

Provide accurate and reproducible readings. The epoxy used to glue the

halves together was found to stiffen with time precluding the determina-

tion of a repeatable calibration curve. Rather, the piles had to be

calibrated before each test to determine -,odel response to loading.

Lastly, the calibration of such models at one gravity with the model

oeing unsupported over the five-inch length disclosed the susceptibility

of the mocel to be influenced by stress concentrations at the butt and

tip. Some reduction in the variation in strain during static loading

was accomplished by the introduction of a load-eccentricity-reducing

support at the tip and butt during calibration. Strain gage readings

during in-flight testing were found to be adversely affected by the need

to transmit the strain gage response through the slip rings prior to

bridge circuit completion. Additionally, vibration and strain of the

gage leads was found to influence the accuracy of the readings obtained.

Ko et al. (1984) achieved greater success with the split tube

technique and tested model piles at 50 and 70 g's in granular soil.

Individual piles were pushed in either at one gravity or the appropriate

test gravity level and results of load tests conducted for both at the

test g-level compared. The relative accuracy of the results indicated

the need to both place and load test the model pile at the design test

g-level. Subsequent tests involved the insertion and loading of an



indiviiual Pi e in one continuous flignt of tne centrIfuge ano comoarJno

the Ioad test results with a model oile inserted during one flint anc

loaded after stopping and restarting the centrifuge. The resul:s inai-

zated that interrupting the insertion and loading cycle by stooping the

centrifuge had no significant effect on pile capacity. Ko concluded

that in granular soils similar to those tested, it i important to con-

duct both insertion and load testing at the appropriate test gravity

level to ensure that self-weight soil stresses on the model are geome-

trically similar to those develooed on the prototype. Results of this

study indicated the potential for studying pile groups by sequential

insertion of individual piles and load testing after the piles had been

capped.

The FH-A tests were conducted in granular soils using instrumentea

piles at 70 g's (split-tube method of strain gage installation) with

several noninstrumented piles being tested at 50 and 100 g's to verify

modeling of models. Specially manufactured miniature "coupons" were

inserted between the pile and hydraulic cylinder to measure the force

required to insert and load the piles. Deflection measurements were

taken by an LVDT attached directly to the pile butt. Strain gages were

placed in the tip and at the butt of the pile permitting separation of

tip capacity from the total force required to push and load the pile.

Side wall frictional forces were inferred by subtracting the measured

tip capacity from the total force required to push the pile. The strain

gages placed at uniform intervals along the shaft indicated the side

wall unit friction increased only slightly, but uniformly as the model

pile depth of penetration increased. Between 70% and 95% of the total

capacity was derived from the tip for the individual piles tested



D 7/TFH!A, 9'4a . Tes-s a -:e 7HA invoincn tie insertion of

,oce s at test iraviy evels, stooping the centrifuge, ano rescar:4na

before loaa testing, supoorted the findings of Ko et al. t, was con-

cluded that stopoing the centrifuge had no effect on the subsequent

oerformance of the Pile emoedaea in sano wnen tne load -est was con-

ducted at the appropriate g-level.

1illan (1985), using piles similar to those tested by Ryan, con-

ducted load tests in granular soils with the sime size pile being tested

at 30, 45, and 60 g's. The specimens were created by suspending the

model piles within the centrifuge bucket and raining soil into the con-

tainer. This was done to avoid the potential damage to tne model resul-

ting from pushing the pile in at the test g-level. Millan scalea the

results at the three test g-levels to prototype capacity concluding

modeling of models was a valid means of verifying the scaling relation-

ships. Furthermore, the scaling relationships appeared to be valid as

pile capacities were within +20% of the predicted prototype capacity

using the capacity prediction method of Meyerhof (1976). Differences

between the actual and predicted capacities were attributed to the

instrumentation shortcomings outlined by Ryan and the method of

placement of the model.

Harrison (1983), Ko et al. (1984), and the USDOT/FHWA (1984c), and

Millan (1985) all recognized the sensitivity of ultimate model pile

capacity to changes in the relative density of the granular soil

specimen. The increase in bearing capacity resulting from an increase

in the relative density of the specimen was noted regardless of the

method of placement of the pile in the soil as long as the model

capacity was measured at the appropriate test gravity level. Ryan



?83 ) and 'i ,'an I)85,-enz ion tne impractca ry or creatinq a

soec4ien witn t'ne exact vaiues of prototyoe relative censity and

coefficient of friction as limiting factors in tne ise of centrifugal

models for the prediction of specific prototype pile (group) caoaci-

ties. The use of Parametric studies over a suitaole range of soil

conditions is suggested. The variability of naturally occurring soil

deposits further supports the need for parametric studies.

The insensitivity of ultimate model pile capacities to temporary

pauses in the rotation of the centrifuge makes the study of group piles

possible by the progressive insertion of individual piles in the appro-

priate group pattern with subsequent capping prior to load testing.

This technique was used by Harrison (1983), Ko et al. (1984) and the

JSDOT/FHWA (1984c). Each recognized the progressive increase in

resistance to penetration of individual piles due to the presence of the

pile(s) which had already been placed. After all the piles had been

placed, the groups were capped by bolting a nultipiece cap in place

which rested on and clamped around the individual butts. The inability

to model the proper connection between butt and cap has been perceived

to alter the results (Harrison, 1983). Tightening of the cap pieces

around the piles inevitably led to the exertion of a lateral load on

some or all of the piles. This resulted in improper or inefficient

transfer of axial load to the piles. Pile groups capped in this manner

were pushed between 6 and 12 scale inches further into the specimen

prior to load testing in order that proper seating could be assumed.

The desired reduction in lateral forces has not been verified. Each

pile in the groups tested was inserted through a spacing template which

rested on the specimen surface, the intent being to ensure the piles



were precisely spaced in all tests of the same group con-Fiur tion.

:xcavation of the soil from around the model group subsequent to loaa

testing was used to provide a qualitative input to the data obtained.

Ryan (1983) and Millan (1985) attempted to reduce the development

of lateral forces on the individual piles of a group by manufacturing a

one-piece cap and attaching the individual piles to the base of the cap.

As mentioned previously, specimens were then created by raining soil

around the suspended cap and piles. Millan reported relatively low

group efficiencies (less than 1.0) while the USDOT/FHWA, (1984a)

reported higher than expected group efficiencies (greater than 1.0).

The author suggests the lower efficiencies reported by Nillan are due to

the method of placement of the pile grouo and the higher efficiencies of

the FHWA may be attributed to the incomplete erasure of the lateral

stresses induced by placement of the multipiece cap. Millan (1985)

reported scouring directly under the cap due to wind turbulence during

testing. The effect of the removal of soil from around the cap base was

not determined.

The most significant remaining variable in the study of pile capac-

ity using the centrifuge as a modeling tool is the degree o, realism

achieved by inserting the pile rather than driving as is normally done

with the prototype. Field piles are driven by a variety of weights

falling a specified distance to impart a certain impact energy on the

pile butt. A wide variation is found in the means of imparting this

energy, for example, falling weights, single- and double-acting diesel

hammers, etc.

Researchers suggest the difference in method of model pile place-

ment may have a significant effect on the ultimate capacity of the



model. The variation has been attributed to the creation of stresses at

the pile-soil intarface anich are dependent on the method of placement.

Ko et al. (1984, p.167) cited the relative density and coefficient

of friction of the soil specimen "in the zone of disturbance of the

pile" as the controlling factors determining ultimate model pile capa-

city. Ryan (1983) and Millan (1985) noted that the soil properties at

the pile-soil interface may not bear any resemblance to the original

properties after placement of the pile and the degree of disturbance due

to the pile placement method may alter the ultimate capacity. The

difference between insertion of a model pile either prior to or during

acceleration of the specimen and driving of the model under the

influence of centrifugal acceleration is speculated to affect the type

and magnitude of soil disturbance and lateral stresses around the pile.

The installation of the pile by the steady jacking force
likely created a zone of disturbed soil adjacent to the
pile. The disturbance produced by the pile installation
probably affected the structure of the sand for a dis-
tance of approximately one diameter around the pile cir-
cumference as shown by Vesic (1977) for dense sand. The
method of pile installation, i.e., a steady jacking
force versus dynamic repeated blows, could affect the
nature and extent of soil disturbance.

(USDOT/FIIWA, 1984c, p. 66)

Researchers agree the effect on pile behavior from different meth-

ods of placement should be investigated (Ko et al., 1984; USDOT/FHWA,

1984a, 1984c; Millan, 1985). Such an investigation requires the deve-

lopment of a device to dynamically drive the pile in the centrifuge

until the desired penetration is achieved. Model load tests equivalent

to those performed on prototype individual and groups of model piles

could then be interpreted more closely in accordance with established

methods. Parametric studies of model piles driven in-flight may prove



a si .nifcani steo 4n the determination or Drototype pile (grouo,

caoacities hy 7oaeling. Additionally, the abilitv to drive model oiles

in-flight will orovide a greater understanding of the sensitivity of

oile oerformance to changes in soil properties at the pile-soil inter-

face.



CHAPTER 2
::'PACT ]R:: NG OF ?:LES, CAP C:TY ?REDICT: ,

AND CAPAC7TY ERIF;CATION

2.1 Introduction

The transfer of energy from hammer to pile during driving is a

complex occurrence involving elastic and inelastic deformations, energy

losses, nonhomogeneity in the soil medium, deformation and deformation

rate-dependent soil response, and transient phenomena, including soil

consolidation and dissipation of pore pressure (Holloway, 1975). Devel-

oping a mathematical model which incorporates all of the important

variables of the driving process is extremely complex as evidenced by

the computer programs which model wave propagation. Extending that

model to predict the capacity of the driven pile introduces yet another

order of complication. It is necessary to understand the concepts of

how individual events occur before an investigation of the complete

process can be conducted. Simplifying assumptions are necessary even if

the process is broken down into smaller events. This chapter will

present wave mechanics theory as it applies to impact driving, practical

considerations of that theory concerning the impact driving of piles,

and a discussion of how those forces result in the development of

residual stresses during driving.

16
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2.2 Pile Placement by Imoact Drivinq

2.2.; Elastic Wave Prooacation in Solids

The initial assumption regarding the transfer of energy from the

hammer to the pile is that only one dimension (length) be considered in

the analysis. This assumption simplifies the proposed mechanism of

energy transfer in that energy to the pile is transmitted in the form of

a planar wave. In other words, the planar cross sections of the hammer

and pile remain planar during the transmission of the strain pulse and

tne resulting stress over the section is uniform. These assumptions

permit the simplest of solutions, commonly referred to as the one-

dimensional wave equation, (Kolsky, 1963; Richart et al., 1970;

Palacios, 1977). That equation is expressed by the following partial

differential equation:

dlu 2 u
d- = c - Eq. 2-1

dt2  dx2

where

u = displacement in the direction of the wave front

t = time

c = /- = longitudinal wave propagation velocity

x = distance along the rod

when

E = Young's Modulus of elasticity

p = Y/g = mass density

Y = unit weight

g = acceleration due to gravity



13

The assimption that lateral inertial forces are negligible in the

Jerivation of -he wave equation imolies the longitudinal wave must be

long with respect to the cross-sectional dimension of the transmitting

medium. Kolsky (1963) showed the wave equation to be valid when the

wave lengtn is at least five times the diameter of the meaium (rod)

through which the wave is propagating. This condition is always met in

the practical situation of driving piles (Krapps, 1977).

The solution of the differential equation has the following form:

The letters f and h represent arbitrary functions such as sin w,

W, wn , etc., where w is either (x + ct) or (x - ct).

The general form of the arguments of Equation 2-2 indicates the x-t

plane is divided into regions of constant compression and velocity by

disturbance lines of constant slope. The slope of these lines is

defined as the characteristics. The left-hand term in the above equa-

tion (f(x + ct)) represents a wave traveling in the negative x direction

with velocity c. The remaining term denotes the wave traveling in the

positive x direction with velocity c as shown below.

Let f(x + ct) : 0

Therefore,

u - f(x - ct) Eq. 2-3



Tie cassage of a nonattenuating eiastic wave is deoic:ed in Tigure

- iic 2 s wnen t=: and x ., and al so wnen t= anG

X = x2 , tne rate of .wiave Propagation w'iizn respect to the x axis is as

snown Delow.

c = (x 2 - X1)/(t2 - t). 2-4

Since

s = f(x1 - Ct 1 ) = f(x2 - Ct 2 ) Ea. 2-5

then (xI - ct,) = (x2 - ct 2 ) Eq. 2-6

Aitn the understanding that t, > t and c is constant, x, must be

greater than xi indicating the term h(x ct) refers to the wave

traveling in the positive x direction. A similar manipulation of the

left-hand term of Equation 2-2 indicates that term refers to the wave

traveling in the reverse direction.

A,.hen considered independently, each term represents a valid solu-

tion to the wave equation. When the terms are used together, a valid

solution is still obtained, indicating Equation 2-2 is a simple partial

linear differential equation. The significance is that the separate

effects of the two solutions may be added together at any instant to

determine the net effect of the passage of the waves.

Kolsky (1963) and Richart et al. (1970) have shown that the speed,

c, at which a stress wave propagates in a medium is dependent on the

material properties of the medium, namely, the Young's modulus of elas-

ticity and density of the medium.
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Figure 2-1 Propagation of an Elastic Wave
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Several other equally important wave parameters are dependent on

the magnitude and :ioe of i-out wave. Particle velocity and stress are

two such parameters which are directly proportional to one another.

Particle velocity (1p) is the partial derivative of displacement with

respect to time. In a compression wave, the particle velocity and wave

propagation are in the same direction. In tension waves, the particle

velocity is opposite the direction of wave prooagation. The oarticle

velocity is always less than c in the proDagation of elastic waves.

raaops (177) and Richart et al. (1970) have shown the particle velocity

to be proportional to longitudinal wave speed and stress, and inversely

oroportional to Young's modulus of elasticity as follows:

V p E c Eq. 2-8

Likewise, stress can be determined if the particle velocity is

known.

P c V Eq. 2-9P

Since dynamic force (F) equals the stress times the cross-sectional

area of the medium,

F = c Vp -= cA VP Eq. 2-10



T'i e orof ,'ct oc is -eerred -o as tne "characteristic mpe~ance"

an, is :eoeneit on :ie material orooerties of tne mecium.

scalar vlue of 4mpedance (Z) results when the characteristic impedance

is muitiolied by the cross-sectional area of the medium. The impedance

of eacn comoonent in tne oile driving system affects the transfer of

energy from the hammer to the pile and thus the total amount of energy

available to the pile to be used for penetration. System imoedance will

be discussed following a brief summary of boundary condition limita-

tions.

The preceding presentation has been limited to the propagation of

elastic waves in a uniform, geometrically regular medium of infinite

length. These assumptions were necessary to simplify the solution of

the wave propagation equation and develop a general understanding of

this form of energy transfer. The necessity of driving piles of finite

length and using system components of complex geometry requires that the

boundary conditions and their effect on the dynamic system also be

understood. The influence of end conditions on the magnitude and stress

sense of tne reflected wave will be considered before the effects of

system geometry.

The elastic wave discussed in previous examples propagates at a

constant velocity in a freely suspended geometrically uniform rod

without changing shape. Assume the wave reaches the boundary of the

medium (i.e., the end of a rod) and is reflected. If the end of the rod

is unsupported and free to vibrate in the direction of the propagating

wave, the incident stress wave is reflected from the free end with the

same magnitude but having the opposite stress sense. A compression wave

reflects as a tension wave and vice versa. The free end implies a zero



s;nass snase a; tne Douncary as snown 0 -4gure 2-2ia,. "e ocos' e

vc:jrs ,men one wave i monges 3n a fixei Doundary ;--gure 2-2bW . :1

wis sjouanion, zne stress wave is reflected as a 4ave of ecual magni-

-ude and stress sense. This causes the stress wave to double in magni-

tuce, eitner compressive or tens~le, at the fixed boundary. nost orac-

:ical apolications of these two limiting boundary conditions require the

determination of intermediate boundary conditions based on empirical

results.

2.2.2 Hammer-Pile 1moact

The impedance of two bodies plays a significant role in the effi-

ciency of the transfer of energy as one impacts the other. Consider one

nammer-pile system depicted in Figure 2-3. The variables A and a rfer

to the cross-sectional areas of the hammer and pile, L and 1 to the

length of the hammer and pile, and V to the impact velocity of the

hammer. The contacting ends of the hammer and pile are assumed flat and

contact is made across the full cross-sectional area of the rod during

imoact. Two initial assumptions are needed for this generalization to

be valid. The force in the hammer equals the force in the pile. Like-

wise, the velocities of the contacting hammer and pile faces are equal

while the two are in contact. Let ah denote the stress in the hammer

and a the pile stress. Regarding the initial assumption that the

forces in the hammer and pile are equal, the relationship between the

impedance of each and the stress in each is readily determined. Using

Equation 2-10,

Force = Stress (Area) Eq. 2-11
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Figure 2-2 Idealized Reflections of an Elastic Wave.
a) Reflection from Stress-Free End Rods;
b) Reflection from Fixed End Rods
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Figure 2-3 Idealized Hammer and Pile Before Impact
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oC pa p h 1.1 ;o' = a - -. 2

FrOm Equation 2-10, the impedance of each component is OcA. Thus,

.V : PVOho .2Zp po Thn -''

The quantity termed the characteristic impedance ratio (.r) is

derived by dividing the characteristic impedance of the struck body by

that of the striking body as presented below.

Z P CP Ao
r Eq. 2-2--4-zqZh Ph Ch Ah

The characteristic impedance ratio is simply a function of the

areas of the hammer and pile if the two are made of the same material.

Consider the second assumption which requires the velocities of the

striking end of the hammer and the struck end of the pile to be equal.

Let V be the hammer velocity. Thus,

V - Vho = Vpo Eq. 2-15

when

Vho = the velocity with which the hammer face particles

are compressed backwards relative to the unstrained

portion of the hammer yet to recognize that impact

has occurred. The hammer velocity (V) is uniform.

uni form.



0 =ne veiocizy with wni cn the oie butt articies

are comoressed relative to the jnstrained oortion

of tfhe pile.

lalacios (1977 solves Euations 2-", 9-14, and 2- or 'o and

in terms of the hammer velocity and impedance r-at 4 o.

= r r Eq. 2-15

V r Eq. 2-17
+ r.

Palacios continues his development of the imoact based on the

findings of Fairhurst (1961):

As impact continues, the strained region in both mem-
bers extends away from the interface at the propaga-
tion velocity c so that, at a given instant, the
strain wave has covered the same length of hammer and
rod (Figure [2-4b]). The particle velocity within
this region is constant at values Vho and VDo, respec-

tively. Upon reaching the free end of the hammer af-
ter time t = L/c, the compression wave will be reflec-
ted as an equal tension pulse which combines with and
cancels the outgoing compression wave, giving the par-
ticles a total velocity of 2Vho away from the inter-
face.

Thus, as the tension wave returns, the hammer is pro-
gressively released from strain, such that the abso-
lute spatial velocity (VI) of the unstrained portion
(Figure [2-4d]) is given by.

V1 = V- 2Vho [Eq. 2-18]

At the instant t = 2L/c that the reflected wave
reaches the hammer [pile] interface, no strain exists
in the hammer (Figure [2-4e]) and it is traveling with
uniform velocity, V.. The hammer velocity at the
interface is thus abruptly changed at time t = 2L/c as
V changes suddenly to V1.

(Palacios, 1977, p. 46)
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The cnange in hammer velocity from V to V, implies new bouncary

conditions and the orocess is reoeated using the new boundary conditions

for each comolete cycle of compression and reflected tension wave tra-

versing the hammer. Palacios concludes

: I - r nVpn V (1-r)n Eq. 2-19

when

2nL 2(n + 1) L Eq. 2-20
c c

Note that Vpo Eq. 2-21

Additionally,

1i - rln
apn = ap 0 rj Eq. 2-22

Note also that ab = c Eq. 2-23

When the hammer and pile are made of the same material and have the

same cross-sectional area, r = I and

abo PcV Eq. 2-24

The energy is thus transferred from the hammer to the pile in a

stepped waveform with the hammer decelerating incrementally and the pile

butt accelerating likewise. The hammer and butt separate when the
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velocity of tne butt exceeds that of the hammer. The energy transmitted

to the oile is ujsed productively for oenetration and/or dissipated as

heat, vibration, etc. This separation typically occurs when the wave

reflected from the pile-soil interface returns to the contact face.

Palacios concluded the theoretical maximum stress is uniform for the

duration of contact when the impedance ratio is 1.0. An incremental

decrease in the impedance ratio (with hammer mass and drop height held

constant) results in increasingly higher theoretical maximum stresses

acting over increasingly smaller time periods as shown in Figure 2-5.

The total time required for the complete transfer of hammer energy

increases as the impedance ratio decreases with total time required

being in excess of twice that which is necessary when the impedance

ratio equals 1.0.

2.2.3 Hammer-Pile-Soil Interaction

The preceeding discussion has been concerned with the propagation

of elastic waves which were not altered in their passage through a uni-

form medium. This situation is possible in an experimental setup but is

too limited for accurate representation of the transmission of energy

from hammer to pile. Several factors complicate the simple model pre-

sented thus far. Dispersion, interaction between the hammer, cushion,

and pile, and soil-pile interaction all affect the transmission of

energy.

Dispersion results from two frequency dependent aspects of wave

propagation. Both wave velocity and amplitude attenuation occur more

rapidly for higher frequency waveforms. A waveform may appear uniform

over a short time; however, monitoring the progression over a suitable

distance reveals the composite waveform is made up of various high and
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Figure 2-5 Effect of Impedance Ratio on the Theoretical Wave Shape
for Same Hammer Mass and Drop. After Palacios (1977)
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,ow frenuency ,zononents. ie iin frecuency components oroceed rela-

tively u4ckly :hrouan tne meium followed y the waveforms Of succeed-

ingly lower frequency comoonents. It is also aoparent that the higher

freauency waveforms attenuate and slow down more quickly .hPn the lower

freouency comoonents. The low frequency waveforms never '-at rn up."

?r er, the high frequency portions dissioate at qome ooint while -he

low frequency portion continues to propagate for a relatively large

distance. Thus, a waveform changes during propagation and has a dif-

ferent energy content dependent on the instant at which the wave is

observed. Dispersion is not usually a problem in the practical apoli-

cation of driving piles (Palacios, 1977). However, it is an important

consideration if waveform analysis is to be performed. After several

cycles of reflection of the initial wave from the ends of the pile, the

now separate high and low frequency portions interfere with one an-

other's passage and can dramatically alter the predicted energy content.

The aspect which has more practical bearing on the transmission of

available energy from the hammer to the pile is interaction between the

hammer, cap/cushion, and pile itself. When an elastic wave impinges on

a boundary between two media, reflection and refraction occur. In the

most general case, two distinct waves are generated each time an indivi-

dual wave passes the boundary; one reflected and one refracted (Kolsky,

1963). As the two new waves can have only as much energy as the initial

wave, the refracted wave (moving in the same general direction as the

initial wave) has lost the amount of energy contained in the reflected

wave. Reflection, refraction, and energy loss occur at every interface

between the hammer face and the pile and can be significant.



The interaction between the pile and soil changes with depth of

oenetration, soil conditions, and the remaining energy which is avail-

able to be productively used for penetration as the stress wave pro-

gresses. Attempts to understand this aspect and its contribution to the

develooment of residual stress and static capacity have resulted in

severa! mathematical nodels. Te most frequently used models are the

finite difference and finite element methods.

The =inite difference method discretizes the physical problem into

small segments as shown in Figure 2-6 (Smith, 1960; Holloway, 1975).

The pile is aporoximated by a series of short longitudinal segments.

Each segment is a discrete mass connected by springs If known deforma-

tion constants which approximate similar deformation characteristics

between the mass centroids of the segments and the equivalent portion of

the pile. This model, developed by Smith (1960), can be solved by

integrating element displacement and velocity with respect to time.

Total displacement can be determined by integration over small time

increments from known initial conditions. This method has been modeled

on digital computers with moderate success. Particular care must be

taken in the selection of the time increment of integration. Too small

an interval results in an inordinately large number of calculations'

being performed and possible magnification of small numerical errors in

the model. A large time increment could permit the bypass of an element

and subsequent instability in the solution (Holloway, 1975; Smith,

1960). The time increment is sometimes determined simply by dividing

the length of the pile segment by the stress wave velocity (E/p) in a

freely suspended rod made of the same material as the pile. Inelasti-

city of the system components, most notably the pile cushion, has a
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Figure 2-6 Finite Difference Pile Representation.
Smith's Lumped Parameter Representation.
After Smith (1960).



)ro-und e onec: : e :ransmisslcn of energy in the DrototYpe ani

7ocel ?eranent Qeftrnation of :ne cusnion introduces enerli losses

,qnicn reduce :ne efficiency of the transfer. Soil strengtn and resis-

tance were hignly simolified in this model as less was known abouL in

situ conditions conzriouting :o pile szrengTn.

The finite element methoa was the successor to the finite differ-

ence solution. This method relies on an axisymmetric idealization of

the three-dimensional pile-soil model. The elements suggested by Desai

and Abel (1972), project as wedge segments wnen the model pile reoresen-

tation (Figure 2-7) is viewed from above. The first analysis of pile

soil interaction using the finite element method was conaucted by

Ellison (1969). This method has since become the subject of several

texts (Zienkiewicz, 1971; Desai and Abel, 1972). Deformation is con-

centrated at the nodes and is equal for the pile and soil at the inter-

face. The pile material strength parameters are usually well known and

the soil oarameters conform to a tri-linear approximation based on

either lab tests or in situ test results. The soil strength is mobi-

lized until it exceeds the Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters at which

time it is considered to have developed ultimate strength. The soil

continues to deform if the stress is increased; however, no additional

strength is mobilized. The deformation "envelope" simply grows larger.

This method provides acceptable results in static loading predictions as

the relative motion between the pile and soil is small. It is less

applicable for analysis of dynamic situations because of the difficulty

of modeling the interaction (and differential displacement) between the

pile and soil. A knowledge of the propagation mode of both compression

and shear waves is very helpful in the initial determination of the
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orecicted this method would continue to receive emphasis as a researon

tool 4or cuite some time.

2.3 Practical Asoects of Pile Driving

The practical considerations of prototype pile installation will be

oresented as a guide for determining the aspects which must be modeled

most accurately. Pile installation considerations include the inter-

action of the hammer, cushion, and cap (or helmet), as equally important

members of the system needed to drive the pile. Pile forces experienced

during driving will oe discussed. Errors in the placement and driving

of piles affecting caoacity will be detailed.

2.3.1 Hammer-Cushion-Cap Interaction

Similarities between the energy transmission from the hammer to the

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) sampler and the hammer to the pile

permit several conclusions to be drawn from research conducted on SPT

rigs. The need to have the relatively simple SPT rigs energy calibrated

(Schmertmann, 1977) prior to interpreting and comparing results under-

scores the necessity of viewing the hammer, cushion, and pile cap system

(Figure 2-8) as a whole when determining the amount of energy being

transmitted to the pile.

The ram weight and impact velocities are generally
the most important variables with respect to pile
penetration for a given pile-soil system. Heavier
rams generally give more penetration than lighter
rams with the same kinetic energy at impact. Note
that the heavier ram has more momentum at impact
than the lighter ram in this case and the trans-
mitted stress wave generally has a longer wave-
length. Heavier rams are generally more efficient
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Figure 2-8 Definition of Pile Cap Terminology
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The dramatic effect of these variaoles on energy transmission are uncer-

scoreo -y , erficiency of some piie dri/ers, wnich can range from 30

to 95' (American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Committee on Deep

#oundations, 1984). The hammer weight and lift height are simply a

measure of the energy available to be transmitted to the oile during an

individual impact.

Energy transfer from hammer to pile is less dependent on the degree

of tilt (or list) of the driver than if the driving components are mis-

aligned. ?alacios (1977) determined that the concentrically aligned

hammer and rods could be tilted as much as three degrees before causing

a decrease in transmitted energy.

Full understanding of the hammer, cushion, and cap interaction is

vitally necessary prior to modeling of the driving process. The charac-

teristics of these components should be chosen to satisfy the following

two criteria (Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn, 1974). The components must

ne able to transfer the amount of peak driving force at least equal to

the desired ultimate capacity of the pile being driven. Unless this

criterion is satisfied, the pile cannot penetrate far enough to develop

the desired capacity. Refusal will occur first. The components must

also transmit as much of the available energy from the hammer as pos-

sible. This criterion is more flexible than the first. It is important

only for economy in driving. The lift height or hammer weight can, and

must, be modified if their standard configuration would overstress the

pile. Stresses in the pile and determination of the amount of energy



..... l ..... 7ro an -moac: can oe jirectly measurea ,y -ne anoropriate

in:r-..mentaon i.e., strain aqes and accederometerS), iowever, th4is

metnoo is not Usea on a widespread oasis. omouterizea wave equation

analysis is ore frequently used -o find the best combination of hammer,

cusnion, ana caQ for a given iammer ana oiie ccmnination :ASCE Commitz..

on Jeep Foundations, 1984). These methods suffer from the need to make

assumotiens regarding the chosen componen;s.

The cao distributes the hammer blow to the butt of the oile and can

also serve to nold the butt in place during the initial stages of

driving. A close fit should be maintained between the cao and butt to

prevent buckling of the pile or bulging of the butt itself. The bearing

surface of the butt or cap should be machined to assure orover fit. The

cap should be sufficiently massive to provide efficient transfer of

energy to the butt. An insufficiently massive cap may separate pre-

maturely from the butt effectively stopping the flow of energy from the

hammer.

Historically, hammer cushions were made of hardwoods cut to fit

snugly within the cap, but they are now usually made of aluminum or

micarta. The relatively soft hardwoods transmit an initial compressive

wave of lower frequency and magnitude to the pile for a given hammer and

cap combination. Additionally, the hardwoods have revealed their ten-

dency to catch on fire as the amount of energy transferred from the

hammer has increased. The coefficient of restitution (COR) of hardwood

is only 0.5. Aluminum and micarta have the advantage of a higher COR

(0.3), more nearly linear elastic properties, and greater and more con-

sistent energy transmission characteristics than the hardwoods. The

significant improvement in the use of aluminum and micarta lies in their



more predictable elastic properties and reduction of energy losses.

Excessively nimn cormoressive ann tensile forces in The oile 3re

controlled by proper selection of these components. Pile penetration

per impact may be controlled somewhat by selection of cushions with aif-

ferent elastic properties.

2.3.2 Pile Forces Developed During Driving and Loading

Tubular steel shell piles were the only type of piles considered in

this research. This type of pile can develop high capacities, but the

limiting criteria for pile selection is usually the pile's ability to

withstand the significant stresses experienced during driving. The pile

must be of adequate cross-sectional area to provide the necessary drive-

ability characteristics and thus be able to achieve proper penetration.

The driving force a pile can withstand is dictated by the impedance of

the pile (refer to Section 2.2.1), the limitation being that the pile

material should remain within the boundaries of elastic deformations

during driving. Increasing the impedance, and thus the driveability,

can be accomplished by changing the strength characteristics of the pile

material, increasing the cross-sectional area, or both. A reasonable

balance must be maintained between the resulting pile size and available

driver. The increase in impedance will provide the added benefit of

greater pile capacity given adequate soil conditions.

The driving stresses in a pile are usually relatively insensitive

to driving resistance (dependent on soil properties) for a given hammer,

cushion, and cap. The stresses then would be equal in a given pile

regardless of the soil type in which it is driven. The variation would

be in the amount of penetration per impact. The amount of tip resis-

tance experienced by the pile also affects the driving stresses



leveloed. Excessive reslstance at the tio contributes to crushing of

zhe :io if -rivinq is :ont'nued. I" the pile tip rests in a soft soil,

a tensile wave is reflected from the free end which may exceed the

tensile strength of the Pile. Fracture can result. This is usually a

concern only in concrete piles. Thus, forces developed at the tio

depend on the stress transmission characteristics of the hammer and cap

assembly, the impedance of the pile, and the general Pattern of distri-

bution of soil resistance at the tip and along the side. A better

understanding of the relative contributions of the tip and side resis-

tances will provide valuable information regarding ultimate pile

capacity.

The aforementioned stresses of both driving and static loading can

be measured by a variety of methods. Displacement of the tip and side

walls can be measured directly or inferred from the readings of strain

gages appropriately located on the interior of the pile. The strain

gages will also provide information concerning the unit pressures and

total loads felt by the walls and tip. Tell-tales can be mounted along

the inside wall of the pile to monitor movement of the tip and walls

durint static loading. An inclinometer will permit determination of the

accuracy of placement of the tip as well as deviations from the intended

placement along the pile length.

Strain gages are the most frequently used instruments to measure

stress distributions along the pile shaft. They are easily mounted on

the interior of the pile, durable if suitably protected, easy to inter-

pret, and accurate. Strain gages measure strain directly; however

displacement, unit stress, and thus total load can be inferred from the

readings. Properly attached gages provide information regarding the



3assace of eiastic comoression and zension 4aves durino the driving

Drocess. Recording the variation in these waves at reguIar intervals

J:ring irivino can reveal wnere the input driving energy is soent Auring

penetration and how much energy is stor2d in the pile as residual

stress. i<ewise, recording the magnitude of static stresses deveiooea

in the pile at regular intervals during driving provides a record of the

develooment of residual stresses. Continued recording of the pile

stresses during loading aids in determination of the load shedding

characteristics of the pile-soil system and the mechanism by which the

soil mobilizes its strength to support the pile. 1easuring the residual

stresses over time will reveal how the residual stresses are redistri-

buted either due to changes in the soil (movement of the water table or

changes in lateral effective stresses) or movement of the pile itself.

Tell-tales, or indicator rods with one end attached to specific

points along the interior wall and the other brought to the surface,

directly measure the displacement of the pile at the attached point.

'lovement of the pile relative to the butt is measured. Total displace-

ment of a pile section can be determined if the movement of the butt is

measured from a separate reference. The tell-tales can be used in

conjunction with strain gages, as verification of the readings of one

another, or independently. The tell-tales cannot give information

concerning the dynamic response of the pile.

The tip load can be inferred from placement of strain gages in

close proximity to the tip or measured directly using a specially

installed load cell. A ring of strain gages at the tip will reveal the

tip load if the elastic modulus of the pile material and tip dimensions

are known. Measurement of the tip pressure by a load cell dictates
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seoarat on of :ne tip from the Dile walls to ensure the load cel' 4s

suDjected entirel and onl' to the load at the tio. This ieterminatuon

requires a specially manufactured pile and extra precaution to ensure

tne integrity of the tip is maintained during driving.

:nclinometers provide information regariing tne "trueness' of :e

pile with regard to its intended placement. Typically, the channel or

track for the inclinometer is placed in the pile during manufacture ano

the inclinometer readings taken after driving. Such measurements reveal

the degree of tilt of the pile either from vertical or with respect to

the intended degree of slope of a batter pile. Furthermore, departure

of the pile tip from its desired position can be determined if a com-

plete record of the pile inclination is obtained. Such information is

important especially if there is a question of exceeding the bearing

capacity of the soil at the tip of an end bearing pile.

The effects of residual stress on static capacity became important

to researchers only ten years ago (Davisson, 1978). These effects had

not been considered in pile load capability estimates and may have

resulted in significantly higher actual tip and friction stresses.

Neglecting these effects may also have contributed to unknowingly uncon-

servative designs. Early attempts (1960-65) to investigate the develop-

ment of- residual stresses and their contribution to static capacity

indicated unit tip bearing capacity and skin friction increased with

depth until some critical depth was attained (ten to twenty pile dia-

meters). Further penetration did not increase either unit stress

capacity (Vesic, 1970). Subsequent field testing with 16- to 18-inch

diameter piles driven in sand indicated the tip and side wall unit

capacities increased linearly until a penetration of ten diameters had
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oeen achievec. The unit capacities then became constant after tip

penetration of twenty diameters with the zone between ten and twenty

diameters being a zone of smooth transition between the unit capacities

(Vesic, 1970). The three studies previously mentioned indicated the

final values of tip and skin capacities appeared to be dependent on the

initial relative density (Dr) of the sand. Vesic suggested the

following ultimate tip and side wall unit capacities.

= 4(10 2.4)D r3 Eq. 2-25

qs = 0.08(101 0 r Eq. 2-26

The subscripts p and s refer to point and side wall, respectively.

The suggestion that residual stresses might influence the ultimate

capacity of statically loaded piles led to further research. The time

dependence of residual stress relaxation was also investigated using the

measurement techniques discussed in the preceeding paragraphs. Such

efforts have provided the current understanding of pile behavior. The

distribution of friction along the pile wall appears to be parabolic

(Vesic, 1970). Other researchers have also recognized this distribution

of pressures along the shaft. The overall participation of the shaft in

carrying the total pile load is proportionately greater in the early

stages of loading for the end bearing pile as well as the friction

pile. The side walls make some initial contribution to supporting the

applied load before the tip makes its initial contribution. Application

of additional load results in mobilization of friction capacity along

the walls until the ultimate capacity is progressively achieved at
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increasing deptn along the shaft. The total load at the tip increases

during mobilization of the skin friction and increases linearly in con-

junction with the applied load after skin the friction component has

been fully mobilized (Marcuson and Bieganousky, 1977a). The skin fric-

tion component is not necessarily fully mobilized in all cases. Either

the pile is conservatively designed and will never reach its full caoa-

city in service or end bearing failure occurs prematurely and the pile

is rejected.

Cyclical loading of piles can have a significant effect on the

distribution of stresses along the shaft. Initially the pile may

distribute residual stresses from driving resulting in latent movement

of the tip even before the design loading is applied to the butt. Load

transfer in piles has been found to be sensitive to small changes in

soil strain and pile compression (Lundgren, 1978). Loading and

unloading can cause irreversible changes in the distribution of effec-

tive lateral pressures along the shaft. What was originally positive

skin fr~ction rontributing to the ultimate capacity of the pile has, in

limited cases, been found to reverse itself over time thus contributing

to the ultimate load of the pile (Brierly, Thompson, and Eller, 1973).

2.3.3 Errors in Placement and Driving Affecting Static Capacity

The static capacity of an individual pile or group can be

influenced by several factors during initial placement and subsequent

driving. Each factor and its effect on static capacity will be con-

sidered individually; however, it is not uncommon to have more than one

error in a driven pile with the effects being either compounded or can-

celled.



A xiaI misalignment resuls foi an initial misalignment of the DiIe

and driver coronents, fieli iayout er-ors, trying to drive a flexible

oile, a 'iving in tne proximi:y of a suosurface oostruction, uneven

ground comoaction, excessive surcharie placement after driving, nr

oenetration of a sloping hard strata. Pile misalignment can result in

problems at the tip as well as the butt. Butt misalignment problems are

found most often in slender piles carrying large loads and least often

in mat foundations supoorted by piles as the loads are relatively

lighter and carried by many piles. Proper axial alignment is most

important where the butt enters or is encased by the pile cao. 'is-

alignment leads to stress concentrations .-hich may quickly exceed the

design stresses. This error is easily checked and can be corrected by

modifying either the pile or the cap, or both, to reduce stress concen-

trations. The most critical applications may require redesign of the

foundation once the actual butt locations are known. Likewise, mis-

alignment at the tips of group piles can overstress the soil causing

local failure (ASCE Committee on Deep Foundations, 1984).

Significant overstress can result even when the pile is placed

within the normal design tolerances, usually ±3.0 inches. Davisson

(1978) found one instance in which the load of an individual pile had

been increased 24% although all piles in the group had been placed

within design tolerances.

Severe axial misalignment, which sometimes results in bending of

the pile, is not necessarily cause for rejection. Several analytical

capacity prediction methods are available (ASCE Committee on Deep Foun-

dations, 1984) and load testing is a viable alternative.
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Static caoaci-y can be reducen in two .iays cue to misalinment of

t'e iammer ana oile cap elements. Visible damage ana :aiiure can rest

from tne concentric overloading of thin-walled pipe oiles sucn as those

modeled in tnis research. Hih hammer imoact velocity contributes to

"rolling' of t*e butt (Dismuke, 1973). Damage may be severe enougn to

warrant rejection of the pile. Should the pile be judged suitable for

service, its capacity may have been reduced as the stiffness of the

shaft usually decreases due to deformation. Piles adjacent to the

damaged one must carry a larger share of the load.

2.4 Static Capacity Verification

Static load tests are conducted to verify the design caoacity of a

placed pile and determine the suitability of the pile type selected.

Although many variations exist in the conduct of the load test, all

involve the static loading of the pile in increasing increments with

various measurements being made of the settlement of the pile at the

butt. Appropriately instrumented piles will render data concerning

displacement and load at the instrumentation points. Consult ASTM

D-1143 for specific criteria regarding pile capacity verification.

After placement of the test pile (group), a framework is con-

structed above the pile. This framework serves to provide the reaction

load against which the pile is jacked. A hydraulic jack is usually

placed between the pile and reaction framework and load is applied by

increasing the fluid pressure in the jack. Load can also be applied

simply by placing iron ingots or even soil in a suitable box mounted

directly on the butt.



Tn indeoendent f'amework is also constructed which serves as tne

refe'rence against which settlement readings are made. Tn most

instances, a dial gage is installed on the reference beam with the indi-

cator stem resting on the test pile butt. Redundancy is important and

gages are usually installed on opposite sides of the butt to determine

average settlement. ASTM D-1143 stipulates two independent systems be

used to determine settlement. The backup system sometimes consists of a

taut wire stretched between two posts placed in the ground beyond the

zone of influence of the pile or its reaction load. Readings are taken

visually from a ruler and mirror placed on the butt.

The pile is loaded incrementally up to as much as twice the design

load and settlement of the pile butt is measured for a specified period

of time after placement of each load increment. The time period between

placements of the test load is determined by the size of the load and

the type of soil in which the pile is placed. Maximum load can be held

for up to two days before the load test is considered complete.

The test load is removed incrementally and rebound readings are

made. The readings taken after the load has been removed give an indi-

cation of the total settlement of the pile and its ultimate capacity.

Rebound readings should be made after the removal of each increment for

a sufficient amount of time to ensure rebound has stopped before the

next increment is removed.

2.5 Pile Group Behavior

The behavior of statically loaded individual piles has often been

the basis for predicting the capacity of pile groups given the same type

pile and soil stratification. This approach has led to the development
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of efficiency formulas whereby the capacity of a pile group equals tne

capacity of an individual pile times the number of oiles in the group

mulziolied by an efficiency factor 'ASCE Committee on Deep Foundations,

1984). This approach most closely approximates the true bearing capa-

city of pile groups spaced at 2 to 3 diameters and deriving their

principal support from granular media. The efficiency formulas do not

account for the time effects which can manifest themselves as excessive

settlements. AS7h 0-1143 recognizes that capacities and settlements of

pile groups cannot usually be inferred from the test of an individual

pile in a like mass of soil. Due to the relatively short time span over

which the load test is conducted on the individual pile, the positive

skin friction resulting from driving may not have time to redistribute

itself and can lead to a higher perceived capacity than the pile can

maintain over its lifespan. If the pile group is underlain by a com-

pressible layer, even at a significant depth, the entire foundation may

settle subsequently to the consolidation of that layer. This type .f

failure will not be apparent from measurements taken from nearby

reference piles as the reference piles are settling with the pile

group. The piles may not be settling with respect to the soil in which

they have been driven.

Group pile response to loading may vary significantly from that of

individual piles due to the different zones of influence created by each

foundation. It is important to consider the relative contribution of

skin friction and point bearing to the overall capacity. A single pile

can derive a large part of its capacity from skin friction with a pro-

portionately smaller part being derived from end bearing. The pile

group stresses the soil in such a way that the entire block of soil



zcnta1iec .0:i i ne ]rouo oouncary 7rans'ers a rel ative I arger

oortion of :ne oac 7o a lower szratum. Addit4ona]'!y, a rii cao

serves to :ransrer a creater oroportion of the tota 7 oa to The outer

oi~es. This may contribute to the total mobilization of 7ne friction

caacty of tne outer piles with :he inner oiles Deing only sligntly

stressed. Ln a group configuration, the piles act more as end bearing

than friction piles (Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn, 1974,. Thus, the zone

of influence created by individual piles contributes to the overall

influence of the group when a number of piles are driven as a group.

The interaction between piles of a group becomes more pronounced as :-e

Poisson's ratio of the surrounding soil decreases (3utterfield ano

3anerjee, 1971).

The benavior of the group may vary significantly from that of tne

individual pile. This variation makes the prediction of group behavior

dangerous and difficult when based on only individual pile load tests

even if the bearing soil is the same. Regarding group settlement in

granular soils, the major portion of settlement occurs immediately. The

shape of the load-deflection curve is similar to that for individual

piles; however, the proportion of immediate settlement is generally

smaller for a group than for the individual pile (Butterfield and

Banerjee, 1971).



CHAPTER 3

3.1 Similitude Theory

3r viig model piles in an artificially induced hign gravity envi-

ronment is a complex task which does not lend itself easily to analy-

tical solutions based on mathematical models. As discussed previously,

conducting tests with miniature piles at one gravity does not accurately

model the prototype stresses experienced at the soil-oile interface.

Uncertainties are introduced if the results are extrapolated to oroto-

tyoe deoth as soil has stress-dependent mechanical prooerties that vary

with deptn (e.g., strength, moduli, wave propogation velocity, etc.).

Whitaker (1957), Saffery and Tate (1961), and Sowers et al. (1961)

produced qualitative results in their studies of miniature pile (group)

response to loading at 1-g. Collectively, these efforts served to

verify the findings of Rocha (1957) that the results of !-a tests cannot

be scaled up to re-create or predict pile performance. The model must

be subjected to stresses equivalent to those experienced by the proto-

type. Scott (1977) demonstrated the ability to conduct pile load tests

in a high gravity environment by cyclically loading piles inserted in

silt. There was no prototype and thus no standard with which to compare

the model performance.

It is necessary to create equivalent self-weight-induced stresses

at similar points of interest in the model as in the prototype. This is

accomplished by subjecting a properly scaled model and soil mass to a
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graviz.y level sufficiently high to produce zne desired stress. This

acceleration is provided most simply by a centrifuge.

Scaling relationships permit the design of tne pile ana driver for

the Proposed gravity levels and interpretation of the data obtained by

operation of the device at its design gravity level. Testing in a nign-

gravity environment requires the energy input of the miniature pile

driver to be scaled down in some manner to insure equivalency with tne

prototype. Likewise, the pile capacities and stresses developed during

placement and loading must be scaled up for comparison with the proto-

tyoe. The scaling relationships are derived by dimensional analysis.

Dimensional analysis is a method by which we
deduce information about a phenomenon from the
single premise that the phenomenon can be des-
cribed by a dimensionally correct equation among
certain variables.

(Langhaar, 1951, p. 17)

As the number of variables affecting a process increases, it becomes

progressively more difficult to determine the function which relates the

experimentally controlled inputs (independent parameters) to the

response being investigated (dependent parameters). By creating

dimensionless parameters relating the most easily controlled experi-

mental parameters to the ones being measured, ratios can be defined

which relate model response to prototype response. These dimensionless

ratios, called Pi (Tr) terms, were first developed by Buckingham and

presented in 1914.

3.2 Selection of Dependent and Independent Variables

The choice of independent and dependent variables is of most criti-

cal importance in the development of the Pi terms.
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If variables are introduced tnaz really do not
afect: e onencmenon, -oo many terms may aooear
in tne final eauation. if variaoles are omitted
:haz TogicaiV' may inf1'ence -he ohenomenon, tne
calculations may reach an impasse, but, more
often, they lead to incomplete or erroneous
results.

(Langhaar, 1951, p. 19)

The selection of basic units for the Pi terms is also very inoortant.

The mass, length, time (ILT) system was selected for this research as

unit mass does not change in multiple gravity environments and the 'ILT

system appears to be favored in previous references (Nielsen, 1983;

Bradley et al., 1984; and Tabatabai, 1987).

Table 3-1 presents the researcher's choice of independent and

dependent variables considered pertinent to this investigation. The

first three variables are the independent parameters which are con-

sidered easily controlled experimentally. The choice of which three

variables were used was subject to the restrictions that, among the

three, each of the basic units had to be used at least once, and the

variables had to be independent among themselves to ensure independent

solutions. The remaining variables were chosen to represent the

material and physical properties considered to be important in the

process being modeled. Certain properties of each of the materials used

are important, such as modulus, compression wave speed, and strength.

However, as the units for any one of those parameters are the same for

each material under consideration, the collection of like parameters is

represented by one generic term. Thus, Young's modulus of elasticity,

E, is included only once in the collection of variables and not once for

each material. Material properties relating to the presence of water in



-ne soil were inc, uaec as -,he modael pi I es were 3esi,,ned to oe caoabie of

:eing driven into saturated soils.

-abe -'--I "ndeoendent ana Deoendent /ariabies

/ar -; aDni s

:ndeoendent

Length L L

Density y 3

1odu us E 2LT2

Dependent

,T Stress a i/LT2
1

rAcceleration a '-2
2

'I impact Energy E 'IL2 /T 2

3
T Impulse I L/T

4

T Cohesion C M/LT 2

5

, D ynamic Time T T
5

"I Wave Speed P L/T7

IT Yield Strength F I/LT2
a

I9 i spl acement D L
9

It Area A L2

10
T Permeability K L/T

11
7 Hydrodynamic Time Th T2

12

The Pi terms were developed using the program PISETS written by

Theodore Self at the University of Florida in 1983. PISETS was avail-

able on the Commodore SuperPET microcomputer as well as the Northeast



e-,ona )a"a Ca.nr 'I.ERCC 3 radley et a I ,i?,3 and Braa'ey (I 83)

oresent the method of set:ing up the inout matrix for use with -)SETS.

Apoencix A presents the derived Pi terms and verification tnar eacn is

dimensioni ss.

3.3 9eveloDment of Scaling Laws

Scaling laws were formulated by taking the derived Pi terms ana

equating the model Pi tern to its equivalent prototype Pi term. The

scale length factor was used to change geometric properties oy an appro-

priate factor of n. Like materials in the model and orototype permitted

the cancellation of material properties in the equivalent Di terms. The

scaling laws were derived as presented in Appendix A and are summarized

below in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 Scaling Relationships

Property Prototype 1odel

Length 1 1/n

Density 1 1

'lodulus 1

Stress 1 .

Acceleration 1 n
Impact Energy 1 1/n3

Impulse 1 1/n3

Cohesion 1 1

Dynamic Time I 1/n
Wave Speed 1 1

Yield Strength 1 1
Displacement 1 1/n

Area 1 1/n2
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Dimensionless quantities such as strain and Poisson's ratio remain

dimensionless and scale 1:1. Quantities not soecificaily derived above

can le determined by combining the appropriate Pi terms. The two

remaining pertinent scaling laws, permeability and hydrodynamic time,

qill be derived as examples.

Permeability (k) has units of length/time. MIodel permeability

equals prototype length times the scaling factor I/n divided by the

prototype time multiplied by its scaling factor, 1/n. The scaling

factors (in this example) cancel one another indicating that model

permeability equals the permeability of the prototype. This is a pre-

dictable result considering the requirement to utilize like materials in

the orototype and model.

Hydrodynamic time (Th) is determined by a similar method. The

equation for hydrodynamic time is derived from Terzaghi's one-

dimensional consolidation differential equation which provides a

nondimensional time T called the time factor (Lambe and Whitman,

1969). The time factor equals the coefficient of consolidation, Cv,

multiplied by real (hydrodynamic) time, Th, and divided by the square of

the drainage path, H. The equation for hydrodynamic time and its units

are provided below.

T H2

Th C Eq. 3-1
V

T L2

Th - TL2  T2  Eq. 3-2h L2/T



Te units of nydrodynamic time are T2. Thus, model Th equals pro-

totype Th multiolied by the square of the dynamic time scale factor

(1/n), or I/n2 . The two scaling laws derived are summarized below. The

subscripts m and p designate the model and prototype variables, resoec-

tively.

k k Eq. 3-3

hm T ho I/n Eq. 3-4

3.4 Experimental Reauirements

Care must be exercised in the application of the scaling laws to

the development of the model pile driver. Consider the impact energy

imparted by the hammer striking the pile. The scaling factor which

relates the prototype energy to the amount of energy input by the model

driver is 1/n. Modeling the 50,000 ft-lbs of work needed to lift the

prototype hammer (5,000 pounds with a drop height of 10 ft) at 70 g's

requires the model pile driver input 0.146 ft-lbs. The model driver

input can likewise be determined by considering the hammer weight and

drop height independently. The ram weight of 5000 lbs divided by n2

equals 1.02 lbs and the fall height is reduced to 0.143 ft. The product

of these two properly scaled values is the required 0.146 ft-lbs. How-

ever, the hammer weight required during driving is the weight of the

hammer mass at I g multiplied by the gravity level at which the test is

conducted. The model hammer weight is then 1.02 lbs divided once more

by the gravity scale factor, n. Thus, a model hammer weighing 0.233

ounces at 1 g is sufficient to model the 5,000-lb prototype hammer when

subjected to 70 g's.



CHAPTER 4
2QU 2!E:IT DES:GN, 74BR:CAT:ON, AID OPERATDN

This chapter documents the design of the system developed to place

the model piles. Computer control of the system and data recording

techniques are presented. Pertinent fabrication methods are discussed.

The model pile sizes were detzrmined prior to the system design as

all critical dimensions of the placement device are predicated on the

model dimensions. Designing the piles to be used as models required an

understanding of the type of pile to be modeled, the loading regime

under which the prototype pile was tested, and the modeling techniques

used by previous researchers. The higher stresses experienced by the

model pile during driving predicated a significant departure from the

existing techniques.

The placement device was designed to permit the pushing and driving

of model piles and groups permitting the comparison of the residual

stresses developed in each model resulting from the different methods of

placement. Design required an understanding of the prototype pile

driver performance capabilities.

The centrifuge was designed to permit positioning of the specimen

and placement device with sufficient clearance to allow all tests to be

safely performed. The uses of the Hewlett-Packard 6940B Multiprogrammer

and 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit are also detailed. Several

limitations in the use of the pile placement device are presented in the

final section of this chapter.
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I.Iodel Pile Desicn ana Tnstrumentation

-he o i s, syem 7oaeied resembled the Hunter's Point grouo off nve

oiles (Cneill, 1996). This system was designated as the prototyne

althouch there were limitations in modeling of the axial sti"ness and

soil roperties. Each oile was 35-ft long tubular steel with a wall

thickness of 0.375 in. The outside diameter of the piles was 10.75 in.

When driven in a group, the piles were arranged in an 'x' Qattern with a

pile in the center and one at each corner. The corner piles were 3 ft

from the center oile. The cap was made of concrete having a thickness

of 5.0 ft. The pile butts were embedded 2.0 ft into the cap leaving 3.0

ft of cover. The bottom of the cap was 3.0 ft above the ground surface.

Nominally, the cap was 6.0-ft square. Total driven depth was 30.0 ft.

4.1.1 'lodel Material Selection

Similitude theory is simplified by the understanding that models

will be made of the same material as the prototype to ensure the same

stresses are developed in the model as in the prototype during testing.

Use of the same material in the model was important in this apolication

because the transfer of forces from the oile to the soil was investi-

gated. As soil strength is mobilized by the slight movement of the pile

surface relative to the surrounding soil, a variation in this relative

movement would alter the load bearing capacity of the model pile as well

as the load-deformation curve. However, strict adherence to similitude

would have necessitated the use of a thin-walled steel tube as the pile

model. The wall thickness would have varied between 6.3 and 4.7 thou-

sandths of an inch for tests at 60 and 80 g's. Model piles with this

wall thickness would have been crushed during driving due to lack of

axial stiffness or the inability of the model driving device to strike



tie oile perfect, i- f4:jh:. urtnermore, tne avatiaole szeel :ubes

.hish could reasonably te cons4ierea is ootentia7 odels hac '.a'"

thicknesses Tar in excess of the desired amount. This would have

resulted in an axial st Flhess too great to oermit accurate modelinq of

cne stress transfer 'oad shedding) between the )iie ana soil. Tiere-

fore, various -material's aere considered which had lower strength moduli

and were available in small tubular snapes. The axial stiffness of the

prototype could be accurately modeled if the scale cross-sectional area

of the model pile was increased by a factor equal :o tne mocoulus of :he

steel prototype (30,000,000 osi) divided by the modulus of the model

material being conidered. Aluminum was chosen as a suitaole modaeinC

material and has bdn used successfully in several orevious studies

('iian, 1985; Ko et al., 1984; Harrison, 1983). Aluminum has a Young's

modulus of 10,000,000 psi requiring that the scale cross-sectional area

of the model pile be three times that of the prototype. Theoretically,

the model pile would strain the same amount under the same scale load as

the prototype thereby having the most potential of accurately mobilizing

the same soil strength.

4.1.2 Model Size Determination

Limitations in the availability of tubular aluminum and the diffi-

culty of manufacturing models with accurately scaled dimensions forced

the need for a compromise between the modeling of pile diameter (and

thus scale surface area) and axial stiffness. All tests were conducted

with the models having the correct scale outside diameter and length.

Because the available tubular aluminum had thinner walls than required

for correct modeling, the scale axiil stiffness of these models was

lower than that of the prototype. This approach correctly nodeled



tne scale sur'ace area of ?-e m:ccei i e as velI as ;ne sca'e area of

the tin- however, the Ioe' oiles ,4ere ss stiff "axia i'" when con-

oared to the oroaotyoe stifness.

The gravity level of testling for Pile models .0i.h scale geometric

orooortions ou'sie ;iamerer ana 'enath; was leterminec by jiivina :-ne

outside diameter of the prototype by that of the available model mate-

rial. The length of the model was then the prototype length aividea by

the gravity factor. Table 4-1 Provides the model dimensions ana scale

factors.

Table 4-1 '!odel 0i11e Dimensions and Scale -actors

Oontroilea by Geometry (Outside Diameter,

Prot. A 3 C

O.D. (in.) 10.75 0.125 0.154 0.187 0.218
g-level (g's) 1 86.0 69.8 D7.5 49.3
Length (in.) 420 4.88 6.02 7.39 8.52
Stiffness () 100 95.4 73.8 66.6 57.5

NOTE: The axial stiffness of the model piles is given as a percentage of
that of the Prototype.

In summary, four suitable aluminum tubes were found for the manu-

facture of model piles. Scaling factors based on the outer diameter of

the tubes yielded four pile sizes to be tested at g-levels between 49.3

and 86.0 g's. There was no manufactured aluminum tube which accurately

modeled both the outer diameter and axial stiffness. Figure 4-1(a) de-

picts the individual model piles and associated gravity levels of test-

ing. Figure 4-1(b) depicts the model pile groups and test gravity

levels.



InUd ~ cial'odel Piles a~ft -to Ri ght--49.3, 5.,3.
ana g o d 'iaeIs~

M)uodel Pile Groups (Left 69.8 g., Right 86.0 g)

Figure 4-1 Model Piles, a) Individual Model Piles (Left to
Right--49.3, 57.5, 69.8 and 86.0 g models)
b) 1Iodel Pile Grouos (Left 69.8 g., Right 86.0 g)



seArn 1as . .e.n :c n , s nn a 1minum tubes '.i ni ,n aera s 4-

4n a f tj oeri. t -ne ace C en t -f strain -aces, then n ued . ..et-h ,r

r3r :usni.i .. em intc i e -oo-- so I 'i 1an, Ic5 -r4 son,

_. -e iifficuft if obtaining a strong bond between ... -3

ha'ves frecuently resultad in the 7odel oiles solitting ana exni bi in

irregular butt deflection Patterns during loading. The sianificantly

greater stresses required for driving the pile orevented :ne reuse of

This technique as only continuous tubular stock could be expeczec to
.ithstand te driving process. The most significant drawback in the use

Df continuous stock is the difficulty of placing strain gages 4nside tne

ocel pile.

The method of placing the strain gages had to satisfy three cri-

teria; the bond between gage and model had to be complete and permanent,

the gages mad to be positioned precisely, and the gages had to be able

to perform after completion of driving. In addition to the above

criteria, tne gages had to be placed with leads already soidered on.

Connection of the leads to the gages after placement was not possible

without exceptionally sophisticated equipment.

Each strain gage, regardless of its working environment, must be

placed on a clean, chemically prepared site. Proper cleaning ensures

the gage can be bonded as intimately as possible with the material being

measured. Preparing the sites inside the models was accomplished in

accordance with Micro-Measurements Instruction Bulletin B-130-2. Fine

grade emery paper was rolled into a small tube and inserted in the

model. Being a soft metal, the aluminum required little sanding to

smooth the interior and expose clean metal at the sites. An acid



'' ~ ~ Y ccesaeet S~~e ia sed to etch thne :etl Un .'ig

es' r. Te si :e -ias neutral eidi :.jin the aoorooriate so-,ition,
croi,- i ee-o s -iut a i r ~n
.,oineasu ....lens Neutraizer. reoaration was completed by pushing

sm a'l wqads fIt-free cotton material down the oile shaft in one

direct4on tn o /a prevent, recontamination of the cleanec sites. The

cleansing orocess was repeated until the cotton wads emerged dirt-free

from tie model pile interior.

Suitably sized strain gages (1icromeasurements EA-06-01ELA-120,

Figure 4-2) were then prepared for placement. These gages were chosen

because tne lead terminals were large with respect to the field and were

piaced aoove the field in such a way that they presented a narrow olan

view. This was impor-:ant as the gage had to conform to rather tight

radii on the insides of the models. The minute gage size required the

leads be soldered on while being viewed under magnification. Conse-

quently, the gages were sent to a laboratory where suitable equipment

was available.

The strain gages with leads attached were prepared using the fol-

lowina procedure. Excess gage backing material was removed as indicated

in Figure 4-3(a) to make the gage as tall and slender as possible. Gage

resistance and continuity were checked to determine if damage had

occurred during the trimming process. A piece of 'Micromeasurements

nonstretch tape was cut to the width of the length of the strain gage

field. This tape was affixed to the two strain gages holding them in

the same position relative to one another (Figure 4-3(c)). Special care

was taken to ensure the principal strain measuring axes of both gages

were parallel and the gages were the correct distance from one another.

The distance between the two gages was predicated on the inner diameter



7igur-e 4-2 'licromeasurements EA-06-015LA-120 Strain GagE-s
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Tip

Figure 4-3 Strain Gage Application Technique
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jy 2ie 0 mocel in anii ze ]ages wou, ze piaced. The correct cjs-

:a equalac :ne-ial of the inner circumference of the mooel. ? sma7

amoonz of raol-curing epoxy was appliec as a sealer to tne leads,

gages, and -aoe as snown in Figure 4-3(i;. This assembly was set aside

io :ry ,niKe :e nser:>,n ne'rce .Nas oreoarec.

i Coronary 3alloon Dilitation Catheter servec as the insertion

device. The catheter is fitted with a balloon which expands to a

specific diameter upon pressurization. The balloon was wrapped with

Teflon tape as shown in Figures 4-3(e) and 4-3(f) while the epoxy was

drying. The gages and tae assembly was then wrapoed 'gages out' around

the catheter balloon 'Figure 4-3(h). age resistance was recnecken at

this time to ensure only functional gages Aere inserted into the model.

The small size of the deflated balloon permitted the catheter and gages

to be inserted as a unit down the shaft of the pile (Figures 4-3(i) and

4-3(j)). The lead wires were inserted first, into what was to eventu-

ally become the pile tip. They were followed by the gages and balloon

assembly which was advanced by pushing the pressure line leadng to the

balloon. Proper positioning was accomplished by marking he pressure

line at the correct depth of insertion and insert ng the assembly up to

the mak. Each pair of gages became successively more difficult to

insert as the leads from the previously placed ga es interfered with

feeding the new leads through. When in the proper position, the balloon

was inflated, pressing the gages into the preplaced bonding material at

the site. The balloon remained inflated until the bonding material had

cured at which time the balloon was deflated and removed. The wrap of

Teflon taoe prevented the balloon from being bonded to the gages.



. .ac.:. -.. f :ne alis ,a r. , e a c c c snec , n a soec r ore r

s3e. rou'J c st9rin aneo zn>, at te - o aee crocucea :ji3 :-e "S..l.sa n , are - , at e n " e 2 :ea r es ca J34 e --.,

:,'e'/v>3us,i .lscr7.ec : cr ; ue ofr ser: ic :ne eaa Iu-es inc:

anc fc wing ,'It n te baIIoon and gane assem!ly. 'lodeis -eauirinn :he

3 csmen: or Lu ia :a s or :a'es ,noerwenz a st nqrti moi -iec

oracemenz Procedure to simoiify the placement )f t.ie first oai-. The

. oon was fi rst inserted :hrougn the model )i e aefore )e ing wrappec

-t tef lon tape and naving the cage assemDly attacied 1-igure 4-,.

's menoa imrovec the P! acemenz success rate o Ie butt iages cy

^eCui nin r.ev le Pul c back ir.o the model a snort distance rat-bter

-:nan Deing Qushed -nrougn the length of the mocel oefore Donding. The

cai oon was deflated ana witnrawn after ,lacement in t e same manner is

,.nen the lage pair is piaced by being pushed tnrough the model. The

resistance of each gage was measured after being placed in the model.

Variation of the gage resistance by more than 5.0% of the specified

factory value of 120 ohms was cause for rejection of the gage and noted

in the model pile construction log. There was no way to replace the

naces if they were rejected. After placement of the final oair, the

'ut: was sealed wit a silicone cap reducing the chance of tne leads

breaking off of the gage during driving and testing.

The model was complet a by fitting the tio with an individually

machined cap which w,_ .erted into the model plugging the tip. The

outside diameter of the plug was equal to the model diameter. Each cap

waz held in place by pressure fit and sealed on the inside with silicone

sealer to prevent the intrusion of water. This technique and the afore-

mentioned procedures yield a fully instrumented waterproof pile capable

of withstanding the stress of driving.



Butt

Figure 4-4 Alternate Technique for Placement of First Pair of
Strain Gages When Multiple Pairs are Needed
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Strain ages qere positionea in :ne instrumentea moceis at tne tip

ut' 3 n. nitial tests aere conducted on ousned oiles witn one

,a-r if strain gages at the tip 10.97d ,iitn d oeing the distance the

mocei was oushed into the soil). Instrumented driven models (Figure

Sa)) snou:' nave oairs of strain gaaes olaced at the one-third :onts

and tip. The jopermost pair (gages 4A and 4B) serve to measure the

-otal resistance of the pile to penetration due to both tip capacity and

skin friction. The pushed models use a load cell to measure the total

resistance zo penetration and can therefore have four pair of gages

placed at the quarter-points and tip (Figure 4-5(b)). Individual piles

fitted like !ne one in Figure 4--5(a) snould be used for measurement of

-he tiD and side friction capacity in driven models. Again, the gage

pair at the top (butt) of the model is required because the load cell

could not remain in-line when models were driven. Positioning of the

gage pairs at the butt in individually instrumented driven piles permits

the immediate conduct of loading after the pile is driven.

Figure 4-6 depicts the suggested placement of gage pairs when

instrumented model groups are driven and pushed. After being driven,

the centrifuge must be stopped to fit the top of the group with a load

cell. Load tests are then conducted after the centrifuge has been spun

up to the required test rom. When the group has been pushed in, loading

is conducted immediately as the load cell is already in place.

Provision was made to protect the leads during driving and loading

as will now be discussed. This method of protection was also used to

prepare all models pushed into the soil with only slight modifications

of the caps depending on whether the model was driven or pushed.



Load
Cell

4A and 4B

0.25d - 4A and 4B

0.33d - 3A and 38

0.50d - 3A and 3B

0.67d - 2A and 2I

0.75d - 2A and 2B

0.97d- 1AandlB 0.97d- l1Aand1B

a) Driven Pile, Four b) Pushed Pile, Four
Pair of Strain Pair of Strain
Gages Gages and LoGo Cell

Figure 4-5 Suggested Gage Positions and Position Designations
for Individual Driven and Pushed Piles (8 Strain
Gage Channels Available). a) Driven Pile, Four Pair
of Strain Gages; b) Pushed Pile, Four Pair of Strain
Gages and Load Cell
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and
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Figure 4-6 Suggested Gage Positions and Position Designations
for Driven and Pushed Pile Groups (Load Cell Placed
on Top After DRIVEPILE; Load Cell In Place During
PUSHPILE)



._.. I e ']roao' C -o _,ire ?rotection

In moor- anz :ons4 erari.,n n 4!ie Iriving is the orotection of cie

out: of .ne oi,e from the ooten-ially damaging blows of the hammer.

Th's ,ias accomo'ished Asin a 3i cao as discussed in Section 2.3.1,

iammer->jsnion-Cap inzeraction. 2 "imiar method was used in the

dr4ving of the models. -igures 1-7 tnrngh 1-10 show the types of caos

Jevelooed for driving and ousnina the model piles (groups). The caos

served to protect the model as well as the strain gage lead wires while

oermitting the models to De interchanced quickly between tests. The

lead wires were terminated in miniature connectors mounted on the sup-

oort arm shown in Figures -1-7 throug; 4-10. When only one connector was

necessary, the weight of the connec-or and snielded leads to. the side of

the specimen container was counterbalanced Dy the placement of a suit-

able weight at the end of the supoort arm extension through the other

side of the slotted cast acrylic guide tube. This precluded the devel-

ooment of excessive moment at the top of the model when under the

influence of the design gravity level. The model pile, cap, lead wires,

and c onnectjrs are thus a comolete unit capable of being olugged into

the olacement device as necessary :or testing. This permits the models

to be reused and interchanged quickly between tests.

4.2 Iodel Placement Device Design

The placement device needed for this investigation was required to

lift a considerable variety of weights, provide accurate feedback re-

garding position of the lifted weight, and accurately raise the lifted

weight a predetermined height above an object whose position changed

with every impact. All of these activities were to be performed in an
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Figure 4-7 P-le Cap Assembly for Individually Driven Model Piles
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Figure 4-8 Pile Cap Assembly for Driven Model Pile Groups
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Figuri A-9 Pile Cap Assembly for Individually Pushed Model Piles
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Figure 4-10 Pile Cap Assembly for Pushed Model Pile Groups
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anu:ve el i-m~iatio o,: manv ot 7ne;2 ani .cai enos severai 7a s

-"a u"1,r *c syszems, ani even a sure,/ ?Iectrmanetic ctev ce. -

1: some of .e orec iq sys..ms was -neir n 4naDi' to
olow' 1he model ile grouoI as it arvanced througn tne soil anc

-hei relance on aw, ,arj oosi:ion moni:orlng devices ,.nhicn .ou',, 'ave

affected the dynamic ,esponse of tne system. Compounding ,the difficujty

of buildino the device was the limitation imnose A by the Iack of "lar-

ance above the platform. - suitably sized soil soecien wIch a mocei

-ile on the surface and lone placement device above requires a rel atie Iy

:eecer cr -ine :.2an tcna: ieeied for exoeriments with comac- soeco-

mens. Purthermore, the system must be designed with a low center of

gravity. An alternative design considered the driving device being

mounted statically on the arms of the centrifuge with the soecimen

swinging into oosition for drivino. However, pile placement accuracy

cou,J ,not be guaranteed with this design. The chosen configuration con-

sisted of a soil soec4men container with the driving device -ounted

above in a protective canister.

The system chosen (Figure 4-11) consists of a stopper motor geared

through a ball bearing screw assembly (ball screw) to a suaoort shaft

,nich lifts an eiectromagnet and pile hammer when indivicual piles and

groups are driven. Rotation of the ball nut (the housing around the

ball screw which contains the ball oearings) either raises or lowers the

ball screw to which the electromagnet "s attached. During driving, the

electromagnet is advanced (downward) until it comes within 0.005 in. of

the ram. The closeness of approach is determined by a proximity device.
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Figure 4-11 Specimen Container, Placement Device Protective
Canister, and C-Channel Support Beam



The eiectrcmainet is tnen energized. Reverse rotation of the steooer

motcr retrac:s 'Iupward, the na-ner and ram to the predetermined drop

heignt. The magnet is then de-energized allowing the weignt to fall and

imoact on the oile cao.

The precetermineo lift height is acnieved by rotating the stepoer

motor a known number of "steos". Counting the number of steps which the

magnet is lowered to regain contact with the ram permits the determina-

tion of the number of steps the device has penetrated the soil. That

number of steps is easily and accurately converted to a vertical dis-

tance. The process then repeats itself with the energizing of the

magnet and the retraction of th magnet and ram assembly to a newly

determined lift height. This system offers the advantages of accuracy

and control of the height to which the ram is lifted, repeatability, a

free falling weight, the capability of following the device as it

penetrates the soil, and no bulky displacement measuring devices to

alter the dynamic performance of the system.

When piles (groups) are pushed, the electromagnet and hiammer are

replaced by an in-line load cell which fastens directly to the base of

the ball screw. During pushing, the pile (group) is advanced into the

soil with readings being taken from the load cell at frequent intervals.

Load tests are conducted as will be presented in Section 4.5.2,

Software. The major components of the system will now be presented.

4.2.1 Specimen Container, Placement Device Protective
Canister, and C-Channel Support Beam

Support for the device consists of a circular specimen container

machined from high-strength aluminum and welded to a square base plate.

The square base plate is bolted to the swinging platform on the end of

the centrifuge arm (Figure 4-11). The base plate can be mounted in four
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:onfijurations, ,vi:n any given sioe being able to be positionea at 0,

t9C, and 130 denrees with resoect to tde center line of the Platform.

The top of the soil soecimen container has a groove machined around the

rim. This groove serves as the male end which fits snugly into the

female groove machinea into the base of the olacement device canister.

The grooves hold the canister in olace above the specimen container

while Permitting rotational flexibility. The top of the canister suo-

ports the aluminum c-channel which is the main frame of the placement

device components. The c-channel has limited positioning capability

which permits the placement of the bail screw directly above the center

of the canister centerline as well as in any position within approxi-

mately 2 in. of the centerline. This flexibility permits the driving of

pile groups by individual piles as with the prototype. The combination

of the back and forth freedom of movement of the c-channel with the

rotational freedom of the canister top provides substantial positioning

freedom within the specimen container.

The capability of mounting the specimen container base plate in

four unique positions was included in the design to ensure the least

stress was exerted on the platform support arms during testing. Figure

4-12(b) shows how the canister and placement device should be config-

ured. The intent is to decrease the eccentricity of the load on the

platform due to the placement of the stepper motor. Figure 4-12(a)

shows the configuration of the canister and stepper motor when video

recording of the placement process is necessary. This position exposes

the placement mechanism to the camera through a port in the side of the

canister when the platform and canister have rotated to horizontal. A

mirror is needed for the video camera to view the placement device.



a) Configuration "'sad F or lideo Recording

b) Normal Configuration

Figure 4-12 Top View of Canister and Placement Device Configuration.
a) Configuration Used for Video Recording;
b) N*ormal Configuration.

I I | | I • I I il4



Hcwever, this is -he east 4esirab'e con;i'uraticn and was jse only

,.en enecessary. :n this oosition, the :onc2ntrated load of the motor

'close to the vertical centerline of the platform) will force overrota-

tion of the platform. This configuration would ultimately cause the

)ayload to falU off into the bottom of the centrifuge nousing if the

payload were not properly fastened to the platform or if the platform

were not fixed against overrotation. Rtation of the canister until me

stepper motor is almost in line with the horizontal centerline of the

platform (Figure 4-12(b)) will decrease the tendency of the platform to

overrotate. However, video recording of the placement process is not

possible because the line of sight is blocked by the canister side.

Rotation of the canister until the stepper motor is above the center

line of the platform will induce underrotation, another obviously unac-

ceptable occurrence. The combination of stepper motor positioning which

caused the least stress on the platform bearings was the position which

developed a slight tendency to overrotate just pushing the platform arms

against mechanical stops installed on the centrifuge arms (Figure 4-13).

This was the configuration used most often. Once this position was

established, the driving of second and subsequent piles in a group could

be accomplished by pushing the stepper motor slightly closer to the

central axis of the specimen container. The shift in placement would be

equal to the scale distance between multiple piles. Shifting the step-

per motor towards the central axis of the specimen container would then

serve to decrease the eccentric loading induced by the motor. For

subsequent piles, the specimen container would be rotated ninety degrees

underneath the stationary canister.



Figure 4-13 Platform Mechanical Stops
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re a.:ec r D 'or

--e tepoer 7otor is versati"e ano -_Ii tveiY important memner of

:e- steM. :t proviaes both precisely controlleo incremental oositin-

4iQ ana .ei.on static and dynamic torque. he name stepper 7,,tor is

:eriea fr77om :ne .Iiscontinuous motion of the driveshaft as each Pulse

recieved initiates acceleration, precise rotational displacement, and

deceleration of the drive shaft. Thus, there is no continuous shaft

motion, only short steps in the desired direction. Controlling the

numoer of pulses determines the amount of rotational displacement.

Controlling the frequency of the pulse input determines the "speed" at

wnich the drive shaft rotates. Initialization of the drive shaft

ocsition wil2 permit the accurate determination of the shaft orientation

at any time if the input pulses have been accurately accounted for. One

revolution of the drive shaft requires 200 pulses, or steps. Thus, each

step results in a shaft rotation of 1.8 degrees.

Proper use of the stepper motor requires an understanding of the

amount of time required to perform a given rotational command, the nec-

essary static and dynamic accuracy, settling time reauired to achieve

that accuracy, and the total system friction and inertia. These para-

meters must be determined before the stepper motor can be chosen. Con-

sidering the type of experiment being conducted, the first three con-

cerns are minor. The stepper motor frequency was chosen to ensure the

motor would accurately perform the desired rotational displacement. A

low frequency (200 pulses per second) was chosen for initial tests. The

motor control circuitry was configured to provide input pulses at this

frequency as prior research has not even suggested a time dependence on

pile driveability vs. the frequency of impact in the granular soils



en ig inves.... .. iezr3. for control ourooses, tne steoper 7,otor

,4as :riven a tne r-ota:ional soeed wnicn offered the optimum corrinat-on

of lifting :apacity ana steo accounTaoility--the latter being the

orimary concern.

c:cordng to :he manufacturer, a low performance system, i.e., 'ow

rotational soeed, can Provide accurate stepping under an inertial load

of approximately nine times the rotor inertia. This is true under

normal gravity. However, rotation of the stepper motor drive shaft

,nder a higner iner-ial loaa, as was necessary in the centrifuge tests,

could result in missed steps. One or -iore steps could be lost or gained
due to inertial "coasting" of the motor after pulses have stopped.

Thus, it was necessary to verify the stepper motor was performing tne

commanded rotations under the Proposed test gravity levels.

Verification of the accuracy of the rotational displacement is presented

in Section 4.7, Equipment Limitations.

Operating the motor at a low rotational speed minimized the poten-

tial for dynamic overshot of the desired number of steps. Dynamic accu-

racy concerns settling time, or the amount of time it takes the stepper

to return to its commanded position after a given rotation. Settling

time was also reduced by operating the motor at a low frequency.

Regarding this application, the settling time was negligible.

Static accuracy is dictated by the amount of control desired over

the lift height of the ram and is adjustable by several means. A direct

linkage between the stepper motor and ball screw assembly provides the

simplest relationship governing the number of steps versus the vertical

displacement of the rack gear and magnet load cell. Vertical displace-

ment of the ball screw for each step equals the "lead" of the ball screw



as3emb v di videv o v :ne iumber If steos cer comnoleta revoluti on of :ne

steooer otor drive shaft nCO for the steooer motor used!. iner con-

trol of the vertical disolacement can be achieved by the introduction of

a cear reduction assembly between the steooer motor and ball screw

assemblj. 'ccuracy of tne vertical displacement can be improveo jy a

factor equal to the reduction gearing. The redjction gearing likewise

increases the lifting (or pushing) capacity of the driving device by a

like factor. Alternatively, the stepper motor can be configured to

advance only 0.9 degrees per step (called half-stepping) effectively

doubling the accuracy of the system, however, the dynamic and static

torque available decrease as a result of this reconfiguration.

Mlanufacturers' literature should be consulted prior to use of a

stepper motor to familiarize the operator with the unique power and con-

trol requirements of the system. The required 24-volt power is provided

by an appropriately sized transformer. A Bodine THD-1830E Adjustable

Motion Control provided precise control of the direction and speed of

rotation. Figure 4-14 shows the transformer and adjustable Dower resis-

tors required to power the stepper motor. The motion control is shown

in Figure 4-15. The slip ring assignments for power and control leads

are shown in Figure 4-16. Control is switchable from manual to external

(computer) by toggling a single pole double throw switch fitted to the

side of the stepper motor controller.

4.2.3 Ball Screw Assembly

The ball screw assembly consists of threaded shaft (ball screw)

fitted with a cylindrical housing and collar (ball nut). Contact

between the ball screw and ball nut is maintained by small ball bearings

which facilitate rotation of the ball nut even with the ball screw under



'.hgure 4-14 Stepper 'lotor Transformer and Variable Power Resistors

Figure 4-15 Bodine Type THD-1830E Adjustable M otion Control
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subs:ant7 a axial oad. The bal screw ano iut are suo-or:e- :y a

c"s-.:3 m 7anuac~ured suooort ring ,.nich fixes the oall scre,,. assernoli

acainst lateral movement. The stepper motor drivesnaft torque is trans-

mitted to the ball nut by identical gears on the dri/eshaft and ball

ut. ne ir-ving gear is located on tile stepper motor .rivie shaft anc

tne driven gear on the support ring. The gears have a diametral Pitch

S-4, the finest available from the manufacturer. Gears of this piccn

have 64 teeth at the pitch diameter for every inch of diameter. These

gears are the largest available of the stated pitch diameter. The pitt

diameter was chosen because the finer teeth provide smoother meshing and

less backlash due to meshing errors. Purtnermore, there is less play

oetween the teeth when the direction of rotation is reversed. The large

'3.0inch pitch diameter) gears are suitable for several reasons.

First, the centerline of the stepper motor must be at least 2.90 in.

from the centerline of the ball screw shaft in order to be mounted in

the configuration shown. This configuration was the most compact with

regard to height. Secondly, the larger the pitch diameter of the chosen

gear, the smaller the stress on the individual teeth in contact. This

is an important consideration as the gears of this size are available

only in brass, a relatively soft metal.

The driving gear was bored out to fit snugly over the stepper motor

drive shaft and fitted with three set screws to lock the gear onto the

motor shaft. The driven gear required extensive machining. It was

placed in custom made lathe chuck teeth to hold the gear by the teeth

while the center of the gear was removed. The remaining ring gear was

press fitted onto the support ring shoulder of matching diameter and

held in place by a pressure ring. The shoulder was necessary to keep
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-ie -r4 'en oear and ball screw assembly in concentric a!ignment. ThiS

j" cort -inl -onnecting the driven oear and ball screw rests on a

orecision thrust bearing. Likewise, the support ring is sandwiched

between a simi7ar thrust bearing which orovides a reaction for the ousn-

ina of piles. The ball screw assembly, thrust bearings, and suoport

ring are held in position by a clamp attached to the supporting c-chan-

nel. :igure 4-17 depicts the assembly devised to transform rotational

disolacement of the stepper motor into vertical displacement of the ball

sc rew.

The ball screw device located on top of the support ring is the

means of converting the rotation of the stepoer motor drive shaft into

vertical displacement of the ball screw. As mentioned, there is no phy-

sical contact between the screw and nut as they have matching grooves

(or races) which contain ball bearings. As either the screw or nut

rotates, the rolling balls reach the end of their travel within the nut

and are then recirculated by a return tube outside of the nut. A signi-

ficant advantage of the rolling contact between ball and screw is the

elimination of "stick slip" normally encountered when two surfaces slide

across one another. Rolling contact improves the precision and repeata-

bility of the positioning of the screw. Most commonly, the screw

rotates and the nut moves back and forth along the shaft. The nut is

attached to whatever object is being moved. Precise placement of the

object is controlled by monitoring the rotation of the screw from some

known orientation. In this application, the screw is restrained from

rotation while Ie nut is rotated. This results in translation of the

screw through the rut. The same degree of precision and load capacity

is maintaine as 41a the standard configuration. The ball screw assembly
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Figure 4-17 Ball Screw Assembly, Thrust Bearings, and Reaction Clamp



.s icny efrcient, wi-:i over 90'7 of the inou: power being convertea -o

near -.oti on. This .il efficiency oermits the use of a sma",7er steo-

per motor for a given system. The rollea tnread Dall screw is macnine!

to ).0005 in. and case hardened giving hign accuracy and reoeataDility

-nrougnout tne 'ife of the bai' screw. -he assembiy used in :his aooli-

cation was fitted with oversize balls to decrease the amount of back'ash

to 0.003 in.

Nominally, the screw traveled 0.125 in. for every rotation of the

nut. This is called the "lead" of the screw and is significant because

the ability of the ball screw assembly to transmit power is dependent on

the lead. When changing rotary power to linear, the following exores-

sion is used to find the ultimate lifting capacity when given the avail-

able torque input and screw lead (Rockford Ball Screw For Number RBS-

101-3, 1986).

P (lbs) 5.65 (T) Eq. 4-1L

where T = Torque input in inch-lbs.

L = Screw Lead

P 5.56 (28.125) Eq. 4-2
0.125

P = 1,250 lbs

The ball screw assembly was subjected to a maximum load of approxi-

mately 250 lbs during the operation of the placement device.



As 0reviousiy ientionej, the orecision placement cnaracterist4cs of

-1e Dall screw are ennanced by tie use of ball bearings as oposed to

the standaro metal to 7etal sliding contact between a conventional screw

and nut. For a standard screw and nut configuration, the displacement

of cne nut is equal to the lead of the screw times the numoer of rota-

tions (or portion thereof) of the screw. Rotation of a screw witn a

lead of 0.125 in. for 8 turns displaces the nut I in. However, the pre-

sence of the ball bearings between the screw and nut introduces a

"planetary ratio" which slows down the advance of the nut for a given

rotation of the screw. The name planetary ratio is derived from the

motion of the ball bearings around the screw. The revolutions of the

ball nut needed to move the screw 1 in. is the product of the planetary

ratio and the threads per inch (N).

R +S
Planetary Ratio R Eq. 4-3

where R = Rolling Diameter in Nut = 0.600 in.

S = Rolling Diameter in Screw = 0.003 in.

Planetary Ratio = 1.005

Therefore, the nut must be rotated 8.04 times to advance the screw

I in. Conversely, one rotation of the nut advances the screw 0.124 in.

One rotation requires 200 steps of the stepper motor giving an accuracy

of 0.0006219 in. per step. Determination of the travel of the screw

under various operational circumstances required experimental verifica-

tion. The screw was fitted with a Linear Voltage Differential
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Transformer qhVDT which provided a highly accurate measure of displace-

ment of the screw for a given rotation of the shaft. Experimentally,

the ball screw was found to displace O.00 ', C217 in. ,ur each step of ne

stepoer motor. See Section 4.7, Equipment Limitations, for verification

of the accuracy of vertical disolacement for a given rotation of the

stepper motor.

4.2.4 Guide Tube

A guide tube for the electromagnet, hammer, and other associated

placement components was fastened to the supporting c-channel adjacent

to the stepper motor. The guide tube was clear cast acrylic to permit

the viewing of the pile during placement and also to facilitate align-

ment of the pile placement components. The inner diameter was 1 7/8 in.

and the outer diameter was 2 3/8 in. Two longitudinal slots were

machined in the tube walls, one each down opposing sides. The purpose

of these slots was to provide an opening for the strain gage and elec-

tromagnet leads to exit the tube and also to provide a means of pre-

venting rotation of the electromagnet while it moved up and down. The

guide tube was long enough to reach top of the soil and served to keep

each piece within the tube (magnet, ram, and pile) alilned. The base of

the tube was fitted with a guide to center the pile (group) as it exited

the placement device. The centering pieces were individually machined

for the pile (group) being tested to prevent scouring around the model

pile(s).

4.2.5 Electromagnet

An electromagnet is fastened to the bottom of the ball screw during

the driving sequences. As manufactured, it is 2 in. tall with a 1.00-

inch diameter core. The windings are encased in epoxy which is housed
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in a meta" casing -i4i a jiameter of 1.75 in. he too of :ne casing 's

preari'iec and tapDed -o accept a 0.25-incn liameter, 14 ;,read *er inch

botl. Ratec capacity of the magnet is 140 lbs wizh a voltage input of

12V DC, 125 milliamos. The two leads exit the casing on the side at tne

too as -ianu:ac:ureu, dowever, :he electromagnet qas mocifiec exzensive-

iy for use in tne ariving device.

The leads were required to exit the top of tie casing for the mag-

net to fit properly within the guide tube (1 7/a in. !.D.). Therefore,

sufficient material was removed from the casing to permit the lead wires

to be placed as required. A plastic guide washer was fastened to the

top of the casing to serve as a spacer between the walls of the guide

tube and the magnet casing. The washer was thick enough (0.25 in.) to

permit two opposing holes to be drilled from the circumference towards

the center of the ring. A brass electrode was then forced into each of

the holes. The leads from the electromagnet were soldered to the elec-

trodes so the electrodes could then be inserted through the milled slots

in the side of the guide tube and be connected to a power source outside

the tube. The milled slots were larger than the diameter of the

electrodes. Brass bushings were manufactured to slip around the elec-

trodes where they passed through the guide tube to help keep the elec-

tromagnet centered within the tube and also to provide a rolling bearing

surface as the magnet traveled up and down. The guide tube was fixed to

the bottom of the c-channel and thus, the passage of the electrodes

through the side of the guide tube prevented the magnet from rotating.

The guide tube then also served the purpose of insuring that the rota-

tion of the ball nut resulted in the vertical motion of the electro-

magnet.



A secanc set )f ousnings were fitted onto the elec:rodes. :ower

was suoolied to the macnet bv leads attached to this second set )f

busnings. The bushings permitted the leads to hang in a natiral posi-

tion as the nagnet traveled up and down reducing the stress on the mag-

net and tube. Figure 4-13 shows the eiectromagnet actuator circuit ana

sliD ring assignments for the power leads.

The tapped shaft at the top of the casing was not modified.

Rather, tne tip of the ball screw was modified to be screwed into the

casing. When screwed tightly into the magnet casing, the ball screw

could not rotate either, but only travel uo and down.

4.2.6 Model Pile Hammers

The hammers had to be individually machined for tests at a specific

gravity level. Tnitially, the hammer weight for driving individual

piles was determined by dividing the prototype hammer weight by the

appropriate gravity level to the third power as discussed in Section

3.4, Experimental Requirements. This resulted in hammer weights of 3.30

and 4.45 grams for the driving of individual piles at 69.8 and 36.0 g's,

respectively. Considering the system being modeled, weights of this

small size would have to be lifted almost 500 times to drive the model

to the desired 30 ft depth of penetration. This was deemed unrealistic

as one impact cycle required approximately 20 seconds. The total time

to drive a model pile would have been almost three hours. Furthermore,

the measurement of insignificant model penetration after each impact

could introduce significant cumulative errors in the determination of

total penetration. Therefore, the model hammer weight was increased

arbitrarily by a factor of approximately 2.5. The intent was to drive

the pile (group) as quickly as possible decreasing the wear on the
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centrifuqe and olacement device while increasing the number of tests

wnich zan be conducted. This served as a startina ocint in the deter-

mination of the optimum weight to be used for driving individual model

oiles. Noninstrjmented models were first driven to determine the suit-

ability of the ,qeight and to ensure the instrumented models would not be

destroyed by imoact of the hammer. The hammer weight for driving group

piles was determined by multiplying the factored weight required for

driving the individual piles by five. Again, initial tests were con-

ducted on noninstrumented groups to assess their survivability during

driving. Table 4-2 provides the hammer weights for driving individual

and group model piles determined by this process. The hammer dimensions

were determined based on the hammer having a diameter approximately

equal to that of the electromagnet. The intent was to provide a large

face for the development of capacitance between the electromagnet and

hammer. The dimple at the bottom of the hammer decreased the contact

area between the hammer and pile cap and also the magnetic attraction

between the two.

Table 4-2 Model Hammer Weights and Dimensions

1.5"

I-.

Hammer Weight/"A"
G-Level

Individual Piles Group Piles

69.8 20.0/0.125 100.0/0.625
86.0 10.7/0.060 53.5/0.300

NOTE: Weight and Dimension (A) are provided in grams/inches.



-he nairmer oiensions sugoested above assume tne namer is -anu-

factured From cold ro"ed stee' srock as was commonly avaiiaole it th.

University M.Iachine Shoo. Being ferrous and dense, tnis metal was the

obvious choice of hammer material.

I.2.7 Mode vile Cao as an Alignment Tool

The model pile cao served the functions attributed to the orototype

.Section 2.3.1, Hammer-Cushion-Cap Interaction) and others based on the

requirements of the olacement system. Figure 4-19 shows the standard

design of the pile cao used during driving. The most significant func-

tion of this cao was to guide the hammer down to the center of the pile

butt. A guide rod extending] up through the hammer, then through the

magnet, and into the center of the ball screw shaft fulfilled this pur-

pose. Additionally, the guide rod ensured the magnet returned to the

center of the hammer after impact and helped keep the magnet and hammer

faces parallel during the approach of the magnet. The length of the

guide rod was dictated by the hammer length (variable), magnet length

(constant), and lift height (variable). Thus, each test g-level sti-

pulated the use of a soecific guide rod length. Figure 4-29 shows how

the length of the guide rod and depth of drilled hole within the ball

screw shaft were determined for the 65 g tests. This is the worst case

as the hammer length, lift height, and guide rod length all decrease

when testing at higher g-levels.

The model cap served the purpose of the prototype cap and hammer

cushion. The cap was machined to fit snugly over the butt of the pile

and protect it from the potentially damaging blows of the hammer. Being

made of aluminum, the cap deformed slightly under the repeated impact of

the hammer. The cap head was kept large enough to provide adequate area
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for Driving Sequence
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A
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Figure 4-20 Guide Rod Length Determination (69.8 g's)



,or tie IaMmer to strike and transfer energy efficiently to the pile

bu t. :Keepinn the area of the cao head relatively large with respect ,o

the o1i butt also helped ensure the head was perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the pile at hammer impact. An alternate cap design

was necessary for the driving device to be able to push piles and

groups.

The alternate design for the pile cap to be used during the pushing

of piles (groups) included the capability for the model pile to be

inserted in an adaptor screwed into an in-line load cell. The force of

pushing the pile (grouD) was transmitted through the load cell. This

was important also in the conduct of the load tests. Each test con-

ducted by pushing the pile was accomplished with the load cell in place.

Loading the model pile after pushing was accomplished without stopping

the centrifuge. The electromagnet and hammer were replaced by a load

cell before load tests were conducted on driven piles (groups). The

load cell capabilities are presented in more detail in Section 4.2.9,

Load Cells.

4.2.3 Proximity Device

The ability to use this device as a pile driver was predicated on

the capability of being able to determine when the electromagnet had

been lowered just to the point of contact with the hammer. If the elec-

tromagnet were not brought down close enough to the hammer after impact,

the magnet would not have been able to engage and lift the hammer for

succeeding impacts. Alternatively, if the electromagnet continued its

downward travel past the point where it had made contact with the ham-

mer, the device would push the pile further into the soil and possibly

alter the creation of the desired soil stresses adjacent to the pile.



T::e caoaot:' of m'.easuring toe orox',mi/ of cne -magnet to t.,e iamer

,is .... cr ao :. :r the above reasons 3s .,el] as 4n -,-e determina ion f

the oenetration of the oile after impact. Using ,the stecoer motor in

its --aoacity as a Precision oositioninq device, the disolacement of the

ile couli e measured by counting the number of "stegs" the oile haa

advanced after imoact. Thus, a Proximity device was necessary to ensure

the magnet was engaged for successive impacts, to orevent the

electromagnet from pushing the pile into the soil, and to permit the use

of the stepoer motor as a device to measure penetration of the oile.

The electrical property of capacitance was chosen as the basis of

iesign for the proximity device. A capacitance circuit produces a

current orooortional to the time derivative of the voltage across the

capacitive element. The constant of proportionality is called the

capacitance. Expressed quantitatively, the current is

i d - Eq. 4-4

de

where dt is the time derivative of the voltage

The element voltage (e) can be found from the above equation.

e : T - i dt Eq. 4-5

Since the instantaneous current (i) in a circuit equals a change in

electrical charge (q) over some time period (t), one can denote the

instantaneous current as follows.
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Subst4j ting quation 4-7 into 4-5, the element voltage is

e = Q 
3

anc tnus

S= Eq. 4-9e

The proportionality constant (C) is the charge storing property of the

element and is referred to as caoacitance. With q expressed in coulombs

and e in volts, the resulting capacitance is expressed in farads (n)

Capacitance is most often expressed in microfarads (-f), or 10-6 farads.

A fixed capacitor usually consists of a pair of metallic plates

separated some known constant distance by a dielectric. One of the

plates is positively charged and the other is charged negatively. The

plates discharge alternately at a constant frequency if a resistor is

introduced in series with the capacitor and the capacitance is held con-

stant. The frequency of discharge is directly related to the "charac-

teristic time" of the resistance-capacitance, or r-c, circuit. The

product of resistance times capacitance is time (characteristic time)

and the frequency of discharge is found easily by taking the inverse of



n4hs time. 7he characteristic tme (and frequency) can be varied -v

cnanging either the resistance of the circuit or the caoacizance.

increasing either increases the characteristic time and thus decreases

the frequency of discharge. This relationsmio between caDacitance and

frequency of discharge serves as the basis for )oeration of the proxi-

mity device.

The capacitance of the magnet and hammer couple was the variaole

capacitance of the design r-c circuit. The bottom face of the electro-

magnet was the negatively charged face of the capacitor and the top of

the hammer the positively charged face. Capacitance between the two

faces could exist only if the faces were electrically insulated from one

another. The method of insulation chosen was to insert a plastic tube

through a hole drilled through the center of the hammer. This prevented

the guide rod and cap from coming in contact with the hammer unless the

hammer was resting on the top of the cap (after impact). Likewise, a

hole was drilled through the center of the electromagnet and up through

the center of the ball screw shaft. This hole was also fitted with a

thin-walled plastic tube. Thus, the pile, caD, guide rod, and hammer

were totally insulated from the electromagnet and ball screw shaft, a

vital consideration when measuring the capacitance between the two.

When resting on the pile cap, the bottom of the hammer made electrical

contact with the cap. This was necessary as the hammer was required to

be positively charged to serve as one face of the variable capacitance

proximity device. The model, cap, and hammer were positively charged by

a lead wire fastened to the miniature connectors used to protect the

strain gage lead wires. Similarly, the bottom of the electromagnet had

to be electrically charged. This was accomplished by attaching the



ie', ively charged !ead wire to the c-channel support which was always

4n intimate contact witil the ball screw and thus the electromagnet. The

capacitance across the two faces could exist only if they did not come

in ohysical contact. Therefore, they were insulated from one another by

covering the too of the hammer with a layer of cellophane tape.

Two proximity devices based on capacitance were considered. The

device used in this research was an electron charge pump proximity

device. It included several features which were improvements on its

predecessor, a phase comparator Proximity device. Each device will be

discussed.

4.2.8.1 Charge oump oroximity device

The proximity device consisted of a crystal reference oscillator

and divider, which alternately charged and discharged the variable ca-

pacitor made up of the bottom face of the electromagnet and top face of

the hammer. The quantity of charge stored and subsequently discharged

from the two faces is a function of the distance between them. The

discharge served as the input to an integrating microchip which trans-

formed the discharge into a unique value of current determined by the

distance between the plates. This current was passed through a preci-

sion resistor resulting in a measurable variable voltage across the

resistor. The output voltage was compared to a reference voltage which

was adjustable based on the desired closeness of approach of the vari-

able capacitor faces. Figure 4-21 shows the schematic drawing of the

device. Figure 4-22 depicts the proximity device before mounting on the

c-channel support.

The reference system voltage output was constant depending on the

adjustment of a precision potentiometer. Increasing the capacitance of
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: .e 7ocal ruft increaseo tne charge storing caoaoility of ne circii

jurinn -,he fixed time interval and tnus also the amount of oiscnarqe

wnen t.e Electron Charge Pump (ECP) was de-energized. Thus, tne voltage

reoresentation of the output increased as the electromagnet and hammer

aooroacned one another. When the voltage from the variabie capacitance

circuit exceeded the reference voltage, a transistor in the voltage

comoarator microchip changed its output from a low state of 0 volts to a

high state of 5 volts. Thus, the approach of the magnet to the hamer

closer than some preset distance is signified by an instantaneous change

in the outout of the device from 0 to 5 volts.

A crystal reference oscillator was chosen to "drive" the device

because of its inherent accuracy. The divider reduced the circuit

frequency to a nominal value of 150 kHz from the crystal frequency of

2.4 MHz. The reason for this reduction will be explained shortly. The

output from the reference oscillator powered a microchip which contained

an ECP. With the ECP energized, the variable capacitor faces would

store charge. De-energizing the ECP caused the capacitor to discharge.

The divider was necessary to increase the amount of time available for

the capacitor to store charge. The resulting discharge was larger in

magnitude and more easily compared between the two circuits. Adjustment

of-the reference system output permitted the determination of the

distance between the electromagnet and hammer at which the comparator

output changed. The output from the comparator was connected to the

high-speed analog to digital converter in the multiprogramer to notify

the computer the electromagnet had found the hammer.

Figure 4-23 shows the electron charge pump proximity device circuit

and slip ring channel assignments for the power and output signal leads.
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2 Phase comoarator oroximitv device

The al;ernate design was very similar in orinci e but relied on

the comparison of the frequencies of two r-c circuits rather than the

measurement of voltage output from a current integrating microchio.

igure 4-24 deoicts the phase comoarator device schematic. Knowing the

approximate capacitance of the canister, magnet, and ram system, a

similar r-c circuit was constructed which oscillated with a frequency of

490 Khz. This was termed the reference oscillator. By varying the

distance of the electromagnet from the hammer, the capacitance of the

"local" oscillator could be changed. Altering the capacitance likewise

changed the frequency of discharge of the system. This frequency, and

the constant frequency of discharge of the reference oscillator were

simultaneously input to a frequency comparator. When the frequency of

the local oscillator equaled that of the reference oscillator, the

voltage comparator triggered a transistor to change its output from zero

to five volts. Changing the frequency of the reference oscillator

(using a precision adjustable resistor) changed the distance at which

the transistor output changed from zero to five volts. The device was

adjustable to a gap of approximately three thousandths of an inch but

could not repeatedly provide accurate results.

The most significant drawback of this proximity device was the use

of a phase-locked loop (PLL) in the local oscillator circuit. The PLL

is a noninductive, tunable, active filter with an adjustable bandwidth

(Buchsbaum, 1973) suitable for use in communications devices and servo

controlled motor systems. The basic PLL circuit consists of a voltage

controlled oscillator, phase detector, and loop filter (Figure 4-25).
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The phase 'ooo 4s cons ioered iockec nen tne c4 erence berween :ne

inout signa1 rom the local cscillator in this apoli cation, and tne ICO

output signal is constant. A variation in eitner tne input signal pnase

or the ICO output phase generates an "error" voltage from the ohase

detector Ynicn is proportional in Dotn magnitude ana oolarity to the

phase snift. This error voltage serves to modify the 'ICO output until

it is again in phase witn the reference signal. The range over which

the circuit can keep itself in phase with the reference circuit is

referred to as the lock range. Regarding the use of this circuit in the

proximity device, as the electromagnet approached the top of the hammer,

the capacitance of the local oscillator circuit increased, which served

to decrease the circuit's frequency of discharge. As this frequency

fell within the lock range of the PLL circuit, the reference oscillator

frequency would lock onto and follow the frequency variations of the

local oscillator circuit. Thus, any additional changes in capacitance

(or variation in the distance between the electromagnet and hammer)

would be masked by the ability of the PLL circuit to lock onto and

follow the frequency variation.

The inability to accurately adjust the frequency output of the

local oscillator also hampered the operation of the device. The PLL

circuit was incorporated into the frequency determining network for the

reference oscillator. Variation of the PLL circuit output thus affected

the reference frequency output negating the use of the circuit as a true

reference. The reference circuit capacitance also varied in response to

the nearness of the tools needed to adjust the precision potentiometer

in the reference r-c circuit. Thus, it was not possible to achieve a

predetermined, stable reference oscillator frequency with the device and



tne ?LL circuit orecI!,ce zne orecise and repeatabie determination of

he Droximnitv of tne eleczromagnet to the hammer.

4.2.9 Load Cells

Two load cells were used in this research. The load cell used for

pushing and loading individual piles had a static capacity of 200 lbs.

This load cell was also used to conduct load tests on individual Piles

which had been driven. The load cell used to push and load group piles

had a static capacity of 500 lbs. Load tests on pile groups were con-

ducted with the 500-lb capacity load cell. Each load cell had a cali-

bration factor provided in the form of millivolts output per volt of

input power. Mlillivolt output per pound of force was determined as

follows. The calibration factor (1.9961 mv/v for the 200 pound capacity

load cell) is multiplied by the load cell input voltage (10 volts in

this example). The resulting maximum output voltage (19.961 millivolts)

is divided by the static capacity of the load cell. The 200-lb capacity

load cell output is thus .0998 millivolts per pound. The calibration

factor for the 500 pound capacity load cell was determined to be 0.0397

millivolts per pound. The load cell power and signal cicuit is shown in

Figure 4-26. Slip ring channel assignments are included in the figure.

Each load cell had leads which exited from the side of the casing.

These leads were passed through the side of the cast acrylic guide tube

and helped to prevent the ball screw, load cell, and model from rotating

during placement and loading.

4.3 Centrifuge Design

Conduct of this research required the development of a new centri-

fuge facility and associated testing equipment. This section of the
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tes i g.

1.3.1 n-?lPce auioment

Ie equipment in-place at tne beginning of :nis researcn consisted

of a fifteen horsepower electric motor mounted in the center and below

the floor of an 11 '/2-foOt square room having a height of 4 ft. The

too of the centrifuge enclosure was at floor level in the oasement of

the 4eil Hall addition, Reed Laboratory. Nominally, the motor was

capable of 1200 rpm. Other pertinent motor specifications are as Pro-

vided in Aooendix B. The drive shaft (3.0-inch diameter) stood to a

height of 3 ft within the enclosure and was linked to the motor through

a Holloshaft 5.077:1 speed reducer thereby limiting the rotational speed

of the centrifuge arms to 236 RPM. Initial testing revealed that 1231

rpm of the motor resulted in only 201 rpm of the arms indicating the

rotational speed was being reduced by a factor of 6.373. Inspection of

the pulleys on the motor shaft and centrifuge drive shaft accounted for

he additional reduction by a factor of 1.25. The pulley on the motor

snaft was 8.87 in. in diameter and the pulley on the reduction gearbox

driveshaft was 11.09 in. in diameter. The reduction gearbox driveshaft

pulley was replaced by a pulley similar to the one on the motor drive-

shaft thereby correcting the total reduction to the desired 5.077:1.

One-hundred g's could then be consistently achieved with the arm

rotating at 241 rpm, depending on the radius at which the desired

gravity level was measured.

Arms had already been mounted on the driveshaft. The arms and

mounting plates were made of T-6061 high strength aluminum having a
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' ei. s~renm:n*~~2 C 2,J . i n s rengqn toi-s were usea tnrouancu:
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iac -aterial -emovea from the web to reduce turoulence curing rotation.

:acn Dair of arms las a nominal cross-sectional area of 14.90 square in.

A -ain Power transformer Figure 4-27), and ?ara.just AC "oror Soeec

Control (;igure 1-28) constitute the dedicated circuit which oowers tne

:entrifuae. Rotational soeed control is orovided eitner by a orecision

potentiometer housed in the hand-held control shown in Figure 4-29 or by

the variable direct current voltage input (from 0 to +10.24 volts) from

the multiprogrammer (Section 4.5, Computer Control of the Equipment). A

rosary switch mounted on the side of the Parajust soeed control permi:s

the operator to switch control from the hand-held speed control to the

external control (multiprogrammer) and back. The main circuit breaKer

for the centrifuge is mounted directly above the transformer adjacent to

the resistive speed brake shown in Figure 4-30.

4.3.2 Shroud Construction

The initial modification consisted of building a shroud to encase

the arms thereby oroviding a more suitable housing for them during

rotation. The inside radius of the shroud was constructed at 68.5 in.

from the center of the drive shaft as this was the largest circular wall

which could be built within the confines of the centrifuge housing. The

wall of the shroud is 0.25 in. smooth finish plywood sheeting supported

by a 2x4 frame which is in turn mounted on 0.75-inch thick plywood forms

fastened to the floor and walls. Two support beams were fastened in

place above the centrifuge equidistant from the center of the drive

shaft and spaced at a width of 34.0 in. The purpose of the beams was to

provide solid support for the cover to be placed on the centrifuge,
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Figure 4-27 Centrifuge Main Power Transformer

Figure 4-28 Parajust AC Motor Speed Control
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Figure 4-29 Hand-Held Centrifuge Speed Control

Figure 4-30 Centrifuge flain Circuit Breaker and Resistive Speed Brake
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7ointc aoove :-ie Jr've snaft, ano 'o serve as a so-ac -iong which ;ou

be rolled a oorable hoist to be used for transfering buc .<ets to and

rom The :entrifuge arms. The complet d shroud, supoort beans, ana s1i4

ring iousinq are shown in Fioure 4-31.

4.3.3 'ain Arm '1odification

The original arms were removed and taken to the University of

Florida Machine Shop where a 12 in. by 12 in. by 0.5 in. high strength

aluminum and 12 in. by 12 in. by 0.25 in. steel plate was fastened to

the end of each arm (Figure 4-32). These plates served as the attach-

ment points for the pillow-block bearings which supported the platform

arms. The plates were welded in place and bolted with high strength

bolts for redundancy in case of weld failure during flight.

4.3.4 Cover Construction

After replacing the arms, the centrifuge roof was closed with

sheets of 0.75-inch thick plywood and interlocking pieces of heavy gage

pressed steel floor grating (Figure 4-33). A distributed load of 2000

pounds was temporarily placed on the roof with no adverse effects. The

inside of the centrifuge housing was then caulked and painted to provide

a smooth inner surface. The cover had an access opening of 30 by 40 in.

as shown in the foreground of Figure 4-33 through which the main arms

can be removed if necessary.

The current draw of the main motor at full speed was reduced 44%

(from 41.5 amperes to 23.2 amperes) after placement of the shroud and

cover. Figure 4-34 shows the current draw (per phase) for a given

rotational speed of the centrifuge and includes the voltage input to the
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Figure 4-31 Completed Centrifuge Shroud

Figure 4-32 Pillow Block Bearing Support Plates Fastened
at the Ends of Each Arm
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Figure 4-33 Centrifuge Cover, Access Opening and Slip Ring Housing
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4.3.5 Slio Ring Placement

Equipment control input and data capture dictated tne use of elec-

tric slip rings and rotating hydraulic unions. The mounting of the sipo

rings was the next modification. A pyramid shaped frame of angle-iron

(Figures 4-31 and 4-33) was fabricated with a base large enough to soan

the support beams and with a housing at the top to permit the firm but

flexible restriction of the rotating hydraulic union assembly.

Flexibility was needed to accommodate the unavoidable vibration asso-

ciated with the operation of the centrifuge. The hydraulic slip ring

was fastened to the housing by four large eye-bolts and springs which

gave the necessary flexibility while also permitting lateral adjustment

of the entire slip ring assembly to ensure trueness during rotation.

Figure 4-35 depicts the electric and hydraulic slip ring assembly with

mounting device already in-place on top of the large rotating hydraulic

union. The bottom of the slip ring assembly was fastened to the top of

the drive shaft via a Wood's No. 6J universal joint. The universal

joint consisted of two metal end pieces with a short, hard rubber, fine-

toothed coupling sandwiched between them. This type of joint was

selected for its ability to transmit power smoothly with a minimum of

vibration. An adjustable cap was manufactured and placed over the top

of the main drive shaft serving as a connector between the shaft and

universal joint at the bottom of the slip ring assembly. The stainless

steel central shaft of the slip ring assembly was mounted directly on

top of the universal joint. This shaft supports the electric and

hydraulic slip rings and is hollow to permit the passage of shielded



Figure 4-35 Electric and Hydraulic Slip Ring Assembly
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cables and hydraulic pressure lines. Sufficient room was available for

7he passage of 30 snieided cables and two hydraulic pressure lines.

Figure 4-36 shows the completed slip ring housing with the electric and

hydraulic slip rings in-place. The top slip ring unit is designated "A"

and the bottom unit "B".

4.3.6 Rotational Speed Monitoring

Following placement of the slip rings, a pulse generator was fixed

atop the single rotating hydraulic union (Figure 4-37). The pulse

generator consisted of a small light source and reader on opposing sides

of a small c-shaped fitting. The source and reader were fixed to the

stationary outer casing of the union. A slotted disk was fitted to the

rotating central shaft of the union such that the slots passed between

the arms of the c-shaped fitting. Rotation of the centrifuge, and thus

the central shaft of the union, caused the slotted disk to intermit-

tently interrupt the path of light between the source and reader. Each

passage of an opening between the two resulted in the generation of a 5

volt pulse. The frequency of the pulse is directly related to the

rotational speed of the centrifuge. The pulses are transmitted to the

multiprogrammer and counted by a pulse counter card over some predeter-

mined time period. This permits the computer to determine the rota-

tional speed of the centrifuge. Comparison of the actual rpm with the

desired rpm causes the computer to adjust the output of the digital to

analog voltage converter card which commands the rotational speed of the

centrifuge. Figure 4-38 shows the rotational speed monitoring and

control cicuit developed to permit control of the centrifuge by either

the multiprogrammer and computer or manual means. The specific
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Figure 4-36 Slip Ring Assembly In-Place

Figure 4-37 Pulse Generator and Slatted Disk
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=unctions of the omnputer system conoonents and software will be Dre-

sented in Section 4.5, Comouter Control of the Equioment.

Figure 4-39 snows the photoelectric tachometer and display unit

which was used for monitoring the centrifuge rotational speed with the

motor under manual control. This attachment also served as a backup

system when the centrifuge speed was controlled by the computer and

multiprogrammer.

4.3.7 Specimen Platform Construction

Identical platforms were built for each arm. The major considera-

tion was to provide similar capacity for each arm permitting the simul-

taneous oerformance of like tests during one flight of the centrifuge.

Balance of the arms was accomplished by placing equal weight payloads on

each platform. The orthographic projection of each platform is

presented in Figure 4-40. Figure 4-41 depicts one of the fabricated

platforms. The 1 3/16-inch diameter hole bored in the end of each sup-

port arm permitted the passage of a steel pin. The pin was supported on

either side by pillow-block bearings mounted on the main arms (Figure

4-42 shows a platform in-place). Special consideration was given to

ensure the base was as far as practically possible from the drive shaft

(during flight) to provide the highest g capability.

The platform arms were spaced at 28 in. (inside spacing) predicated

on their being mounted adjacent to the outer face of the inner pillow

block bearing plate. The pillow block bearing bolts which would have

interfered with the swinging up of the platforms were countersunk. Thin

plastic washers were placed between the platform support arms and cen-

trifuge main arms permitting unrestricted rotation of the platforms.



a) Photoelectric Tachometer

b) Display Unit

:igure 4-39 Equipment for lonitoring Centrifuge Rotational Speed.

a) Photoelectric Tachometer; b) Display Unit
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Figure 4-41 Comipleted Platform

Figure 4-42 Platform In-Place
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The wasners also Prevented lateral displacement of the platforms during

spin JD.

The base of the platforms were reinforced with lengthwise ribs of

0.25-inch thick high strength aluminum to achieve a satisfactory moment

of inertia. Five ribs were required. The spacing of the ribs intro-

duced difficulty in fabrication as the welding tool could not fit

between the ribs once they were tacked in place. Therefore, the center

rib was the only one to have fillet welds on both sides. The remaining

four ribs had fillet welds only on the side away from the center rib and

had to be mounted in outward succession starting from the center rib.

The eccentric welding required the placement of a tie-strip at the ex-

treme fiber of the ribs to resist their tendency to bend outwards under

load. The tie-strip increased the depth of the platform to 2.25 in.

which resulted in an in-flight clearance of 0.75 in. between the shroud

wall and bottom of the platform. This was considered the minimum per-

missible as there are minor irregularities in the shroud. Table 4-3

provides the pertinent specifications of the base and includes factor of

safety calculations.

4.3.8 Closed Circuit Television

A television monitor was mounted on the centrifuge main shaft

between the two plates which support the main arms. This monitor pro-

vided black and white live coverage of the tests in-progress. The flex-

ibility of the mount permitted either the top of the placement device to

be viewed or, by use of an appropriately adjusted mirror, viewing of the

driving, pushing, and loading processes. The camera was not adjustable

during the flight of the centrifuge. It performed very well throughout

the research at up to 90 g's.
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Table 4-3 Platform Soecifications and cactor of Safety Comoutations

Unit per Total

(Ibs) platform (!bs

Pillow Block Bearing Static Capacity 3,250 4 23,300

Support Arm Capacity* at Pillow
Block Bearing Pin 15,250 2 30,500

Weld Capacity* Where Support Arm
,s Connected to Platform Base 30,000 2 60,300

°iatform Base Capacity*t 29,750 1 29,750

NOTE: - Ultimate platform capacity (13,000 lbs) is based upon the
limiting strength of the pillow block bearings. Centrifuge
capacity is thus 6.5 g-tons.

- Pillow block bearings can be safely used with a factor of
safety of 1.0. The ball bearings begin to deform their races
only when the ultimate capacity is exceeded. The pillow block
housing still has a factor of safety of 5.0 when the bearing is
subjected to its ultimate load.

High strength aluminum (T6061, yield strength 32,000 psi) was used

throughout construction. Welding decreases the strength to 8,000
psi. Conservatively, the limiting strength of 8,000 psi was used in
the determination of member strengths whether they were welded or
not.

t Platform base capacity based on 8.2 in.4 moment of inertia, yield
strength of 8,000 psi, and a distance to external fiber (y) of 2.20
in. Moment determined using worst case conditions; concentrated load
at mid-span with pinned connections.



74iure a-43 depicts the closed circuit television circuit and slio

-inc channel assignments. An in-l'ne oower suoly filter was used to

decrease the interference in the outout signal caused by the nearby dis-

charge of the soeed control capacitors. The outout signal was shielded

to ennance monitor display.

4.4 Model Pile (Group) Set-Uo Procedure

The following procedures were followed in the set-up of each model

specimen. This procedure presumes a suitable specimen has been created

in accordance with the method presented in accordance with Section 5.1,

Soil Description and Specimen Characterization. The platform stops at

the end of the main arms must also have been adjusted with the platform

empty to ensure the platform will be stopped in the appropriate position

during testing.

The multiprogrammer (Hewlett-Packard 69408) must be connected to

the pulse generator, Parajust Motor Speed Control, and Stepper Motor

'lotion Control by the provided plugs. The Data Acquisition/Control Unit

(Hewlett-Packard 3497A) must also be connected to the load cell and

strain Gage output slip rings by the provided plugs.

1. Mount the appropriate specimen ontainer and fasten with the four

bolts provided. The bolts should be tightened slightly more than

finger tight, just enough to ensure there is no looseness which

would permit the specimen container (and placement device canister)

to rock back and forth during centrifuge spin-up.

2. Rest the placement device protective canister on the lip of the

access hatch opening. Ensure the canister is well supported as the

attached umbilical cords protecting the wire leads tend to pull
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~Ground

Lie + 120 VAC

120 VAC
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B3 h White
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W ri t r Camera

Monitor t VCR Signal

Figure 4-43 Closed Circuit Television Power Supply and Output
Signal Circuit and Slip Ring Channel Assignments
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tne canister into the centrifuge. Experience will teach the

ooerator the best position in which to rest the canister.

3. Advance the ball screw until the tip is within approximately 2.0

in. of the bottom of the slotted cast acrylic guide tube.

4. Fasten either the electromagnet or the appropriate load cell in

position at the tip of the ball screw. The ball screw can be

screwed into the magnet/load cell at this time because the ball

screw is resticted from rotating only after being tightened down

into the magnet/load cell.

5. Retract the ball screw several inches upward either by manual rota-

tion of the driving gear or by energizing the stepper motor and

inputting the necessary command at the motion control.

6. a) For driving; Choose the appropriate model. Slip the necessary

hammer over the guide rod which extends from the cap. Insert

the guide rod into the plastic insulator tube inside the elec-

tromagnet. The model must be held in place either by light

pressure upward on the pile tip or by lifting gently on the

connector support arm which extends through the slotted cast

acrylic guide tube. A piece of tape fixed underneath the con-

nector support arm serves this purpose.

b) *For pushing; Choose the appropriate model. Insert the top of

the cap into the load cell adaptor and tighten the set screws

which hold the model in place when strain gaged models are

used.

Models are simply screwed in if no strain gages are used.

7. Place the guide washer in the base of the guide tube and fasten

with the clamp provided.



.etract che model intil the oile ti(s! is are) adJacent to tne

end of the cuide tube.

9. Place the canister on too of the specimen container being carefui

not to diszurb the soecimen surface by drawing the umbilical cords

across the soil. Rotate the canister to the final oosition ana

fasten with a wrap of duct tape. Adjust the supporting c-channel

to its final position and tighten the locking bolt underneath the

proximity device housing until the stepper motor just lifts off of

its support. Loosen the locking bolt until the stepper motor is

lowered back onto its support. This degree of "tightness" is suf-

ficient to hold the placement device in position during testing.

10. Advance the pile (group) until the model tip(s) contact the soil

surface or continue until the desired depth of insertion is

achieved.

11. Measure the distance from the butt(s) of the pile (group) to the

top of the centrifuge platform. This distance equals the depth of

the specimen container plus 0.25 in. (the thickness of the base of

the specimen container) plus the height of the butt(s) above the

soil surface. Measure the distance from the top of the electro-

magnet to the bottom of the slotted guide tube support. This is

the maximum available lift height which must be compared to the

computed ,irL neight di:played during execution of PILEDRIVE.

Furthermore, this lift height is subject to the limitations

depicted in Figure 4.20, Guide Rod Length Determination.

12. Attach the appropriate miniature connectors.

13. Ensure the top of the ball screw has sufficient clearance to permit

one full rotation of the payload. One rotation is required to
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evelw sujfficient icceleration to cause the bucket to rotata

ouz 'ards.

14 . 3alance the centrifuge by olacement of a suitable payload on the

oooosing olatform.

15. Close the centrifuge access natch and place both cover locking Dars

in oosition.

16. Energize the following power supplies.

a) Pulse generator (5 volts)

5) Strain gage bridge completion unit (Two Power supplies at 3

volts each)

c) Load cell (10 volts)

d) Electromagnet (when necessary) (Two power supplies, one at +12

volts and the other at -1 volt.)

1.7. Start the small portable fan which cools the stepper motor power

resistors. This is critically important as the resistance of the

power resistors changes as they heat up. If the resistance changes

sufficiently, the stepper motor could be damaged.

17. Connect and turn on the closed circuit television equipment.

18. Load the appropriate program into the computer. Press "run" and

input the requested information. This is referred to as

"initialization" of the program. Follow the provided instructions

until the plotter and printer have completed their initial

graphs/listings.

19. Verify the output voltage of all power supplies and adjust as

needed.

20. Check again to ensure the centrifuge access hatch cover is securely

fastened.
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21. Eneroize the stepper motor power supply. The transformer must be

turned on first followed by the toggling of the switch which powers

the stepper itself. This switch is in-line between the transformer

and Bodine adjustable motion control. Check the small toggle

switch on the side of the motion control. It must be set on "com-

outer".

22. Toggle the circuit breaker which supplies power to the centrifuge

main motor and enable the hand held speed control as follows. Push

the red "reset" button and then the green "start" button. The

"start" button must be depressed for approximately 2 seconds. The

Parajust motor speed control will generate a high pitched whine.

23. "Continue" the program. The computer will automatically spin the

centrifuge, conduct the requested tests, record and plot the data,

and shut off the centrifuge. Appropriate instructions will be

displayed on the monitor. IMPORTANT: If it becomes necessary to

stop the test, turn the multiprogrammer off. This will interrupt

power to the Parajust AC Iotor Control. The program will not be

continuable from this point and must be "run" again. If it is

important to stop the progress of the test only momentarily, push

the "pause" key on the keyboard. This will stop progress of the

test until the pause key is depressed again. The program will then

continue execution. Follow the instructions displayed on the

monitor until pile placement and load testing is complete. The

load test will be conducted automatically when the pile (group) has

been pushed in. If the model is driven, the centrifuge will auto-

matically shut down after driving is complete to permit the load

cell to be placed in-line with the model. As tV centrifuge is
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deceleratinq (the Parajust will be silent), turn off power to the

stenoer motor (see 24 below) and the centrifuge main oower. This

is done to enhance operator safety while the load cell is being

fitted. After the load cell is in place, close the centrifuge

safety cover, energize the stepper motor. Centrifuge main power

and load cell power supply. Enable the hand-held speed control and

"continue" the program. The load test will be conducted

automatically.

24. As the centrifuge is decelerating after load testing (the Parajust

will be silent), de-energize the stepper motor circuit. The toggle

switch between the transformer and 3odine motion control must be

opened first. If the transformer is turned off first, the charged

capacitors within the stepper motor will discharge back through the

controller circuitry possibly damaging the motor or controller.

Turn off the transformer after the stepper motor has been de-

energized. The stepper motor is de-energized with the centrifuge

still rotating to give the motor the best opportunity to cool after

testing.

25. After the centrifuge has stopped, turn off the remaining power

supplies. Allow the small fan to cool the stepper motor power

resistors for approximately 10 minutes.

Performing consecutive tests on similar models is much simpler than

trying to perform a variety of tests on different ones. For example,

the placement device should be configured to push individual piles and a

series of such tests should then be conducted. The placement device can

then be reconfigured for pushing groups or driving models prior to the

next series of tests being conducted. Consecutive tests of similar



nt'a:r-e can De started witnin 30 -iinutes of the stoocing of hie cencri-

.,ne from -'e nrevrcus tesz. -he oushing and loading tests can te

conducted in aeoroximately 20 minutes. Driving and loading mcdel Piles

eQuines aporoximately 30 minutes.

4.5 Comouter Control of the Eauioment

Several aspects of the final model pile placement device design

required the use of computer controlled equipment. The two most signi-

ficant aspects requiring computer control and feedback were the rotation

of the stepper motor and control and monitoring of the rotational speed

of the centrifuge. The stepoer motor served the dual puroose of lifting

the electromagnet and hammer to the predetermined lift height and sub-

sequently determining the amount of penetration after impact. Penetra-

tion of the pile altcred the successive lift height of the hammer. The

rotational speed of the centrifuge was monitored and adjusted, when

necessary, at several intervals throughout the conduct of every test.

Several other secondary functions were performed by the computer and

multiorogrammer such as voltage measurement, voltage output, pulse

counting, analog to digital and digital to analog voltage conversions,

and relay switching. Each of these functions was made possible by the

installation of the appropriate "card" in a multiprogrammer. A Hewlett-

Packard 6940B multiprogrammer was available for use and configured to

perform the desired functions. This multiprogrammer was used in con-

junction with the Hewlett-Packard series 9000, model 216, computer which

is programmable in the BASIC language. The pertinent specifications of

the computer will be presented in Section 4.5.1.1, Hewlett-Packard 9000

series, model 216 computer. The specifications and



ooeraing cnaracteris~ics -or each of the muitiprogrammer caris isec

wi I 'e oresented inaividua, I ol!owina a broad descriotion )f -he ise

of thne multiorogrammer. The tnree main programs developed, one eacn for

a) ile driving, b) le (QrouD) oushing, and c) model oile calibra ion

will then be oresented in Section 1.5.2, Software.

4.5.1 Hardware

The information presented has been extracted from the Hewlett-

Packard 9000 Series, Number 216 Computer User's Guide and 59403 ulti-

programmer's User's Guide as well as the operating and service manuals

for the individual cards. The User's Guides should be consulted for

more detailed information.

1.5.1.1 Hewlett-Packard 9000 series, model 216 computer

The computer shown in Figure 4.44 consisted of a combined central

processing unit and monitor with an attached disk drive and keyboard.

The users manual should be consulted for pertinent specifications.

Transmission of data between the computer and multiprogrammer will be

presented in the following section.

4.5.1.2 Hewlett-Packard 6940B multiprogrammer and
59500A interface Jnit

The multiprogrammer permits the computer to read inputs from

various electrical/electronic devices/transducers and command the action

of other devices based on the provided inputs. The multiprogrammer and

cards serve to translate the input/output from the attached devices into

a format understood by the computer and vice versa. The multiprogrammer

communicates using 16-bit words which are normally transmitted via a

General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) interface. However, the existing

system has a Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) interface which com-

municates using 8-b*t American Standard Code for Information Interchange



Figure 4-44 Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series, Model 216 Coriputer
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conver- ,ne : snarac-ers to .ne -oitI Nors recuirec ov t .e 7u7ti

oro r rmer _4 e'wise, the 4nterface uni translates the 15- 't mu . -

oroorammer aoris into tne 3-oi: ASCI1 characters recoanized bv the :on-

troi!lng comouter. The 59500A Interface Unit and 69403 'ult iorogrammer

are Snown in "iciure 4-15.

The mul.iorogrammer must be established as the listening device

before any communication can take Place. This is especially 4imortanz

if more than one multiprogrammer is being used. However, since one

'ultioroarammer was sufficient for the number of cards recuired, the

standaro select :ode and multiprogrammer address of '723" was used to

address the multirogrammer. This address, followed immediately by a

semicolon (;), alerts the multiprogrammer to listen for suDsequent com-

mands.

Three types of codes (words) can be sent during computer-to-

muitiprogrammer exchanges. Only one type can be received during

m ultiorogrammer-to-computer excnanges. These words will be recognized

y the multiorogrammer only after it has been properly addressed as

discussed in the preceeding paragraph. The tnree output (computer-to-

multiprogrammer) words are either control words, data words, or address

words. Control words are usually the first words sent to the multi-

programmer system. They consist of six control word characters which

are transmitted and obeyed in the order written. The first of the six

digits is the control word tag which tells the 69408 the information

which follows defines the control mode and internal unit adress, or

slot. The address character (first character) is "0" for the



Figure 4-45 Hewlett-Packard 59500A Interface Unit and
6940B rultiprograrnmer



7u.-i, r)grmmer system bei;g descrioted. The next four characters ar2

the a~ta field :onsisting )f four )ctal numbers (see Aopeniix 3, number

Theory and Decimal, Octal, and 3inary Conversion Algorithms). The left-

,ost diqit, '1, is always zero in the control word. The oper3ting mode

is tnen specified by the following two digits, D3 and D2. Digit 02

serves a dual purpose, though, as it is also used in conjunction with D1

to specify the unit address. The operating mode and unit address must

be considered independently before the correct data field can be deter-

mined. Table 4-4 shows the most common data field codes for the two

multiprogrammer operating modes.

After selecting the desired operating mode from Table 4-4, the

complete control word can he determined by adding (in octal) the unit

address to the previously selected operating mode. Since only one

multiprogr~mmer was required to conduct the research, the only unit

address used was 00. Thus, the correct control words are as shown

above. The control word is followed by either a data word or an address

word.

Data words select and control output cards within the mainframe

previously specified by a control word. The four most significant

digits of the data word specify the address of the multiprogrammer card

which will execute the specified command. The remaining 12 digits are

the computer's input to the card. The 12 digit data portion of the word

is then stored on the card and executed on command resulting in rotation

of a stepper motor, closure of a solenoid, output of a specified cur-

rent, etc.

An address word is used to select the input card that is to send

data back to the calculator. Only the four most significant digits of
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ao;e 1-1 '1ultiprjgramer r 'ode -,-es

'Iu]-i programmer Operating '1ode Data Field

OtItut lode Input 1ode

S YE* f0000
I Y n 0040

DTE,SYE On 0140
9TE,SY YT'E On 0160

ISL,SYE On 0240
ISL,SYE,TME On 0260
IEN,SYE,T!IE On 0460

NiOTE: Data field codes shown are in octal and assume a unit address of

00.

SYE - System Enable; Absence of this signal automatically deactivates

certain cards to a "safe" state.

DTE - Data Transfer Enable; Controls data transfer and timing signals

on certain output cards.

lYE - Timing lode Enable; Modifies action of the handshake logic by

suppressing the automatic flag and causing the FLA signal to

follow the state of the CTF (Common Timing Flag) signal. FLA

(Leading Edge of Flag) is a signal returned to the calculator to

indicate a process has begun.

ISL - Input Select Mode; Terminates output data in the mode gates,

thereby permitting input data to be returned to the controller

from an addressed input card.

IEN - Interrupt Enable; Used in conjunction with TME to modify the

action of the handshake logic during input operations.
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the address word are recognized by the input card. The remaining 12

digits are ignored. An examole of a control word and associated data or

address word is shown below.

10 SPOLL (723)

20 OUTPUT 723;"00160TC .....

The calculator output words requiring a slightly modified format will be

discussed when the appropriate card is presented.

A return data word is sent from a specified input card to the cal-

culator when the input card is addressed from the controller output

register with an address word. The return data word is composed of 12

digits representing the system property being monitored by the card.

In general, a Serial Poll (SPOLL) is conducted to clear the multi-

programmer and prepare it for the following command. Then, a control

word is sent to specify the mainframe and its mode of operation. The

control word is followed either by a data word or address word. The

data word selects and controls a specified output card whereas the

address card designates an input card which must then transmit its

stored information back to the calculator. The word the input card

sends back is called a data return word. The multiprogrammer Users

Guide should be consulted regarding specific requirements concerning the

multiprogrammer word formats. Both output and input words were required

in the us,, of the multiprogrammer and their specific formats will be

presented in the following discussion of each card used during this

research.

Stepping motor control card, 69335A. This card is programmable to

generate between 1 and 2047 squarewave pulse trains at either of two



*ut)uz terminaIs. Then tne oulses are received by a steooing motor

-ntroller z ev are 'fansliit-e. into either clockwise or counterclockwise

rotation of the motor shaft thereby permitting the use of the stepoer

motor as a orecision oositioning device. The direction of rotation is

dictated by tne output terminal used. Ictal outputs uo to 3777 (decima

2047) will be output from pin number one. Adding any value to this

number shifts the output to oin number two (reversing the direction of

rotation) and results in a pulse train of up to 2047 pulses in the oppo-

site direction (octal 7777). Rotation of the motor more than 2047

pulses in one direction requires simple software modifications. This

card has two operating modes. The first mode, Automatic Handsnake,

provides no indication to the user's program that the output pulse train

has been completed. The second, or Timing Mode, provides the user's

program an indication from the multiprogrammer the the output pulse

train has been completed. The timing mode was used in this application

as the physical rotation of the motor drive shaft was the limiting

factor in the amount of time needed to drive a pile. The timing mode

permitted the Processing of additional information in conjunction with

the rotation of the motor. Essentially, the electromagnet was kept in

oscillating vertical motion during the driving sequence. The frequency

of he output pulse train was dictated by a res-istor placed across

terminals C3 and R12 located on the card. The frequency equals 213

pulses per second (pps). This frequency was chosen, after testing

several resistors, as the value which permitted the most rapid raising

and lowering of the electromagnet without any loss of steps.



D4i'tal to analoa {3'i ' voltaoe converter card, 69213. This card

is orogrammanle to orovide an outout of rrom -10.240 to +10.235 volts

direct current in increments of five millivolts. Use of tnis card

requires the installation of a 593513 Voltage Regulator Card which

supplies the necessary V bias voltages to the D/A converter. The

output from the D/A card was used to control the rotational soeed of the

centrifuge. The voltage output from the card was input across terminals

2 and 3 within the Parajust Motor Controller Housing. This card was

used in conjunction with a oulse counter card to establish a feedback

loop between the output from the D/A converter and the rotational speed

of the centrifuge.

Pulse counter, 69435A. This card counts pulses incrementally or

decrementally in the range of 0 to 4095. A 'borrow' pulse is generated

if the count goes above or below these values to permit significant

counting capacity by cascading multiple cards. One card was sufficient

in this application as the card was used to count the pulses output by

the pulse generator monitoring the rotation of the centrifuge drive-

shaft. Pulses were counted for a specific time period permitting the

accurate determination of rpm by the appropriate software.

Relay output with readback, 69433A. This card is programmable to

provide twelve, independent, normally open, Single Pole-Single Throw

relays. Output data from the card is in the form of contact closures.

The readback option on the card permits the computer to determine the

status of each of the relays before and/or after any of the relays are

changed. This cards primary purpose was the energizing and de-

energizing of the electromagnet used to lift the pile hammer via closure
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of a relay. The relay switches can pass a current of up to 500 milli-

amperes with a maximum voltage potential of 100 volts.

Analog to digital (A/D) voltage converter card, 69421A. This card,

also called a Voltage Monitor Card, is programmable to monitor analog

direct current voltage inputs and return a digital input to the multi-

programmer interface indicating both polarity and magnitude of voltage.

Three voltage ranges are available on the card; tl02.35V, tlO.235V, and

tI.0235V. Use of this card requires the installation of a Voltage

Regulator Card, 69351B, which supplies the required 15V bias voltage

necessary for the operation of the A/D converter card. The converter

card was used in conjunction with an additional Relay Output with

Readback Card (69433A) to monitor the output of the proximity device

which sensed the closeness of the electromagnet face to the top of the

pile hammer. The proximity device used TTL logic and thus had an output

of either 0 or +5V permitting the A/D converter to be used at the fac-

tory setting of ±10.235V.

4.5.2 Software

Two main programs were developed to control the centrifuge and

placement device in this investigation. DRIVEPILE was developed to

drive individual model piles. PUSHPILE was a simplified program

developed for the pushing of individual model piles. Both programs

include a loading subroutine which conducts the required load test,

plots, and then stores the results. Each program consists of a series

of questions which the user answers to initialize the computer before

testing. The initializing portion of the program has certain safeties

built in which prevent the placement device from being used in a manner



qhicn might be damaging. 7urthermore, constraints are built into the

orogram which ensure a minimun of !C scale feet of clearance is provided

between the bottom of tne model pile and base of the specimen container.

This portion of the program also displays the required rotational speed

of the centrifuge on the monitor to give the user an indication of

whether or not the computer is controlling the test properly. The rpm

shown by the photoelectric tachometer display box should be equal to the

value displayed on the monitor. After initialization, each program

plots and prints the necessary forms and then pauses, waiting for the

user to check all connections and voltages before continuing the test.

The programs will not spin the centrifuge until the user has performed

the specific tasks covered in Section 4.4, Model Pile (Group) Set-Up

Procedure. However, the programs have not been made safe against simple

errors of omission or errors in data entry which can potentially damage

the device. It is the users responsibility to ensure all tests con-

ducted are within the capacity of the placement device. Refer to Sec-

tion 4.7, Equipment Limitations, for a summary of those limitations.

The programs include commands to interrupt the power from the

Parajust Motor Speed Control to the centrifuge upon completion of the

desired tests. Subsequent running of the program clears all previous

inputs and reinitializes the system. Specific aspects and the logic of

each program will be presented in Section 4.5.2.1, Main programs.

Each program refers to a series of subroutines which will be pre-

sented and discussed in Section 4.5.2.2, Subroutines. New programs can

be developed relatively simply by changing the order in which the sub-

routines are utilized. The device can be quickly adapted to perform the

types of research suggested in Section 6.2, Recommendations.

-. ~~~~~~_ -. Iim~m nm nm n m n mauu | m nn U



The orogram PUS GRCUP, a -:erivazive of ?USHPILE, was deveioped :o

oushi model oie 1 rouis and will not be discussed as a separate prcgram.

The only significant aifferences are a change in tne calioration factor

of the load cell output, as the 500-lb. capacity load cell is used when

groups are Pusned, and modification of tne plotting subroutine due to

the increased load output. Rather, the programs are considered the same

and presented under the heading PUSHPILE. The orogram developed to

calibrate each of the model piles, CALTEST, is presented following tne

discussion of the two main programs.

4.5.2.1 Main programs

The initialization of each main program is similar with only slignht

modification of the DRIVEPILE program which pro. 'es the user a sug-

gested hammer weight. Both programs, all associated subroutines, and

CALTEST, are listed in Programs Developed for Use in the University of

Florida Geotechnical Centrifuge (GEOCENT) (Gill and Kofoed, 1988).

Each program requests the following inputs during initialization;

prototype pile length (LO), prototype depth of tip at termination of

placement (TO), soil specimen density (Gamma), depth of soil in the

specimen container (S), height of the model butt above the top face of

the centrifuge platform (Hi), thickness of the specimen container base

(C), and proposed gravity level at which the test is to be conducted

(N). Each input will be discussed separately. Refer to Figure 4-46.

The prototype pile length and depth of tip at termination of place-

ment are the two most basic parameters. Initially, the two inputs are

reduced by a factor of N and stored as Li and Ti, respectively, for

later use in the determination of whether the specimen container is
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C = thickness of specimen container base inches
E - efficiency of energy transfer %
El = prototype energy at impact (100% efficiency) ft-lbs
Gamma = soil unit weight pcf
g = g-level at midpoint of hammer g's
H1 =Height of top of model above centrifuge platform base inches
10= depth of model pile insertion inches
I = cumulative number of impacts integer
KO= prototype hammer ift height ;eet
LO- length of model pile inches
n = g-level of test g's
P = penetration of model pile inches
P1 -penetration per impact inches
RO=centrifuge rpm rpm
Ri-radius at midpoint of hammer inches
R =radius at midpoint of full penetration inches
S =depth of soil in specimen container inches
WO-weight of prototype hammer lbs
W =weght of model hammer grams
X! -commanded step rotation to the stepper motor integer

Figure 4-46 Computer Variable Designations
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suitable for the test oeing performed and when penetration of the model

oi'e is finished.

The dry unit weight of the specimen, as determined using the proce-

dure outlined in Section 5.1, Soil Description and Specimen Characteri-

zation, is inout and called Gamma. The program determines void ratio

and relative density using the algorithms also presented in Section

5.1. The program assumes all tests are conducted on Reid-Bedford sand

in the determination of the aforementioned parameters. Values obtained

are then saved for use in the plotting of results.

The depth of soil in the specimen container (S) is used in the

determination of the suitability of the container to be used for the

proposed test. The program includes an arbitrary limit on the clearance

between the tip of the pile and base of the specimen container of 10

scale feet. For the piles being modeled (10.75-inch outside diameter),

the minimum distance between the tip and container wall is 11.16 d. The

test will not be performed if the computer determines there is insuffi-

cient clearance. This determination is based on the program's assump-

tion the specimen container is filled to the top.

The height of the butt above the top of the platform base (Hi) is

the most important input assuming all other inputs have been made cor-

rectly. It is used in the determination of the depth the model has been

inserted in the soil prior to testing, the distance the model will be

driven or pushed before the load test is conducted, and the rotational

speed of the centrifuge. Depth of insertion (10) is determined by

adding the thickness of the specimen container base (C), soil depth, and

the model pile length (L1). The value of HI is subtacted from the sum



of :-ie three inputs to give the value of :D. The resulting valJe can De

eisner positive or negative. f positive, the pile has been inserted

ana tne tip physically rests within the soil specimen. If negative, the

pile is not yet in contact with the specimen. The test will be con-

,Jucted in eitner mstance with the pile oeing driven or pusneo until the

tip achieves the desired penetration. The test will not proceed if the

pile has been inserted past the desired depth of total penetration. The

distance the pile is to be driven or pushed is designated P and called

penetration. It is the difference between the depth of the tip at the

termination of placement and the depth the pile has been inserted. At

the start of the test, P = 0 and increases incrementally with each suc-

cessive blow from the hammer or push on the model until P * 10 equals

the desired depth of pile placement.

The rotational speed is determined based on the midheight of the

final total depth of penetration of the model with respect to the height

of the soil specimen. The radius of the top of the centrifuge platform

is constant at 63.5 inches. Subtracting the height of the specimen con-

tainer from this value and adding one half of the final total model

penetration depth (in inches) provides the average radius at which the

test will be conducted. This is done automatically and the proposed

speed of the centrifuge is displayed on the monitor. The value of the

specimen base thickness (C) is included in the computation of the

average radius to ensure the desired g-level of testing is determined

for exactly the midpoint of the final model placement depth.

DRIVEPILE includes additional inputs to aid in the proper conduct

of pile placement. The prototype pile driver hammer weight (Ibs),



nominal I i ei cnt :t, and oriver efficiency , are input as <., ,

ar da. 7-e nominal 'i4t height is reauired to determine the total

nammer i,,out energy. However, the program computes a new lift heignt

after every/ impact based on the position of the hammer relative to the

<nown olatform base radius of 63.5 incies. The nammer weight is com-

puted by first determining the average radius at which the hammer will

be acting during the driving process. This value equals the average of

the distance of the butt from the center of rotation of the centrifuge

at the start and finish of the driving process. The program accounts

for the height of the cap assembly and one-half of the height of the

model hammer. Knowing tie proposed rotational soeed of the centrifuge

and the average radius at which the hammer will be acting, the average

g-level at which the hammer will act is determined. The weight of the

prototype hammer is divided by the cube of the average g-level (see Sec-

tion 3.4, Experimental Requirements) to determine the proposed weight of

the model hammer. The model hammer weight is determined in grams. This

weight is considered to be the weight which most closely models the

artion of the prototype driver. However, model hammer weights were

determined as described in Section 4.2.6, M'odel Pile Hammers, using the

proposed model hammer weight as a starting point. DRIVEPILE requires

the weight (grams) of the model hammer being used be input as W.

As mentioned, the lift height of the hammer varies with every

impact. The constants used in determining the lift height are the

weight of the model hammer and the prototype impact energy. The height

of the butt and rotational speed of the centrifuge are known throughout

the progress of the test. Thus, the g-level at the butt is known also.
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model moves ouzwarc with respec to -he central axis of "he centIf uQe.

The computer requests the efficiency of tne Prozotype pi-e ariver

as a simple means of moaivying the number of impacts needed to drive t=he

Di le 4itnout manufacturing a new weight. An efficiency of grater :nan

C-0Q' increases the lift height, and thus, impact energy of tie oriver.

_iKewise, an liout efficiency of less tnan 90'3o .ecreases .,he 7ift

ieiant. The determination of tne model hammer weight is not af ecteo

the value of efficiency input.

;R VEPTLE. Following initialization and the plotting/printing of

the initial output formats, ORIVEPTLE is paused waiting for the operator

to :'continue" tne Program. The electromagnet is energized and remains

energized wnile tne multiprogrammer accelerates the centrifuge arms to

-e Droer rom. The electromagnet is de-energized and allowed to rest

on too o" the pie. Contact is re-estaolished between the elec_-omagnet

and hammer using the FIND subroutine (it is possible the model pile has

not settled into the soil due to either spinup or deflection of the of

the placement device.) This establishes the reference point from which

driving is begun and penetration measured, the total amount of penetra-

tion already having been determined in the iitialization portion of the

program. The lift he-ght is determined based on the starting position

of the pile butt.



The iammer is lifed off of the oile and five readings are taken

crm the strain iages. The average of these readings (for any given

pair of iages) is the initial reading to which all subsequent strains

are referenced. The hammer is then lowered onto the pile and the

driving sequence begun.

The RAtIBLOW subroutine Performs one impact and returns the elec-

tromagnet to its starting position. The counter for the number of

impacts (1) is incremented by 1 and the FIND subroutine then reesta-

blishes contact between the electromagnet and hammer. The FIND subrou-

tine provides the main program with the number of "steps" required to

iake contact. This amount is converted to penetration and added to tie

initial insertion and any previous penetration. Total penetration

versus impact is plotted as the test progresses. If additional blows

are required, a new lift height is computed and the RAtIBLOW/FIND

subroutines are repeated. This process continues until the model has

been driven to the desired depth.

The development )f residual stresses is monitored by lifting the

hammer off of the pile and reading the strain gage pairs. The final

residual stress readings are taken with the hammer having been lifted

from the pile butt also. The program interrupts power to the Parajust

AC Motor Control after the final residual stress readings causing the

centrifuge to coast to a stop. With the electromagnet energized, the

placement device is lifted from driven model. The appropriate load cell

is then magnetically attached to the magnet using a specially manufac-

tured metal plate and centering bolt. The "continue" key is depressed

when the load cell and placement device have beer properly positioned

over the model and the load test is conducted.



S LE. :ollowiig ini'ialization and the olotting/orinting of

the i4 n al outmu formats, ?JSHPIL determines the nurmber of steos tne

steooer motor must rotate to push the model 3.0 scale inches into the

soi . Load cell and strain gage readings are then plotted, ornted, and

stored on disk. Ac: 'al enetration is added to the original value of

insertion and comoared with the total value of desired penetration. If

actual oenetration exceeds desired penetration, the oushing orocess is

considered complete. If actual penetration is less than desired, the

process repeats itself until total desired oenetration is achieved. The

program then oroceeds with the conduct of a loading test without the

need of stoPoing the centrifuge.

The data recorded consists of total force required to push the oile

for each increment, the force experienced by each oile at the cross

section fitted with a pair of strain gages, and the time at which the

readings were taken (provided by an internal clock on the 3497A).

The transducers are zeroed at the start of the pushing process

before any data is recorded. After the computer has spun-up the centri-

fuge, five readings are taken from the load cell and strain cages.

These are averaged to provide the initial reading for each transducer.

The difference between the actual output of the transducer and the

initial reading is the measured load for a given penetration. After

pushing is complete, the load is removed from the pile by backing off

the load cell one "step" at a time until the load cell output equals the

initial reading. The strain gages are then read and the readings taken

to be the residual stress in the pile. Loading is accomplished by

lowering the load cell, two steps at a time, onto the pile and pushing
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of tne -es:. Readings taken rom tne strain gages during oading

provide an incication of the transfer of the loading stresses to -he

soil down the length of the model.

CALThST This orogram is used to calibrate all individual li'es and

each gaged oile subsequently used as a member in a grouo mooel. The

200-lb. capacity load cell and pile to be calibrated are inszailed in

the placement device and encased in a rigid tube to Prevent buckling of

he model. The base of the rigid tube provides the reaction preventing

the pile tip from displacing during calibration. The base and tube are

supoorted by - reaction beam connected to the ball screw bearing assem-

bly clamp (Figure 4-47).

Five readings are taken from the load cell and each strain gage.

The average of these readings is the initial reading for the respective

transducer. The load cell is lowered onto the pile model wlith the load

cell and strain gages being read after each step. The pile is loaded

until a Preset load cell reading is attained. Final readings are made

from each of the strain gages and the load cell is lifted from the pile.

The calibration process takes approximately five minutes once the model

has been positioned in the placement device.

The program provides gage calibration factors for each -ige and

performs a linear regression resulting in a correlatio .. or. The

correlation factor provides an indication of the !irearity of the gage

response.
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All c a Iracions are performed tnrougn the slio rings .qith the

ss:eri bein set uo as 'f a drivinq or oushino res' were bei.no con-

ducted. Thus, the calibration factors do not change during the conauct

of a driving or oushing sequence.

1.5.2.2 Subroutines

Each of the subroutines used in this research are oresented below.

The three main programs do not necessarily contain each of the subrou-

tines presented.

STARTSTOP. This subroutine is used in the initial acceleration of

the centri-uge to test rpm and also to interrupt power to the Parajusz

AC 'lotor Soeed Control at the conclusion of testing. There is a coun'er

in the program (35) which is set to zero when the program is started.

If the counter equals zero when the subroutine STARTSTOP is used, as it

will the first time the subroutine is used, the computer commands the

high speed Digital to Analog converter card to incrementally increase

its output voltage to the Parajust Speed Control until some predeter-

mined voltage output is achieved. That voltage level is dependent on

the value of rotational sceed required for the conduct of the test. The

subroutine accelerates the centrifuge to within 10 rpm of the desired

speed but does not exceed the test rpm. The rate at which the centri-

fuge accelerates is determined by the "UAIT" command which tells the

computer how long to wait, in seconds, between incremental increases of

the D/A converter card output. The value of 0.025 wasdetermined by

trial and error to be the wait time which resulted in the least adverse

vibration of toe specimen during spin-up. After the computer had

increased the D/A converter card output to the desired level, the



counter 35 ,ias icreased by 1. Subseauent reference of the oroarin to

the STARTST3P subroutine caused the O/A converter carc output to go

immediately to zero and the centrifuge would coast to a stoo. Anytime

the counter 35 did not eaual zero, the comouter would chance the output

of t.e D/A converter card to zero volts.

RP' . This subroutine commanded the timer card to energize the

pulse counter card for fifty 0.1 second time increments (5.0 seconds).

The pulse counter card then determined the number of pulses inout by the

oulse generator on too of the hydraulic slip ring assembly. This value

was used in the determination of the rpm based on one oulse being

generated for each 15 degrees of rotation of the centrifuge arms. The

actual value of rpm was compared to the rpm required for the test and

the subroutine determined the difference in those rpm, whether positive

or negative. Figure 4-34 shows that the centrifuge rotational speed

will vary 0.143 rpm for each 5 millivolt increment output from the 0/A

converter card at the test rotational speeds. The difference in rpm is

then divided by 0.143 -.o find the number of 5 millivolt increments the

9/A converter card output must be increased or decreased. The subrou-

tine adjusts the output accordingly. The subroutine is referred to

twice consecutively after the STARTSTOP subroutine has brought the

centrifuge up to initial rpm and subsequently in the program to monitor

and adjust the rom as needed. This program maintains the centrifuge rpm

within ±0.1 rpm.

STEPPER. This subroutine accepts the required number of steps

computed by the main program ( tXI ) and manipulates the value into a

format acceptable by the Stepper Motor Control card. The stepper card



wilI accept inputs no greater :.nan 2047 steps in either direction. 7his

subroutine aas established to limit the maximum number of inout steos to

2000 in either direction. If the computer determines less than 2000

steps are required for a given rotation of the stepoer motor, that

number is input directly to the stepper motor card. Then more than 2000

steps are required, this subroutine determines the number of 2000-step

increments needed. The required number of 2000-step increments are then

input to the stepper card. The final increment of steps, some value

less than 2000, is then input to the stepper control card. The main

program resumes after those steps have been sent from the stepper con-

trol card.

ROTATE. This subroutine accepts the value of steps input by the

STEPPER subroutine and commands the stepper motor to perform the desired

rotation. The use of the automatic handshake mode prevented the program

from continuing until the commanded rotation was complete.

RAMBLOW. This subroutine performs as described in Section 4.5.2.1,

Main programs, subsection DRIVEPILE. The intent of the subroutine is to

raise and lower the electromagnet as quickly as possible. Bringing the

electromagnet back to its position at the beginning of the RAMBLOW

subroutine establishes the reference from which incremental penetration

is measured.

FIND. After the electromagnet returns to its starting position,

the FIND subroutine is used to bring the electromagnet back into contact

with the hammer. In this subroutine, the stepper is commanded to rotate

five steps at a time lowering the electromagnet onto the hammer. The

output of the proximity device is checked after every five-step
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increment. When te oroximity device signals the electromagnet is

within three t)ousandths of an inch of the hammer, the electromagnet is

lowered an additional 5 "steps". The total number of steps required for

the electromagnet to regain contact with the hammer is the oenetration

from the previous blow.

t!AGON/!AGOFF. This subroutine commands the exclusive closure of

the mercury relays in the relay readback card which energize and de-

energize the electromagnet. Closure of relay switch 1 results in the

electromagnet being energized with 12 volts of direct current. Closure

of switch 2 (which automatically opens switch 1) provides 1 volt direct

current of the opposite polarity causing separation of the hammer frn

the electromagnet. Switch three is then closed permitting residual

magnetic flux to dissipate from the electromagnet. Switch three remains

closed until the magnet is again in close proximity with the hammer and

the lifting cycle is repeated.

READ TTL. This subroutine reads the TTL (5 volt) output of the

proximity device after every five-step increment taken by the electro-

magnet while searching for the hammer. The output is read by the analog

to digital voltage converter card in the multiprogrammer.

PUSH ROUTINE. This subroutine commands the stepper to rotate far

enough to push the pile (group) 3 scale inches and reads the load cell

output from channel 11 of the 3497 Data Acquisition/Control Unit. This

subroutine is used in the PUSHPILE program only. The required number of

steps to push the model 3 scale inches is determined in the body of the

main program.



LAD h: Tis subroutine -onducts the load rest on tne olce

Iodel. : is -ised imediately after the conclusion of the ousnina oro-

cess in PJShPILE. However, CRIVEPILE requires the centrifuge be stooped

momentarily, for the olacement of the aooropriate load cell on too of

-he driven oile, and -estarted before the load test is conducted. The

main program oauses itself and interrupts power to the centrifuge while

the load cell is being positioned. Depressing the "continue" key causes

the centrifuge to resume speed and the load test is conducted.

LOAD TEST begins by establishing the zero reading on the load cell.

in DRIVEPILE, five initial readings are taken with the load cell raisec

aoove the ooint of contact with the pile butt. The average is the Zero

reading. The load cell is lowered one step at a time until the load

cell reading increases to a preset level indicating the load cell has

contacted the pile butt. The load cell is then lifted back off the butt

until the zero reading is reestablished. In PUSHPILE, the load cell is

lifted off of the model butt until the zero reading established at the

beginning of the test is attained. This is the point in both programs

where the pile is considered as having been placed in the soil and

resting with no applied load. A reading is taken from each strain gage

as an indication of the residual stresses develcped in the model during

pushing.

The load test consists of the load cell being lowered onto the

model one step at a time until the butt has been pushed down 5 scale

inches. Load cell and strain gage readings are taken after each step to

p.'ovide the most accurate record of the load versus deflection perfor-

mance of the model, the increase in stress above the residual stress



ieve , ano tne :-ransfer if stresses from :ne oi Ie to the surrounoing

soil.

-acn increment of defiection s:ep of tne stepper motor) resut s in

a scale outt aeflection of J.043 and 0.053 in. at 59.3 and 36.3 g's,

res~ec iveiy.

CREATE FILE, STORE DATA, and CLOSE FILE. These subroutines are

used to create the filespace on the disk, store the data as the test

progresses, and close the file upon conclusion of the test, respective-

ly. This sequence of subroutines may be used more than once by the main

program as the data obtained during each phase of the test; pushing,

driving, loading of the pile (group), etc., requires a separate storace

file.

GRAPHICS LAYOUT/PLOT. This pair of subroutines is used to generate

the initial graph uoon which the results of the DRIVE ROUTINE, PUSH

ROUTINE, and LOAD TEST are plotted. Plotting is accomplished in scale

thousand pound (kip) increments as the test progresses to provide the

user indication tnat the test is being performed properly.

OTES. This subroutine permits the addition of notes to the

plotter output. An individual line of notes cannot exceed tnirty

characters.

PRINT LAYOUT/PRINT. This pair of subroutines is used to create the

printout format upon which the results of RAMBLOW, PUSH ROUTINE, and

LOAD TEST are recorded. Printing is accomplished as the test is being

performed.
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4.6 Data Collection and Recordina cuioment

h4.s section presents -hIe tneory behina the ooeration of alT modei

resoonse measuring devices, collectively called transducers. All of the

transducers were electrical in nature and provided data measurable witn

a Hewlett-Packard 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit. The operation of

the unit and practical considerations to aid in the proper use of the

transducers is covered in Section 4.6.1, Hardware. Section 4.6.2, Soft-

ware, explains the techniques used to access the output from the trans-

ducers and transmit the information to the comouter.

4.6.1 Hardware

This section outlines the operating characteristics of the Hewlett-

Packard 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit. Also presented is the

theory of operation of the transducers used to verify the performance of

the placement device and to measure the model pile response to placement

and loading.

4.6.1.1 Hewlett-Packard 3497A data acquisition/control unit

Figure 4-48 shows the Hewlett-Packard 3497A Data Acquisition/

Control Unit. Various cards are placed in the data acquisition unit

(lepenling on tne type of measurement bping made. The 3497A was chosen

because all circuits being monitored are kept energized between readings

noted of being energized when readings were requested. This option

eliminates errors in the transducer readings associated with rapid

temperature changes when the transducer circuit is energized.

4.6.1.2 Transducers

The word transducer is used collectively to refer to an instrument

or device wiich converts one form of energy into another. A very common



.Figure 4-48 Hewlett-Packard 3497A Data Acquisit'ion/Control Unit



Di:' alectrical sensor, is used to orovide signals to

e,:-3ca ecordinc 4 nstrument. The devicas used in ti research oro-

,_c2 an ou:-:u: orooortional to a change in some oarameter. Collective-

-ev" are called analoo electrical sensors. An analog device oro-

vues in infini-e number of possible signals within the limits of tie

Jevice output voltage as opposed to the discreet output of a digital

cevice. -our basic types of transducers were usea; strain gages, load

cells, Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT), and Rotational

Variable Differential Transformers (RVDT). Each will be discussed

seoarately.

Strain gaqes. The strain cages used in this researcn were of the

electrical resistance type. These gages function by changing their

electrical resistance in response to the strain of the object they are

bonded to. The change in resistance of these gages is linear within the

elastic limits of the gage. By applying an known constant electrical

current through the gage, the resulting voltage across the terminals

varies directly with the change of resistance, or strain. This voltage,

when corrected using the aporooriate gage factor, is the analog of the

induced strain. Trese gages are frequently used as transducers in the

static and dynamic measurement of load, torque, pressure, and

acceleration. In this application, strain gages were apolied to the

interior of the model piles to measure the force required to insert the

pile, the development of residual stresses in the pile during placement,

and response of the pile to static loading.

The principles of operation of electrical resistance gages were

discovered in 1856 by Lord Kelvin. He made three significant
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ciscoveries by simoly measiring the resistance of iron and copoer wires

suiec:ted to various tensile forces. First, the resistance of the wires

changed in response to the strain. Seconaly, the different materials

haa different sensitivities to strain. Thirdly, a wheatstone bridge

couli oe usea to accurately measure the changes in resistance "voltage,

accurately. Each of these aspects of strain measurement by electrical

resistance methods will be discussed.

The resistivity of a given material is dependent on the degree of

cold working of the conductor during formation, the range of strain over

which the measurement of resistivity is made, the purity of the alloy

being tested, and temoerature. The resistance of a specific piece of

material is then determined by multiplying the resistivity of the

material by the length and dividing by the minimum cross-sectional area

through which current will have to pass. The resistance (R) of a uni-

form conductor is expressed as follows:

R L Eq. 4-10

where

L = length

A = area

p = resistivity

Differentiating the above equation and dividing by the resistance

gives

d R d dL d A Eq. 4-11
T0 L '



-he term A reoresents the 'hanne in tne -ross-sect iona' area of

e onduc-or resulting from the longisudinai strain. This cnance is a

-unction of the Poisson's Ratio (v) of the material and is denoted as

shown beiow.

A= -2----A

A tensile strain produces a decrease in cross-sectional area and a

proportionate increase in resistance. The reverse is true of compres-

sive strains. This relationship is valid for all materials commonly

used in electrical resistive gages today. It also highlights the depen-

dence of resistance on the geometric prooerties of the material being

used as a gage filament, Lord Kelvin's first finding.

Continuing the refinement of the initial relationship between the

resistance of a uniform conductor and its resistivity, one can determine

the sensitivity of the strain gage filament with respect to the metallic

alloy used as a conductor. Denoting the original diameter of the con-

ductor as d0, the diameter after the application of some axial strain is

shown below.

df d ( - L Eq. 4-13

It can be shown (Dally and Reilly, 1984) that

A 2v L + (() -2v (- - Eq. 4-14

Substituting Equation 4-14 into 4-11,

d_ R d=_d +dL (1 + 2v) Eq. 4-15R -:



3ewriting tne aoove, it can also oe snown ' ally ana Rei'ly, 1984) tat

The sensitivity (Sa) of the metailic alloy used in the conduc:or is

defnea as the change in resistance per unit ol initial resistance

divided by the applied strain as shown above.

This relationshio is used in the determination of the gage factor

(F) as shown in Equation 4-17. The change in resistance of gage is

related to the strain in Equation 4-17 as opposed to the change in the

resistivity of the gage foil material as shown in Equation 4-15.

R g/R 9

The gage factor is directly dependent on two material properties;

the change in the cross-sectional area of the conductor ( I + 2v ), and

the change in the resistivity of the alloy ( dp/p)/e. In pure metals,

sensitivity can range from -12.1 (nickel) to 6.1 (platinum). However,

most metallic alloys used in the manufacture of electrical resistive

gages have sensitivities between 2 and 4. Since the geometric factor

varies between 1.4 and 1.7 for most metals, it is implied the resisti-

vity and thus, the gage factor, can change dramatically over the range

of strain for a specific measurement unless the gage foil material is

selected properly.

The gages used in this research were formed of the metallic alloy

Constantan, with a sensitivity of 2.1. This material is used quite

commonly in resistance gages for several reasons.

1. The value of strain sensitivity is linear over a wide range of

strain.
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2. The value of sensitivity remains constant if the material goes

Plastic auring testing.

3. The specific resistance of Constantan is relatively high.

4. The alloy exhibits high thermal stability.

5. The remaining small temperature induced changes in resistance of the

alloy can be virtually eliminated by heat treatment or introduction

of trace impurities into the alloy.

The linearity )F tie sensitivity implies the gage caiibration con-

stant will not change with strain level. The wide range of the linear

region shows the alloy can be used in gages measuring both elastic and

plastic strains in most common construction materials. The high speci-

fic resistance is important as small gages can be constructed ith rela-

tively high resistance. This permits the measurement of strain over

small lengths of the material being tested. Finally, the ability to

eliminate the temperature induced changes in resistance of the alloy

permits the fabrication of temperature compensating gages for each

material being tested.

M'etal foil strain gages are manufactured almost exclusively today

rather than relying on the bor.. a wire gages introduced in the mid-

1930's. The foil method is advantageous as the grid is formed by a

photoetching process. The grid is drawn in the proper configuration and

then photographically reduced before photoetching on the appropriate

alloy. This provides infinite flexibility in the gage configuration.

More importantly, it permits the manufacture of very small gages with

the shortest gage length available being less than 0.008 in. (0.20 mm).
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The fragility of the etched metal aloy grid requires tnat it :e

bonded to a Dase material, or carrier, to aid In application of the

gage. In most instances, the foil is first bonded to the carrier and

then pnotoetched. The carrier is then bonded to the material being

tested serving the additional purpose of insulating the alloy grid from

the specimen. The carrier material is very stiff to ensure the transfer

of strain from the specimen to the grid.

A resistance circuit element is presented diagramatically in Figure

4-49. This type of circuit element produces a voltage across the ele-

ment directly proportional to the current passing through it. Quantita-

tively, the voltage equals the resistance of the element times the

current passing through. This relationship is known as Ohm's Law.

V = Ri or REq. -13

It should be apparent that changing the resistance of the device results

in a voltage output which varies in direct relation to the current.

Gages used in this research had a nominal resistance of 120 ohms. This

value of resistance is required to permit the gage to exhibit a

measurable change in voltage output for a given strain. The voltage

output is measured using a Wheatstone bridge configuration which will

now be presented.

The change in resistance of a strain gage subjected to loading is

commonly measured using the Wheatstone bridge depicted in Figure 4-50.

This configuration is known as a "full bridge" if all of the resistors

are subject to variation. More commonly, three of the resistors are

kept constant and only the remaining resistor is permitted to vary.



cu rr e nt
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Figure 4-49 Resistance Circuit Element
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Figure 4-50 Wheatstone Bridge Circuit



This configuration is denoted as "quarter bridge" and tne variable

,esistor is :ne strain jage. Tne "talanced bridge" method of strain

calculation will be presented. This method is useful in the measurement

of strains induced by static loading as was done in this research. The

bridge is Powered by an input voltage supply, denoted vi. The bridge is

balanced when the voltage drop across a-b is the same as across a-d. In

this instance the output voltage, vo, equals zero. Assuming R,, R2' and

R3 are equal, the voltage drop across b-c equals the drop across d-c.

Stated in terms of the current through the four arms of the bridge;

2and 4 1 9 1 _. -
3 ' 3 11 22

:n the balanced condition,

= and I =1 Eq. 4-20
i g. 3 2

Therefore,

Rg1 =1, R Eq. 4-21
g1  32

and

R R

7- : R Eq. 4-22
1 2

Continuing the development of the balanced bridge method of strain

measurement, the full bridge must be balanced in the unloaded condition.

This is accomplished by replacing R, with a variable resistor and

adjusting it until Vo equals zero. After loading, the bridge is again

balanced by adjusting R. The difference between the two values of Ri

is used in the calculation of strain as follows.



A R (loacac, - R -inoaded- Eq. 4-23

Using Equation 4-22,

R9 (R3 /R2 ) R1  Eq. 4-24

Since R3/R2 is a constant, the value of R is directly proportional to

R,. Substituting A Rg into Equation 4-13,

R
R R Eq. -2

Equation 4-25 is used to determine strain in balanced bridge circuits

where there is sufficient time to adjust the strain indicator device to

obtain a reading. This research required eight channels be read at

frequent intervals during the penetration and loading of the pile.

?On -,ttie, occurs too rapidly for the bridge to be rebalanced and tne

manual balancing of the bridges introduces a potential for error. The

'unbalanced bridge' method of calibration is presented as an alternative

in the determination of pile strain.

Tabatabai (1987) and Williams and McFetridge (1983) develop the

equations which provide strain measurement based on the output voltages

of an unbalanced wheatstone bridge circuit. Again, AV is the change in

the bridge output between the initial and strained conditions.

4 a~ Voq 
42F(Vi + 2A Vo) Eq. 4-2



So ' /o;age, I n, ni -a,':e -:cr, :, mus: rea- css:art

-. rs;nou: -ie ~-easure-enc oerioo. -ie .nshi z)e:,een s: r a-

-, ani 1 / 's nonlinear, however, for gage factors close "to to, :he

-eviation 'rom linear is lss than 1.C', for strains less :nan iD,JCG

* icrc in.,in. Dove anc Adams, P96'1. "his oermits a 14near oo oxna-

ticn of Equation 4-26 as shown below.

-1 Vo

Strain can thus be determined oy -ieasuring the change in /oitage outou:

of the wheatstone bridge circuit from the known initi32 conditions.

-igur3 4--i depicts now an active strain gage is :ypically wired i z

The wneatstone brige cicuit.

Three eaual-lengthn leads are needed to connect the gage t-o the

wheatstone bridge. This is because of the relatively long distance

which separates the active gage from the rest of the bridge. If the

leads connecting the gage to the bridge were the only long leads, then

resistance changes in the wires, due to temperature, stretchinn, etc.,

would be interpreted as strain by the strain indicator. 3y using equal

length leads in adjacent arms of the bridge, the change in resistance of

the individual leads due to the aforementioned causes is the same.

Equal resistance changes in adjacent arms make equal ana opposite

contributions to the bridge output. Thus, the effects of temperature

and strain in the lead wires cancel themselves (Dove and Adams, 1964).

Recording strain gage response from a process which occurs in the

centrifuge implies the need for slip rings to pass signals from the

payload to external equipment unless both the bridge completion circuit
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R

Figure 4-51 Three-Wire Circuit for Strain ;Measuremnents
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irc voitage easuringrecoriing ,evices are mountea on-board. Mounting

.e ,o,:aqe qeasuring,'recorcnc :ievices on board .as imoossi le due o

tie v11 tec size of tne availaole centrifuge. Therefore, slip rings had

to be used a: some Point in the circuit. The change in resistance of

the slip rings can be interpreted as significant strain if the slip

rings are introduced between the active gage and bridge completion cir-

:ui- (Tabatabai, 1987). instead, the slip rings should be introcuceq

between the bridge completion circuit and voltage measuring/recoring

ievices. This implies the bridge completion unit be mounted on-board

the centrifuge with the output from the individual channels being oassed

inrough the slip rings. Amplifying the output signal prior to passage

through the slip rings provides a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio

depending on the gain of the amplifier.

Figure 4-52 depicts the on-board signal conditioning and ampli-

fication circuitry developed for use in the blast loading research of

Tabatabai (1987). This device was designed to provide linear response

at high frequency and was well suited for the static strain readings

being made in this research. The INA 101 amplifiers used in each

channel had a gain of 100. Modifying Equation 4-27 to include the gain

of the device results in the following equation which was used to

convert all voltage changes to strain.

4 A Voa
-" : "F Vi Eq. 4-2

where

Voa = amplified bridge output voltage

g = amplifier gain
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Figure 4-52 On-Board Bridge Completion Circuit for Strain Gages
(8 Channels Available)
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-,:r ne on.i -,,ns ,ncer ,hih a measurements .-ere Iace, = 2.,5,1
S Its, a nc z O , - :- owinq ca. bration fiac:or as eter-

mi ned.

.1 j vo -  . 3 1_ _

J2.,5 ,0 /01

or 3.25 microstrain per millivolt of amplifier outout

The device built for Tabatabai was bench checked and iounteo in the

centrifuge close to the center of rotation to reduce unwanted centrifu-

gal accelerations on the electronic components. The lead wires connect-

ing the device to the active gages were aporoximately 5.0 ft Iona and

shielded reducing the ootential for noise oickuo. Figure 4-53 shows the

on-board bridQe comoletion unit and slip ring channel assignments.

Load cells. The term load cell refers to a load measuring device

which incorporates strain gages mounted on a protected coupon or within

a suitable load carrying member. Load cells usually contain the

necessary bridge completion circuitry and provide calibrated output.

Load is transmitted through the load cell by a tubular compressive/

tensile member. Strain gages mounted on the member strain as the member

is subjected to load. Both longitudinal (active) and transverse (dummy)

gages are mounted on the member. The longitudinal gages provide the

measurement of load and the dummy gages are applied to compensate for

temperature or other environmental effects which could be misinterpreted

as applied load.

The magnitude of the applied load can be determined when the

Young's modulus and cross-sectional area of the load carrying member is

known. The Young's modulus is defined as stress divided by strain.
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equals 30,000,000 1b/in.2 times :ne strain of tne memmer. T a stress,

times the cross-sectional area 3f the me7ber is eual to the tozal

applied load. Ianufacturers do no- usuaIIy supoly -his information aitn

the load cell. Rather, a calibration is Provided in terms of millivolt

ouput versus voltage input as explained in Section 1.2.9, Load Cells.

Linear variable differential transformers (L'IDTs). As irmolied oy

the name, this transducer provides a variable voltage output in resoonse

to some linear displacement. An LVDT with a range of ±1.0 in. was used

to measure the displacement of the bail screw in resoonse to the com-

manded rotation of the stepper motor. LVDT's are generally flexible in

design with operating ranges of from one millionth of an inch to over 30

in. This device consists of a central primary winding flanked by two

secondary windings (Figure 4-54). The windings surround a hollow core

which houses a moveable magnetic piece, or armature. The secondary

windings are manufactured so that they are balanced and the current

induced in them by the armature is equal and opposite when the armature

is exactly in the middle of the device. Displacement of the armature to

either side results in a measurable imbalance in the secondary windings

output which is proportional to the displacement. Detection of this

output voltage requires the secondary coils be connected to form an AC

bridge (refer to the above passage concerning Strain Gages). M1ovement

of the armature through the center position results in the output signal

changing sign. The exact displacement is then found by knowing the

magnitude and sign of the output voltage.



Secondary WNindings
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Figure 4-54 Cross Section of a L'inear Voltage Differential Transformer
(MVOT)
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ear;, ievices, 'he primary wnainr qas excited by an a'ternatlig

..... c eneral y )f I,0r :o O,O0 Az. -- e outout from t'ese

devices was an ac signal witn the same frequency as the excitation

voltage, or carrier. However, dc-to-dc versions have been develooed

wnicn nave internal oscillators and filtering circuits to improve output

voltage characteristics. Direct current power supplies can be used with

these devices and the dc output signal is the analog of the armature

movement. The LVDT used in this application was of the dc-to-dc type.

Figure 4-55 depicts the circuit which powered the LVDT and the output

signal leads.

The accuracy of the output signal depends on the stability of the

power supply as the output is directly proportional to the primary

winding excitation voltage. The input voltage was considered to be

constant during the short period of time over which readings were

taken. Use of this device, or other dc-to-dc transducers for a long

period of time would require frequent monitoring of the excitation

voltage or measurement of the voltage prior to each reading.

An LVDT was mounted on top of the ball 'screw to measure displace-

ment of the shaft versus the commanded rotation of the stepper motor.

Results of those tests are presented in Section 4.7, Equipment Limita-

tions.

Rotational variable differential transducers (RVDTs). An RVDT

precisely measures rotational displacement using the same principal of

operation as an LVDT. The significant difference between the two is

that the armature in the RVDT rotates within the hollow core of the

wound coils as opposed to being displaced linearly. Although the
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Figure 4-55 LVDT Power Supply Circuit and Signal OUtput



ar-a-jr- - e S mic .i-in -Ite a rT hiousing, RVDT's cannot :e

an ~r_ -c :rcvie a jniue /oitane output -or a comolete revoiu-

tron. Ra;ier, they are oesignea to provide a highly accurate, linear

resoonse over 3 oredetermined degree of rotation. The RVDT used in this

3op;ication proviced a linear resoonse up to +30 degrees from its center

ocint. .t was used in oreliminary tests to determine the degree of pre-

cision ,vitn which the stepper motor could perform its commanded rota-

tions. The RVOT was mounted directly to the drive shaft of the stepper

motor and tested as described in Section 4.7, Equipment Limitations.

4.0.2 Software

The software required for data measurement was minimal. All read-

ings qere made using the 3497 Data AcquisitoCrc- it. The unit

had to be cleared of all previous readings prior to new readings being

taken. The measurement of transducer output was then accomplished by

the computer commanding the 3497 to output the value from the appro-

priate channel(s).

The 3497 is cleared by the command CLEAR 709. The number 709 is

the address of the data acquisition unit. The subsequent command dic-

tates the channel(s) which are to be read. When more than one channel

is read, the requested information is transmitted from the 3497 to the

computer as a string variable instead of individual readings. This

speeds up the data transmission when a significant number of channels

must be read quickly. Refer to Gill and Kofoed, 1988.

4.7 Equipment Limitations

The placement device designed for and used in this research was

made to drive and push piles which modeled the Hunter's Point Pile Group
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s :st :-z eis -et.qeen J,' ano 36 i's. However, it qas aesigned to

)roviece -e *ser a orfat /eal of iersatiiity and is adoaDle of olacing a

.0i:e iariety of model piles without modifying the device. This section

oresents the limitations of the centrifuge and placement device in

jeneral terms and also in specific terms where use of zne equipment

beyond !hose limits would cause damage to or destruction of the device.

The limitations imposed oy the centrifuge will be discussed first

followed by a discussion of the limitations of the placement device.

The centrifuge is limited to a rotational speed of 250 rpm. Rota-

tion of the arms at this speed resultS in the tops of the Platforms

(radius equals 63.5 in.) being subjected to approximately 115 g's.

i 7suring a soil specimen of 6.0-in. height (average radius equals 60.5

in.), the specimen is subjected to an average g-level of approximately

110 g's. The weight of the payload on one arm is then governed by the

maximum static capacity of the platform and arms and the factor of

safety the user is comfortable with. Figure 4-56 shows the maximum

payload weight based on the limiting strength of the pillow block bear-

ings. Also shown are the payload weight and rotational speed combina-

tions used in this research. The weight of the platform and support

pins (26 lbs) has already been included in the computations. Weights

shown are for payload only.

The eight channel on-board bridge completion unit restricts the

number of strain gages which can be mounted on an individual model

(group). Fifty-six of the available eighty electric slip ring channels

were used. The twenty four remaining channels could provide the capa-

bility of reading an additional twelve strain gages if the appropriate
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n- oaro Dridge ccmo ion unit were cons-ructed. increasing te number

)f strain gage circuits available for use on the nodels represents the

nost efficient use of the remaining channeis.

The most significant concerns about the equipment designed for this

researcn arise from the misuse of the placement device. There are not

many safeties built in to protect the user from damaging the device

through misunderstanding or unintentional error in the initialization of

the pile placement programs. The device was designed to place piles

which were 35.0 scale feet long and driven or pushed to a scale depth of

30.0 ft at g-levels above 69.8 g's. Consider the placement of a model

pile at 69.8 g's as this is the worst case scenario with the least

clearance between payload and centrifuge top. If the pile is driven,

there is approximately 0.5 in. clearance between the top of the ball

screw and centrifuge roof at the start of the test. This is adequate

clearance to permit the centrifuge tc start safely. Problems can arise

during the early portion of the driving sequence in which the ball screw

(and electromagnet and hammer) must be raised to the specified lift

height. Should the stepper motor or multiprogrammer devices fail with

the ball screw in the raised position there will no longer be adequate

clearance between the top of the ball screw and the centrifuge roof when

the centrifuge is spun down. Decelerating the centrifuge with the ball

screw in the raised position will cause severe damage to the placement

device. The only option in this situation is to continue rotating the

centrifuge arms at some minimum speed to maintain clearance until the

stepper motor or its support devices can be repaired. If the failure is

a result of programming failure or computer malfunction, it might still



-e :ossij e to turn :ie steooer motcr over -o manua" :on:ro" !ni oust

the a7 1 screw r ownwari far enough to achi eve the aecessar' eance.

T-e centrifuge could tnen be safely spun down.

Significant damage could also be caused to the olacement Jevice i

there 4s insufficient clearance between the too 3f the e'ectrznagnet and

bottom of the c-channel support to permit the electromagnet and hammer

to be raised the desired amount. The stepper motor will comolete its

commanded rotation even after the electromagnet has been pulled up far

enough to contact the c-channel. This will most likely result in the

soft brass teeth of the driving or driven gear 'or both) being shorn

ofF. The available clearance must be determined by the iser prior to

conduct of any model driving to ensure the electromagnet can be raised

the necessary amount. Remember, the program determines the hammer lift

height based on the g-level at the midheight of the hammer and not the

nominal test g-level. DRIVEPILE displays the initial lift height. This

value should be comoared with the distance between the electromagnet and

c-channel measured during specimen setup. Obviously, the program should

be continued only if there is sufficient clearance for the proposed lift

height. If there is insufficient clearance, the hammer should be re-

placed by a heavier hammer thereby decreasing the required lift height,

or the pile should be inserted some distance which would provide the

necessary clearance.

The pushing process can culminate in the separation of the ball

screw from the ball nut if the proper consideration is not given to the

length (height) of the pile cap and load cell. The ball screw is not

long enough to reach the top of the soil with the screw still properly
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ouse' ,eitn t-ie niut. Tus, at some cont, n:e screw ,,7 3* tut

the iut . -e nut is rotated far enougn. Ejen 4Se ui not r-o-

ta~ed far enough to permit separation, ball earings wil te dislodgea

.:om tneir race if the too of the screw sinks below the too of the

nut. This can result in damage to the device wnen the screw (and 'oaa

cell) is lifted back off of the model as the ball bearings can be lodged

between the screw and nut. The model caD and load cell must be long

enouah to ensure the top of the screw will remain above tne too of the

nut after final oenetration has been achieved. Figure 4-1 shows how the

pile caps were constructed for initial push tests bearing in mind the

neeo to keep tne screw high enough from the soil surface after final

oenetration to Drevent dislodging tne ball bearings in tie ball screw.

This is not a concern in tne driving tests as the electromagnet, hammer,

and cap assembly are sufficiently long to preclude the ball screw from

being lowered too far.

The size of the model pile is limited only by the depth of the

specimen container and the desired clearance between the pile tip and

container base after penetration. The specimen container was designed

to provide 10 scale feet of clearance between the pile tip and specimen

container base after placement of a scale 35-foot pile was complete at

the 69g test level. Subsequent tests of this prototype at higher g-

levels are possible using this container as the model becomes smaller

and the clearance between tip and base larger. In general, the size of

the modeled prototype must become smaller as the test scale decreases if

this container is used. The suitability of the container and centrifuge

being used for a specific test is the decision of the user.



second soecir:en container .as manujfactured and orovi el su"i-

.nt jeoti -o -2s" -he onosen orotcziye a- no ,ess t'an 57 ]s, assum-

inn the 10 scale feet of tip clearance was still required. eing taller

than c:ee first container, the canister rested higher above the 1atforn,

ana tne extended ball screw higher still. This resulted in insufficilent

clearance for the payload between the platform base and centrifuge roof.

wo alternatives are available. The user can either insert the illu far

enough that the ball screw has sufficient clearance or tilt the specimen

container far enough to ensure the ball screw top will clear the roof

support beams during initial spin up. If the pile is inserted prior to

flight, the potential for developing skin friction is reduced along the

portion of the shaft which has been inserted. This alters the total

capacity, unit skin friction determination, and distribution of residual

stress. In general, it makes the verification of modeling of models

more difficult. If the specimen container is tilted prior to spin up,

as can be done with mechanical stops similar to those which orevent over

rotation, the soil character may be altered by the vibration experienced

during spin up. The specimen may have to be tilted as much as 25

degrees depending on the size of the prototype and depth of model inser-

tion. This degree of tilt approaches the angle of repose of the sand

creating a significant potential for the soil to shift if vibrated. If

it is necessary to test models of the chosen prototype in this (tilted)

configuration, the harmonic response of the arms should be altered to

reduce vibrations during spin up.
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.iti n reason, the diameter of the model oile is not reszrized ny

>e sie 7e the soecimen container. Assuming the minimum clearance

between the pile and container wail is 10 diameters, the container must

te at least 21 oie diameters across. Given the 8.0-in. diameter of the

containers, the largest model pile tested is limited to 0.38 in. This

model diameter reoresents prototypes of 19.0-, 26.6-, and 34.2-in. diam-

eter at 50, 70, and 90 g's, respectively. The length of the model is

again restricted by the depth of bottom clearance desired after pene-

tration.

The scale lift capacity of the placement device is unlimited within

the boundaries of the weights commonly in use. The electromagnet is

capable of lifting 120 pounds. Halving this capability results in the

electromagnet having a lift capacity of 75, 147, and 243 scale tons at

50, 70, and 90 g's, respectively. Thus, the placement device can be

used to model any single-acting impact pile driver currently available.

Rather, the size of weight used for driving is limited only by the dyna-

mic stress capacity of the model.

The rate of penetration during the pushing process is controlled by

the rotational speed of the stepper motor. This rate of rotation was

fixed at 1.065 revolutions per second (213 pulses per second) by place-

ment of a 50,000 ohm resistor across the R3 terminals of the stepper

motor card. This rate of rotation results in 0.132 in. of ball screw

translation (penetration) per second. The scale rate of model penetra-

tion was thus different for the different g-levels. At 69.8 g's, the

model was pushed in at 9.214 in. per second. At 86.0 g's, the rate of

penetration was 11.352 in. per second. This variation in the rate of
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-s es , uai s:resses 'n 7.ie modeis oushea into ?ei -edfor- sand.

However, tne ootential for altering the capacity and stress distribution

of a model oile oushed into a cohesive soil with deformation-rate Ceoen-

.ent response is significant y greater. This resoonse can be investi-

gated by the addition of a readily available variable resistance card to

the multiprogrammer. Using this card in tandem wizh the stepper motor

card permits the rate of rotation of the stepper to be varied during the

course of a test. Thus, rate of penetration can be altered. Further-

more, having this capability lends itself to development of a model cone

which can then be pushed into soils at scale speeds depending on the

gravity level of the test.

The length of time required to complete one lift cycle of the

hammer is controlled by the frequency of pulses output by the stepper

motor controller card. Increasing the frequency of output pulses

-educes the time needed to raise the magnet and hammer and lower the

magnet in search of the hammer after impact. This was the limiting

factor in the amount of time required to drive a pile after the hammer

size had been determined. Driving time can be minimized by finding the

optimum rate of rotation of the stepper motor. This is most readily

accomplished by experimentation with a variable resistance card.

Two tests were conducted to verify the positioning capability of

the stepper motor at test gravity levels. The first test proved the

stepper motor drive shaft could be made to return to a predetermined

starting position after commanded rotations in either direction in a

high gravity environment. The second test proved the ball screw
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motor. An ou:!ne of the test oroc2dures and ful2 results are ore-

sented.

The first test involved mounting the stepper motor horizontally on

the centrifuge platform and measuring the response of the stepper motor

to commanded rotations at test g-levels between 20 and 90 g's. Response

to the commands was monitored by a rotational variable differential

transformer (RVDT) mounted directly to the driveshaft as shown in Figure

4-57. The stepper motor response was tested by commanding the drive

shaft to rotate 16 steps (28.8 degrees) in each direction from a preset

starting position prior to returning to the starting position. The

motor shaft was first commanded to rotate 28.8 degrees clockwise, then

23.8 degrees counterclockwise, 28.8 more degrees counterclockwise, and

finally 28.8 degrees clockwise to return to the starting position. The

RVDT response was linear over +30 degrees. Results are provided in

Table 4-5. All readings are in millivolts.

The stepper motor and RVDT were mounted at a radius of 61.0 in.

One step changed the RVDT output by 0.24 millivolts. Subsequent rota-

tion of the stepper motor drive shaft by one complete rotation (200

steps) in each direction at every test g-level showed the stepper motor

was performing as commanded and precisely returning to the starting

point.

The second test involved mounting a linear variable differential

transformer (LVDT) to the top of the ball screw shaft after the place-

ment device had been completed. The connections to the placement device



Figure 4-57 Stepper Motor and RVDT in Test Position
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Table 4-5 Stepper Motor Response to Commanded Rotation at Test g-Levels

Drive Shaft Position

G-Level RPPM 0 +28.80 0 -28.8 °  0

20 107.6 0.00 +3.78 0.00 -3.80 0.00

30 131.8 0.00 +3.77 0.00 -3.80 0.00

40 152.2 0.00 +3.78 0.00 -3.80 0.00

50 170.1 0.00 +3.78 0.00 -3.80 0.00

60 186.3 0.00 +3.79 0.00 -3.80 0.00

70 201.3 0.00 +3.79 0.00 -3.80 0.00

80 214.4 0.00 +3.80 0.00 -3.81 0.00

90 225.8 0.00 +3.81 0.00 -3.81 0.00

NOTE: All readings are in millivolts

• . , l i I I I
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-a:-ion iurrinq test'ng. 7igure 1-58 snows the LVDT in-place atop tne

placement device. The LVDT was adjusted to be in the middle of its 2.0-

inhcn range of motion and the stepoer motor was commanded to rotate 1600

steps counterclockwise, 3200 steps clockwise, anc then 1600 steps coun-

terclockwise returning to the starting position. All rotational dis-

placements were conducted in 40 step increments. Figure 4-59 depicts

the displacement of the ball screw for the commanded rotations of the

stepper motor drive shaft. An additional test was conducted by com-

manding a rotation of 200 steps in both directions (-200, +400, -200)

with readings being taken from the LVOT after each step. Results of

that test are provided in Figure 4-60. Both tests demonstrate the

ability of the ball screw displacement to be precisely controlled and

the suitability of using the stepper motor-ball screw assembly as a

position measuring device. Furthermore, both tests confirmed the ball

screw displaced 0.0006217 in. for each commanded step.



Figure 4-58 Placement Device and LVOT in Test Position

" IiI I I II I
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11-

Figure 4-59 Ball Screw Response to Stepper Motor Drive Shaft

Rotational Displacement (± 1600 Step Displacement,

40-Step Displacement Increment)



Figure 4-60 Ball Screw Response to Stepper Motor Drive Shaft

Rotational Displacement (± 200 Step Displacement,

1-Step Displacement Increment)



CHAPTER 5
SPEc:MEH PREPARATION, TEST RESULTS, AND DISCUSS:OI

This chapter presents the method used to prepare all specimens,

',esults of all tests conducted on those specimens, and discussion of the

results. Discussion is divided into qualitative and quantitative sec-

tions. Discussion of the results in a qualitative manner provides

insight into the operation of the placement device and an understanding

of its capabilities. The quantitative discussion presents the initial

findings regarding scale capacities of the modeled piles. Secticn 5.2

presents the results of tests in which the models were pushed into the

specimen. Results of individual pile and group tests are presented.

Each plot of penetration versus load is followed by the associated load

test plot. Load test results are analysed using the deBeer method of

capacity determination and presented in the quantitative discussion

section. This section also includes the results of tests in which the

model piles were pulled from the soil in an attempt to separate skin

friction forces from the tip end bearing capacity without the use of

strain gages. Section 5.3 presents the results of the tests in which

model piles were driven into the specimen. The inability of the bridge

completion circuit and chosen strain gages to measure model strain is

discussed at the end of this chapter (Section 5.7, Strain Measurement).

Several causes are suggested.

All pushing and driving tests are designated by a 10 digit alpha-

numeric notation. The first letter is either a D or P corresponding to

211



.e -oce. i7 ze *roun' either beiig driven or Pushed into the soeci-

7en. ie sec'nc e:ter, ai ays a G, inu icates the 2cjels are scaled

based on the geometry of the prototype. The following three ligits

lesignate the g-level at which the test was conducted, for examole, 698

for 59.3 g's or 360 for 36.0 g's. The next two pair of digits denote

the month (first pair) and day (second pair) on which the test was

conducted. The last digit denotes the order in which tests were con-

ducted on a specific day. The following test designation is provided as

an example.

OG69803273--This model was geometrically scaled to represent the

prototype and driven into the specimen. The test was conducted at 69.3

g's. It was the third test conducted on the 27th of 'arch. The data

sheet associated with the conduct of each test provides information

regarding whether the test involved an individual pile or group. Fur-

thermore, each data sheet includes notes regarding any unique aspects of

the test. Load test plots are designated by the date and number of the

test with the suffix LOAD. Thus, the load test for the example above is

designated 03273LOAD.

5.1 Soil Description and Specimen Characterization

Reid Bedford sand was used exclusively in this test program because

of its availability and well documented behavior. It has been used in

several recent investigations involving centrifugal modeling at the Uni-

versity of Florida (Tabatabai, 1986, Gill, 1985) and many efforts per-

taining to determination of its constitutive properties (Seereeram, 1983,

1986, Linton, 1986). Additionally, information is available from the
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extznsive research conducted with this sand at tre orps of Engineers

.aterqays Excermen: ta-ion in Vicksburg, Iissi~siooi. ne folowing

soil description is a consolidation of the detailed presentations from

the above-listed authors. Iore detailed descriptions can be found in

Davidson et a!. (1983) and Gupta (1983).

Color and type: light brown, clean, fine sand

Grain shape: subrounded to subangular.

M ineralogy: 89% quartz, 9% feldspar, 2% ferromagnesians and
"heavies"

Specific Gravity: 2.66

All specimens were prepared by raining soil through a "chimney" as

shown in Figure 5-1. The fall height was kept constant at 40.0 inches

with the first 6.0 inches being taken up by four sieves. Variation in

the overall density of the specimen was controlled by changing the number

of stacked sieves and altering the size of the sieve openings. A

spreader plate was placed in the top sieve for the preparation of all

specimens to promote uniform raining through the cross section of the

chimney. There were nine holes in the spreader plate (3 by 3 matrix

pattern) which were 0.25 inches in diameter. Relatively loose specimens

were created by allowing the sand to pour through the openings unob-

structed. Denser specimens were obtained by placing tape over the

openings partially obstructing the flow of the sand. Trial and error was

necessary to create specimens with the desired dry unit weight. However,

specimens can be created within ±1.0 pcf once the tape obstructing the

nine openings has been fixed in the desired position. Specimens with dry

unit weights of 96.0 to 102.0 pcf (relative densitys of 44.25% to 76.17%)

were produced routinely without vibration or additional equipment. The



Figure 5-1 Specimen Preparation "Chimney" and Associated Tools
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ousnig anc 1r4vng results -nien qI -, e oresenea.

Two soecimen containers were used in zne conduct of tnis research.

Soth are shown in Figure 5-2. The dry unit weignt and rea-ive densi:I

of each specimen was determinea oased on the known volume and weignt of

the containers as follows.

The emoty volume and weight of each container is shown below:

Small Large

Container Container

Depth (in.) 6.9 9.7

Volume (cu. ft.) 0.199 0.279

mpty Weight (Ibs.) 7.21 9.42

After raining the sand into the specimen container, the chimney was

removed from the top of the container and the sand screeded off in multi-

ple passes. A straightedge was used to level the sand surface. The

excess sand was cleaned from the base of the container. The container

and specimen were then weighed. Subtracting the weight of the container

from the total weight provided the sand weight in the container.

Dividing the specimen (sand only) weight by the cubic foot capacity of

the container rendered the dry unit weight. This value was requested

during the initialization of each program in which a pile (group) was

placed. The computer then calculated the void ratio (e) and relative

density (Dr).

The value for relative density was determined using the relationship

provided in Perloff and Barron, 1976.



Figure 5-2 Specimen Containers
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e~ia x -e
Dr e -eq. -

erax emin

The values for eax and emi n were taken from Seereeram, 1983.

eax 0.871

: 0.550

Therefore, the relationship used to determine the relative density

of the specimens was

Dr = 0.71e Eq. 5-2

5.2 PUSHPILE and PUSHGROUP Test Results

5.2.1 Qualitative Discussion of Pushed Model Pile Test Results

Several tests were performed with the intent of determining the

operating characteristics of the placement device and a general under-

standing of the magnitude of output loads expected during model place-

ment. The ability of the placement device to push piles from different

initial insertion depths down to the desired depth of total penetration

was verified. No load tests were conducted during this phase.

The following conclusions were drawn from the tests; the device can

precisely record and reproduce the pile's resistance to penetration



versus iepth wnen like tests are conducted on the same soecimen and

interruoting the flignt of tne centrifuge one or 'iore times during

insertion of the pile does not appear to adversely affect tne ul :imate

resistance to penetration of the pile. The tests substantiating the

above conclusions are now presented.

Tests PG69812072 and PG69812073 (Figure 5-3) demonstrate both the

reproducibility of the load versus penetration curve for like tests in

the same specimen and the insensitivity of the result to the interruption

of the flight of the centrifuge during the pushing sequence. Both tests

were performed on the same specimen. The piles were spaced at lOd.

Test PG69812072 depicts the load versus penetration curve with the cen-

trifuge being stopped every five scale feet of penetration after the

first scale ten feet. The large reduction in load at ten scale feet is

due to the stepper motor being turned off in conjunction with the

stopping of the centrifuge. The stepper motor remained energized for the

next three times the centrifuge was stopped. Each stop permitted the

specimen to rest five minutes. There were no major discontinuities in

the plot after the ten scale feet of penetration and it is concluded

neither the specimen nor the load carrying capacity of the model pile is

adversely affected by momentary pauses in the rotation of the centrifuge

if penetration and loading are accomplished at the test g level.

Test PG69812073 was conducted to determine the load versus pene-

tration response for a model pile pushed into the same specimen without

interrupting the flight. The response duplicated that of PG69812072

indicating the pile soil interaction during penetration is modeled

precisely by the placement device. These two tests are not conclusive
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oy tnemselves. Rather, tney are presented as two of -iany investigations

:oncuc: d wnich displayed the same similarities.

Tests PG69812151 and ?G69812154 (Figure 5-4) involve the buckling

failure of a model pile (test I) and reproduction of the test to help

determine the cause (test 4). ?G69812151 was conducted on a specimen

with 73.42% relative density. The model buckled under a scale load of

350 kips after the pile had penetrated to 26 scale feet. The second test

was conducted on a specimen with 73.92% relative density. The model

buckled under a scale load of 350 kips after the pile had penetrated 25

scale feet. The response of the models indicate the breakage of the

first was not the fault of the device but the true response of the model

to the loading conditions as verified by the second test.

A like specimen (69.89% relative density) was used in test

PG86012153 (Figure 5-5). The purpose was to recreate the failure of the

previous two tests in a different scale model. The model's load versus

penetration curve indicates slightly less resistance than the two tests

conducted at 69.8 g's, however this can be attributed to the slight

decrease in dry unit weight. The model withstood being pushed to a scale

depth of 30 feet due to the relatively higher axial stiffness of the 86.0

g model (95.4% of the axial stiffness of the prototype for the 86.0 g

model versus 73.8% for the 69.8 g model). The same model was

subsequently tested in a specimen with a 72.12% relative density and

buckled under a scale load of 425 kips after penetrating 26 scale feet

(PG86012181, Figure 5-5). The tests conducted in the higher range of

relative densities, greater than 64%, suggest penetration should be

limited to 20 scale feet when testing models of relatively low axial
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s:iffness. No models were destroyed during tests conducted with soeci-

mens having a relative iensity of less than 64%.

Load tests were conducted on all successfully pushed model piles

(groups) after the performance of the placement device and associated

programs was deemed acceptable. The following is a summary of the tests

conducted. Scaled models of individual piles, groups of four (same

pattern as the group of five, but with the center pile removed), and

groups of five were tested at 69.3 and 86.0 g's. Three tests were con-

ducted on each model at each g level. The plots of penetration versus

load and the associated load tests are provided in the order shown in

Table 5-1. Quantitative results of those tests will be discussed in the

following section.

Table 5-1 Pushed Pile (Group) Model Test Series

Type Unit Wgt. (pcf) Dr (%)

Individual Piles

Figure 5-6 PG69804013 97.7 53.61
PG69804011 98.6 58.44
PG69804021 99.5 63.18

Figure 5-7 PG86004014 97.7 53.61
PG86004012 98.6 58.44
PG86004022 99.5 63.13
PG86012172 100.5 68.35

Group of Four

Figure 5-8 PG69802251 96.6 47.58
PG69802252 97.3 51.43
PG69802253 98.0 54.96

Figure 5-9 PG86002244 97.2 50.89
PG86002243 98.3 56.84
PG86002242 98.5 57.91

Group of Five

Figure 5-10 PG69804023 96.5 47.03
PG69804051 97.2 50.89
PG69802254 97.9 54.69

Figure 5-11 PG86002231 97.7 53.61
PG86002232 98.6 58.44
PG86002241 98.6 58.44
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Al iots deronszrate the exoec-ea increase in resiszance :o nene-

-,ation Dv -. ie jii larou' in resoonse to an increase ;n the relative

iensity of the specimen. Furthermore, most of the oiots of Pile 'Group)

Penetration vs. Load indicate a tendency for the resistance of the soil

to increase noticeably in tne last five to ten scale feet of Penetration.

This tendency is most pronounced in the 69.8 g model tests. Bound-

ary effects were suspected as the tip of the pile was 1.72 inches (ten

scale feet) from the specimen container base. However, tests conducted

in the large specimen container on the same models also showed the ten-

dency. The pile tip was 4.54 inches (26.5 scale feet) from the container

base in these tests. The tendency was first noticed after failure of a

group of five test which exerted a significant lateral force at the

bottom end (near the soil) of the slotted cast acrylic guide tube.

Apparently, the connection between the tube and supporting c-channel was

weakened which subsequently permitted the tube base to move sideways

during heavy axial load applications. This tendency became more

pronounced as testing continued indicating the connection was becoming

progressively weaker. The tendency was most pronounced when 69.3 g

models were tested because these models were the least stiff and require

application of a relatively large axial force compared to the 86.0 g

models.

Correction of this weakness requires that the connection between the

supporting c-channel and the top of the support tube be stiffened.

Alternatively, the bottom of the support tube could be restricted using

an appropriate attachment to the c-channel. Tests were conducted at

relative densities which kept the tendency of the model piles to
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jiso ace later31ly to an acceptable Ievel it is recommended the device

be fitted ,iAth dditional support before further tests are conducted.

This may increase the range of relative densities which may be tested

with the aluminum models.

The looseness of the support tube is not thought to have influenced

the results of tests on individual piles at 86.0 g's. However, all of

the individual and group tests at 69.8 g's, PG86002243, and PG86004023

appear to have been influenced to varying degrees. The significant

effects of the looseness of the support tube are more pronounced dif-

ferences between the ultimate capacity of the group models (higher axial

loads) at the two test g levels and an increase in the apparent effi-

ciency of the groups as will be explained.

Three tests were conducted in which the pushed individual model pile

was slowly pulled from the soil in an attempt to determine how much skin

friction resistance might be acting on the model and contributing to

total ultimate capacity. One test each was conducted at 57.5, 69.8, and

86.0 g's with the results as presented below.

Test No. Dr(,) Tension (kips)

PG57501161 60.03 20*

PG69801162 57.91 5

PG86001291 55.77 3

* Tension based on the 13.3 kip tensile capacity of the 20-foot portion

of the pile pushed from ten feet to thirty feet (scale magnitudes)

The tests indicate the frictional forces resulting from the pullout

of the model pile may be influened by the g level at which the test is

conducted. The same effect may appear when the piles are pushed into
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:ne specimen, newever, this determination cannot be mace on models un'ess

the frictional forces ire seoarated from the tip loads. The above data

may also indicate the influence of the specimen relative density on its

ability to mobilize resistive frictional forces, however, the change in

relative density is minimal compared to the resulting change in unit skin

friction. Rather, the change is attributed to scale effects. Figure 5-

12 shows the change (') in total frictional resistance with respect to

the change (%) in model pile-soil contact area using the 86.0 g model as

a reference.

5.2.2 Quantitative Discussion of Pushed Model Pile Test Results

The deBeer method (Sharp, 1987) was used in the interpretation of

the capacity of the pushed models. This method involves the plotting of

the load test results (deflection vs. load) on log-log scales. The capa-

city of the pile (group) is highlighted as being the intersection of two

approximately straight lines. Figures 5-13 through 5-18 depict the

deBeer plots of the load test results. The capacities determined by the

deBeer method are presented in Table 5-2.

Results of the deBeer capacity determinations are plotted with

respect to specimen relative density in Figure 5-19. This plot includes

a failure envelope beyond which the aluminum models will fail if loaded

under the respective combination of axial force and specimen relative

density. Conclusions based on the results of the capacity determinations

are presented below.

The following trends are observed regarding the capacities deter-

mined by the deBeer method (Figure 5-19). Ultimate capacities for the

single piles agree very closely; the average difference between the 69.8

and 86.0 g model capacities being only 12.0%. These capacities are
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Table 5-2 Pushed Pile (Group) Load Test Results

eDr (w) Scale Capacity 'kios'

Individual Piles

Figure 5-13 PG69804013 53.61 112
PG69804011 58.44 130
PG69804021 63.13 150

Figure 5-14 PG86004014 53.61 83
PG86004012 58.44 ill
PG86004022 63.18 140
PG86012172 68.35 170

Group of Four

Figure 5-15 PG69802251 47.58 660
PG69802252 51.43 710
PG69802253 54.96 811

Figure 5-16 PG86002244 50.89 500
PG86002243 56.84 700
PG86002242 57.91 720

Group of Five

Figure 5-17 PG69804023 47.03 700
PG69804051 50.89 315
PG69802254 54.69 1050

Figure 5-18 PG86002231 53.61 710
PG86002232 58.44 930
PG86002241 58.44 1010
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excectec :- , Ie -i )ses: ;nr!eent as :ne axial :oacs ?xer o e y -le

-c-e1 le'r/ are t _e ;aast )f a 1 of the tests :onducte.i Therefore,

.here 4s tne eas. tendency for the cast acrylic guiae tube to oe pusned

to t.e side. the ci o t s 3rous ShOw greatr divergence as toe

iumoer of olies in the grouo increases. This is oosslby Jue to ie

greater axial load needed to push the piles to full penetration. It -ay

also indicate scale effects with the 86.0 g models developing lesser

capacities as a result of their relatively smaller pile-soil contact
areas The group factors are presented below in Table 5-3 to aid in the

understanding of which effect is controlling. The following relationship

is used in the determination of the group factors.

Group Factor = Grouo Ultimate Capacity

Single Pile Capacity x # of Piles in Group

Group factors are determined at 52.0 and 57.0% relative density to

discern the influence relative density may have on the group factor.

Within the accuracy of the pile capacities measured, the group

factors are equal for all groups. There appears to be no tendency for

the group factor to increase in response to an increase in specimen

relative density. Nor does there appear to be any tendency for the group

factor to decrease as the test g level increases as might be expected if

there were scale effects. It is concluded the scale effects influence

the friction forces only (as discussed in the previous section) and not

the bearing capacity of the tip. Since these models derive a significant

portion of their capacity from end bearing, scale effects are minimal.
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Taole 5-3 Pile Group Factors 3ased on deBeer Capacities

69.3 i's Caoacity (kips) Group Factor

52' Or 57' Dr 52' Dr 57' Dr

Single Pile 105 125 - -

Grouo Df Four 725 335 :.73 1.57

Grouo of Five 915 1175 1.74 1.38

36.0 g's Capacity (kips) Group Factor

52% Or 57% Dr 52% Or 57% Dr

Single Pile 75 105 - -

Group of Four 535 710 1.78 1.69

Group of Five 650 915 1.73 1.74

The group factors are all significantly higher than 1.0. This

indicates the looseness of the guide tube, as suspected, may have con-

tributed to the apparent strength of the groups. Lateral displacement of

the guide tube tip permits the pile to tilt at the point of insertion

which results in a larger cross sectional area being presented to the

soil (greater resistance to penetration). This increases the tendency of

the piles to break and may even cause the piles to "grab" the guiding

template thus deriving additional apparent strength from the friction

between the template and pile(s). Excessive bending-induced strain will

be recorded from the piles which are flexing at the soil surface compared

to those which are inserted straight into the soil. Thus, it is

important to monitor development of strain in the models before this

determination can be made.

The initial slope of the loading curve for the individual and group

piles at both g levels was determined from the butt deflection vs. load

plots (Figures 5-6 through 5-16, even numbered figures). The plot of
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elastic deformation (O_/A of the piles (groups) is also shown on tnose

iures K_ The di-ference jetween the two (initial slooe of the

loading curve minus the slope of the elastic deformation curve) is attri-

buted to the soil response and possible group effects. The slopes are

listed below (Table 5-4) with the values of butt deflection (incnes) at

failure versus failure load being plotted in Figure 5-20. The values of

iltimate capacity and deflection at failure are based on the deBeer

method.

Table 5-4 compares the soil's response to loading for the individ-

ual, group of four, and group of five models at each g level as well as

the response at the two test g levels for each of the models. The group

effect becomes evident in the first comparison as the pile group

responses to loading show an average efficiency of 1.17 for the group of

four and 1.18 for the group of five. The models at each g level display

efficiencies within 2.0% of one another indicating again the scale

effects for axial loading of model piles placed in granular soils may be

insignificant (Figure 5-21).

Comparing the soil response for each of the model types at the two g

levels indicates the soil is 130% more stiff at 86.0 g's tian 69.8 g's.

The relative increase in the stiffness of the soil at 86.0 g's is to be

expected as moduli for model materials are scaled one-to-one. Based on

the ratio of the g levels (86.0/69.8, or 1.23), the model soil for the

69.8 g tests appears 7.0% less stiff than one might expect, or the soil

used in the 86.0 g tests 7.0% stiffer. The difference is most reasonably

attributed to the relative axial stiffnesses of the models with the 69.8

g models being only 77.4% as stiff as the 86.0 g models.
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ao;e 5-_4 "nitial Loaaina O.urve Slope, -laszic Deformation Curve
Slope, ana Resulting Soil Response for :ncividual and
Group lodel Piles

69.3 g's Single Pi'e Grouo of our Grouo of Five

Elaszic Deformation
Curve Slope (kips/in.) 644 2,577 3,221

Initial Loading Curve
Slope (kips/in.) 177 375 417

A Slope
(Soil Response) 467 2,202 2,804

Efficiency* 1.18 1.20

86.0 g's Single Pile Group of Four Group of Five

Elastic Deformation
Curve Slope (kips/in.) 833 3,332 4,165

Initial Loading Curve
Slope (kips/in.) 217 484 555

A Slope
(Soil Response) 616 2,848 3,610

Efficiency 1.16 1.17

Single Pile Group of Four Group of Five

A Modulus
86.*0

A Modulus 1.32 1.29 1.29
69.8

SEfficiency Slope (Group Piles)
= A Slope (Single Pile) x number of piles in group
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3et:er agreement can be expected wnen the axial stiffness of tne ile is

-nodeled exactly instead of choosing models from availaole stock.

5.3 ORIVEPILE Test Results

5.3.1 Qualitative Discussion of Driven >1odel Pile Test Results

Five tests were conducted but terminated before reaching full pene-

tration. The reasons for stopping the test provide insight into the two

most important considerations in the operation of the placement device in

the driving mode. Test DG68903171 (Figure 5-22) was the first successful

use of the device as a driver. The pile was pushed in at one g to a

scale depth of fifteen feet prior to starting the driving process.

This permitted the electromagnet, hammer, and pile cap to be viewed by

closed circuit television during the entire driving cycle. Penetration

stopped at 24 scale feet because the electromagnet had not been powered

sufficiently to lift the hammer. Increasing the electromagnet voltage

(and current) alleviated the problem. The electromagnet then continued

to lift and drop the hammer until full penetration was achieved. This

test demonstrated the capability of driving model piles in the centrifuge

by the use of a falling hammer. Surprisingly, the resistance to

penetration from the initial blows of the hammer was relatively weak

compared to that at the end of penetration. The pile penetrated easily

during the first five impacts even though the soil's unit bearing capa-

city and lateral stresses were already significant. It appears the

insertion at one g does little to develop the overall bearing capacity of

the model. Bearing capacity in the model is developed only by the

penetration of models (either by drivi-g or pushing) at the approriate g

level. This is in agreement with the findings of Ko et al. (1984) and
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tie J3,3 2oa rcc r: 3t2eors c Cn': ;C!eo tIe

:or:'on *f: :ne -odel -nserted r e c c ntri u,:e e t o he 'ji-.aZ2

oeari,- :3oac-:y, ana tnus, resiszance to oenetral:on of tne model pie.

Tests DG69803.31 3na DG59803282 (Figure 4-2V" ,ere terminated

Decause tie Pi e cap seoaraced from the guice rod. Two causes are sug-

gested regariing seoararion of the two; friction between the guide rod

and tie insulating sleeve in the magnet and improper connection of the

guide rod to the model cap. The guide rod had been lubricated prior to

testing so it could travel freely within the insulated hole tnrougn Ihe

center of the maanet. This did not appear to be a cause contributing to

the separation. Rather, toe connection between the guide rod and hammer

was incapable of *ithstanding the repeated impacts of the iammer. Eacn

impact served to pull the cap off of the end of the guide rod. Special

care was taken in the manufacture of later caps to ensure separation

would not occur.

Tests DG69803251 and DG69803281 (Figure 5-24) were terminated

because the model pile failed by buckling at the connection between the

cap and butt. The caps were manufactured with a 0.125 inch recess which

encased the pile butt. However, this type of connection was insufficient

to prevent stress concentrations. Minor eccentricities developed in the

way the hammer struck the cap and these eccentricities resulted in

deformation of the butt. This type of failure was evidenced by the

tilting of the hammer as it rested on the cap waiting to be picked up

again. The tilt of the hammer was sufficient to prevent the electro-

magnet from being able to pick it up. This is evident in the lack of

penetration even though "blows" have been recorded. The electromagnet

simply raised itself to the appropriate lift height but the hammer was
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ie -... e ,ar.mer io ilo- 3oear -o 30/erSe/i a-2 C-

.... e ance .e Cr)x'm , evir.

Tesos 'G6_ 03291, G69803292, anc G698031.22 (FiQure 5-23, riei.on-

- ne te effect of incrtaiy resistance to penetration -ow s

esoec:: to :eotn. T-ur:nermore, :he tests snow an increasing ur-mer of

Dbows are required to drive the pile to deoth as the relative density of

.he soecimens is increased. This relationship is developed in Section

..2, juantitative Discussion of Driven Iodel Pile Test Results. The

tests which were terminated exhibit the same tendency for increased

number of blows for a given penetration with respect to an increase in

the relative density of the specimen.

The pile driven in test DG69803292 was the first driven oile to be

successfully load tested. The pile demonstrated a significantly differ-

ent load curve shape (Figure 5-25) and ultimate capacity compared to

model piles which had been pushed in. The pile developed no strength

until the butt had been deflected 1.5 scale inches. The butt had to be

deflected a total of 5.0 scale inches before the resistance to load

ecualed 100 scale kips. '.anioula-tion of the Load Test portion of the

main Pro ram permitted the butt to be deflected an additional 3.5 scale

inches resulting in an ultimate resistance of 120 kips. Pushed model

piles with an ultimate resistance to penetration of 120 kips can be

expected to develop an ultimate capacity of approximately 100 kips based

on the results of pushed individual piles.

This performance bears no resemblance to the loading curve of the

pushed piles although the ultimate resistance to pushing is equal in

magnitude. Several causes are suspected: disturbance of the pile during

placement of the load cell, release of some of the residual stresses
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s --)m the iri vin, orocess, ana i oroper sea-i n of tne loac -e,

acaoDr' on -'.e nile ut:. Each il oe .4iscussea briefly.

:lacemenz of the load cell requires the pile cao be lifted off tne

tut:_avg the pile froe-standing in the specimen. Typically, :ne pile

is restrained Dv a nolaiing device inserted tnrougn tne slottea guioe tube

and thne cap lifted off. However, after being struck 50 times, the cap is

rather fir"iy attached :o the butt. The connection between the cap and

butt must be "broken" before the cap can be removed.

Therefore, it is suggested the soil particles at the oile soil interface

may be disturbed if the butt is moved back and forth or the pile pulled

even slightly out of the ground during removal of the cap. The slignt

retraction of the pile may account for the sluggish increase in load

bearing capacity of the model. The ultimate capacity of the driven pile

approaches that of a pushed model because the driven pile was pushed in

almost nine scale inches during load testing. The important considera-

tions in the conduct of the load test on the driven model are then to

test the model immediately after placement, without disturbing the model.

Residual stresses may have been released during the cycling of the

centrifuge for load cell placenent. More research is suggested to better

understand the development of such stresses and their possible release by

interrupting the flight of the centrifuge. The placement of strain gages

at the pile butt and development of a suitable bridge completion circuit

will permit the load test to be conducted immediately following the

driving of the pile without removing the cap. This will provide the most

accurate information regarding residual stresses and their contribution

to bearing capacity.



as ny, ne 3caotor 4n, :n is connectec to tne loac cel 3lna s,4os

over :me oile buzt -iay not 'ave seated prooerIy on he utt. -,e 'ecec-

tacle on tne oot-:om of zne acap:or was formeo oy Qrilling an oversize

nole. -he conical deoression left by the drill bit may not be suitaole

.or sea:ing toe -ut. unless tne out: napoens to be exact>y centered n

the adaptor. The hole was drilled oversize to lessen the possibility of

:he adaptor exerting a lateral stress on the butt.

Test PG69803293 (Figure 5-26) was conducted on the same specimen as

IG69803292 to determine the bearing capacity of a pile pushed into the

same soil. The tests were conducted 10 pile diameters apart. The pile

was successfully pushed in, but the load test was not conducted due to a

separation of the load cell wires from their housing in the centrifuge.

Capacity of this pile was estimated at 125 kips based on the performance

of other pushed piles at this relative density.

5.3.2 Quantitative Discussion of Driven Model Pile Test Results

Tests DG69803291, DG69803292, and DG69803181 were conducted with a

hammer weight of 20.0 grams and a hammer input efficiency of 100%.

Figure 5-27 presents the number of blows required for full penetration

versus the relative density of the soil. The plot verifies tie increas-

ing resistance to penetration as the relative density increases within

the range tested. The linearity of the plot is a coarse indication of

the quality of the specimens, both in relative density and uniformity,

and the ability of the hammer to impart equal energy with each blow.

The number of impacts required to drive the pile to depth is signi-

ficzntly less than that of a prototype pile. This may be attributed to

four factors; hammer weight, hammer shape, model cap weight, and contact

area between the model pile and soil. Considering the hammer properties,
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tie qei nt anc snaoe toth contribute to efficient transfer of energy to

t.-e o 2. -he 2ode iammer 4eight is 2.4 times the weight suggested ny

the orogram ORDEPILE. The heavier hanmer has more momentum tnan the

suggested lighter hammer for the specific weight and fall height combi-

iation. he rlatness of tre hammer imparts a relatively high oercentage

of the available energy (Figure 2.5) to the cap and butt resulting in

more set per blow of the hammer. Regarding the cap weight, the rela-

tively massive size of the cap ensures the cap and butt remain in con-

tact permitting mre complete transfer of energy. Lastly, the relative-

ly larger size of the soil particle with respect to the pile decreases

the contact area of the soil particles with the piles. This effect may

be further amplified at higher g-levels as the potential for soil

arching around the model increases. Arching would tend to decrease even

further the contact area between model pile and soil resulting in rela-

tively easier penetration. All of the above factors contribute to a

decrease in the number of blows required for a given penetration, with

specimen relative density being held constant.

The improved cap design may permit higher "efficiencies" during

driving. This is expected to lead to an exponential decrease in

required number of blows rather than linear due to the way efficiency o

the input energy is computed. The efficiency is considered to double as

a result of doubling the lift height. However, efficiency will be more

than doubled as the kinetic energy (0.5 mv2 ) of the hammer is increased

by a factor of 3.30 when the lift height is doubled. The product'of

the lift height and hammer weight gives the work done in lifting the

hammer, but, the available energy is dependent on the kinetic energy of

the hammer at impact.
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= Reorcducioii t' cf ?esul.s

3o-n te ousnin fG ;na drivinq :est results indicatec a ir :n le ,-2e

-F .-oroducioilit once ohe process of manufacturing a uniform soecrien

had been established. Jse of the placement device in the driving mode

oroviced very orecise results in that differences of aooroximatey ].5'

relative density were sufficient to result in a greater or lesser numoer

of blows required for a given penetration depending on the shift of the

density. This tendency is borne out by the linearity of the plot in

Figure 5-27.

Conduct of a sufficient number of tests with the hammer weight and

efficiency being held constant may permit the driving of a model pi'e
r cone) to become a method of determinimg specimen characteristics in

flight. ",ore significantly, the influence of one model pile being driv-

en near a previously placed model can be investigated simply by monitor-

ing the blows required to drive the second and subsequent models. The

ability to accurately measure residual stresses with appropriately

positioned strain gages is of paramount importance in this endeavor as

it is just as important to measure the effect the pile being driven has

on tne already driven pile. Using strain gages, the determination can

be made as to whether the residual stresses in the first pile relieve

themselves due to the disturbance caused by the driving of the second

pile or whether the stresses and lateral forces on the pile are somehow

augmented. The placement device is well suited for this type of re-

search when used in the driving configuration because of the inherent

reproducibility of the energy being imparted from the hammer to the pile

cap.



The ol3cemen; cevc2 nias te orosoect of oroucina iery reoea a02

'suts .en 4se, 'n :ne ousninr, con-cgu-at on once :ne Qu4,e :uDe

attacrment is stiffened. Althougn :1e results of :ne oush :es:s indi-

cated a variation between the scale capacities of the same tvoe of

mocels at the i4fferent test g levels, the caoacities o the 69.3 g

models were consistently niaher than those of the same tyoe models

tested at 36.0 g's. This difference is attributed to the orogressive

weakening of the guide tube combined with the relatively greater force

needed to push the 69.3 g models to depth. This determination is mace

pending the development of a sufficiently sensitive strain gage bridce

completion circuit whicn would permit the effect of tne guiie tuoe to e

uantilfied.

An accurate strain measuring system would fulfill two purooses in

the investigation of the guide tube effects. First, the gages would

indicate the development of excessive bending stresses in the model.

This information would precede the failure of the pile giv 4,,g an indi-

cation before the destruction of the model. Second, the a'rain gages

aould aid in determining the source of the pile's resistance to Pene-

tration. If, as currently suspected, the models displace laterally

urder increasing axial loads, the bending stresses at the top of the

soil surface will be significantly greater than the stresses due solely

to axial load. However, if the source of resistance to penetration is

due to the contributions of the tip and imbedded portion of the pile

with no undue bending stresses, then the current design of the guide

tube may be sufficient. A very important benefit of refining the

placement device by strengthening of the guide tube and development of
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jsaoie strain gage circuitry il De tne accurate determination of the

-nagnitudes of sidewall friction moDilized during placement of the mode!.

The friction forces acting on the pile are considered to be
affected by the gravity level at which testing is done. This was

demonstrated by pulling model piles from the soil at three different g

levels dith the lower g level models developing significantly greater

resistancc to movement. The same effect is expected when the models are

pushed into the soil. Thus, strengthening the guide tube in an effort

to lessen the suspected lateral freedom of the pile and development of a

working strain gage circuit to help quantify any improvement will tend

to increase the accuracy, and thus, the repeatability of the results.

As mentioned, the reproducibility of results is dependent on the

ability to create uniform specimens and accurately determine their

relative density. The method of raining soil into the soecimen con-

tainer worked well and should continue to be used. However, improvement

may result if a device can be made to more precisely meter the "flow" of

the sand through the stacked sieves. Specimen creation was the most

operator-dependent -.. ect of this research and, as such, has a signi-

ficant potential for improvement.

5.5 Modeling of Models

Given the high degree of similarity betwe-n the model pile (group)

responses to loading with respect to efficiency and the proportionate

increase in the model responses between the two g levels, the two models

are essentially in agreement. Strict modeling of models requires the

scale axial stiffness be the same in all models. This was not accom-

plished and has been suggested as the cause for the minor differences
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:etween the resoonse of like models at tre two g levels. Likewise, tre

inaLiity of modeling the soil grain sizes may have contributed to te

slight differences in model resoonse.

Considering that a pile driven into granular soils may develop 25 to 30'

of its caoacity from sidewall friction, this aspect of modeling requires

further attention. The determination must be made as to the g level and

model pile size combination at which the sidewall frictional forces are

not being modeled correctly. Combined research involving the accurate

modeling of scale axial stiffness and soil grain size will improve the

reoroducibility of results.

5.6 Comparison with a Prototype

The loading curves of the individual and group of five model piles

ha,,e the same characteristic shapes as those of prototype piles. The

model responses to loading exhibit easily distinguished break points

making the model capacity easily and accurately determined by the deBeer

method. However, two significant differences appear when the model 's

compared to the prototype. The initial slope of the loading curve o,

all model piles is substantially less than the prototype and the scale

capacities greater. The differences can be attributed to several

causes, among them, inaccurate modeling of the scale axial stiffness,

the possible loss of unit sidewall friction forces at progressively

higher g levels as discussed previously, differences between the model

and prototype soil conditions, and alteration of the load test procedure

in the centrifuge.

The relatively low axial stiffnesses of the models is considered to

be a direct cause of the low initial loading curve slope. The 69.8 g



mce -2 s rs: ;rS ~ ae aterec moCre si -.r,, ,-n:, -:-,an tioe i e 36.

-cc Is as a'erceca inure 5-2'. The -n i ue efec -- e ,e

axial stiff esses on tne modelis resoponses are mased o y t ne sti

uncetermined elaects caused by not modeling the soil grain size.

Tuantif'ying -ne cifferen: effects can most easily te -accm csnec a

manufacturing a variety of model oiles with the same axial stiffness.

Testing mooel niles ,4nich are scaled basea on tne outer diameter of

available stock tubing :an be made more accurate by honing ,or reaming"

the inside of the acorooriate models until the axial stiffness of aU

models is ecua! to that of the least stiff model. The honino orocess

Sleave tne 4-tarior or the pile model well suited for the aDo ica-

tion )f strain -ages. Naturally, the range of relative denstiies

available for testing decreases as the models are weakened; likewise,

the initial loading modulus. However, it will be easier to distinguish

the ratio of model pile size to specimen grain size at which the unit

side friction begins to be altered.

Roughening the exterior of the model Piles should also be investi-

gated as an alternative in increasing the initial loading modulus of the

pile (group). Circumferential scoring (as opposed to lo:ngitudinal) is

recommended as this may induce an element of bearing capacity along the

sidewall which can be adjusted (by varying the depth and spacing of the

scores) to be the equivalent of a true frictional resistance. Likewise,

the unit sidewall friction of the model may be enhanced by a covering of

grit or abrasive powder glued in place. Each of the above techniques

leaves the interior of the model available for the placement of strain

gages.



Dei . i -:,e _reices :et'een :e aoe 3nc zrr:-te ;oi ocr-

ins, -;ie *cce' :acac:' *ay e n4ner :ue !o : :eiig -s:e n a

cry soil wnereas :ne suggested )orootype aas dri ven nto nycrauc i

with ',he water level being seven feet be'low the grouna surface. The

:ower effective s3resses c cne :,, of the driven oiies contribute to a

marked decrease in the ultimate capacity. Testing in saturated soils

nay shiflt the mocel capacity more in line witn that of the prototyoe.

Lastly, the response of the models may be altered by the technique

used to conduct the load test. The butt was deflected and then force

measured as opposed to the application of a constant force with the

measurement of resulting settlement being measured over time. This

pernits the soil around the model to relax resulting in a decrease in

the apparent load on the model over time. Load readings were taken

almost instantaneously by the data acquisition unit, however, the

potential exists for error if too much time is permitted between deflec-

tion and reading. It is suggested the readings from the load cell be

read at a relatively high frequency to determine if static forces are

maintained on the butt or if a peak force develops and then dissipates

after each deflection of the butt. Furthermore, a higher frequency data

collection system would permit the stepper motor to load the pile with a

more continuous push potentially altering the shape of the load curve.

5.7 Strain Measurement

The chosen strain gages and bridge completion circuit were not

suitable for measuring strain in the models. Several causes are sus-

pect. The gages were examined microscopically to ensure they were well

bonded and it appeared the method of gage placement was satisfactory.



-esiszance of tie gages was cnec~eo ana ali jages .nicn were used in the

i system cneckout were within 0.5 ohms of zne nominal 120 onm

resistance. Each of the gages was then checked for neing insulated from

the model pile. Again, all was satisfactory. A final gage was in-

staled on the outside of the first test pile aajacent to the position

of one of the gages inside the pile to determine if it was the placement

method or the bridge completion circuit at fault.

Each of the eight bridge completion circuits was checked out by

placing a known working gage in the circuit and checking the system

output in response to a known input strain. After balancing each cir-

,_ui, tie gage was subjected to various inputs of tensile and compres-

sive forces. The tests were conducted through the slip rings of the

centrifuge. Each circuit operated correctly.

The model piles, one 69.3 g model and one 86.0 g model, were then

independently connected to the approriate bridge completion channels and

tested. Stable zeroed readings could not be obtained for any of the

gages. Finger pressure on the gages sites caused erratic readings and

the gages responded very poorly to axial compressive strain. Readings

were not stable or repeatable. The gage mounted on the outside of the

69.8 g model responded as poorly as did the gages on the inside. All

gages responded in the proper sense regarding compression or tension,

however, no accurate value of strain could be determined. The 69.8 g

model was calibrated over ten times using the calibration support and

CALTEST program with the results being nonrepeatable. Slight changes in

temperature at the gage site appeared to adversely affect the

performance of the gage.



The cnosen strain gages were cemoerature compensated for steel

-nszeaa of the 31uminum of tne mocels. Temperature comoensation is

necessary in a gage as the thermal coefficient of expansion of tne gage

alloys is matched to the exoansion coefficient of the material to which

the gage is bonded. This matching of coefficients ensures both gage and

specimen material expand (strain) the same amount in response to changes

in temperature. 1ismatching of the temperature compensation character-

istics can lead to erratic readings and an inability to balance the cir-

cuit prior to testing as was experienced. This type of gage has been

reported to perform adequately in prior reseach efforts, however, it is

recommended all strain measurements be taKen using gages temperature

compensated for aluminum.

Additional strain gages were purchased which were temperature com-

pensated for aluminum, but the gages had a nominal resistance of 350

ohms and could not be used in the available bridge completion circuit.

Therefore, a new bridge completion circuit must be built to test the

suitability of the new gages. The 350 ohm gages are more suitable for

this type of measurement for two reasons. The gages are more sensitive

to strain by a factor of 2.92 (350/120) and the higher resistance means

less current passes through the gage. Both of these responses can be

explained using Ohm's law, V = IR. In a constant current (I) system,

the voltage output (in response to strain) is directly related to the

resistance (R) of the gage. Placing a higher resistance gage in the

circuit provides a higher output voltage for a given strain. In a con-

stant voltage system, increasing the gage resistance decreases the

current passed through the resistive element. Since power (P) is dis-

sipated by the element according to the relationship P = 12R, the heat



:]e'ie'-;ec :v a tra"I la-e is lessene- as :ne nominal resistance of zne

7ace 4s iqcreaseJ, a 1 se tei li ecua1 ThI us, t;'e i i ner res' stance

:a,e ' ay be "cund more suitable because 'f its temperature comoensation,

increased sensi.ivitv, and decreased heat generation.



CHAPTER 6
C 

6.1 Conclusions

olacement device was designed and built for the purpose of

driving and pushing model piles (grouos) under a gravitational force of

90 g's. The capacities of individual piles, groups of four, and groups

of five piles were studied to determine how well the device oerformed

and also the feasibility of modeling group oile responses in the centri-

fuge. Scale models based on the Hunter's Point prototype were tested at

59.8 g's and 36.0 g's. The following conclusions were drawn.

1. The results of the driven model pile tests indicate a linear rela-

tionship between the number of blows required for the model to pene-

trate 30 scale feet and the relative density of the specimen over

the range of 50 to 65% relative density. The pile driver delivers a

uniform amount of energy throughout the travel of the pile which is

made possible by the readjustment of the lift height after every

impact of the hammer. The portion of the pile inserted at one g

contributes -little to the ultimate capacity of the model. Rather,

capacity is developed by the driving penetration of the model at the

appropriate test g level. The relatively massive weight of the

model hammer, its flat shape, and the large model cap all act to

improve the efficiency of the energy transfer from hammer to pile

and result in a scale set of almost 1.0 feet per hammer blow (69.8

g's, 20 gram hammer weight, 100% driver efficiency), Adjustment of
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tne "efficiency' of tne iriver is an effecrive -leans of controling

tne inout energy and zhus 3lows reauiree for oenetration.

2. The scaling effects introducea by not modeiina the soil grain size

have little effect on the bearing capacity of t: e pile tip(s),

however, the friction on the shaft may be greatly influenced.

Results are based on pullout tests in which the scale resistance co

pullout decreased exponentially in relation to the decrease of the

test g level. Results are inferred to apply to friction forces

experienced during pushing of the pile(s) and must be verifiel

through the use of strain gages mounted along the shaft.

3. Axial stiffness of the pile(s) must be precisely moaelea to permit

the direct comparison of results obtained from different g level

tests. The relative axial strength of the models was apparent in

the comparison of results between the same type of models at the two

test g levels. The less axially stiff 69.8 g models consistently

demonstrated lower initial strength moduli during load tests. The

36.0 g models (95.4% as axially stiff as the Hunter's Point proto-

type) are considered to have responded most like the prototype.

4. The deBeer method of pile capacity determination is well suited for

interpreting the capacity of model piles. The method simply high-

lights the "break" in the load test curve instead of determining

model capacity based on resistive forces which may exist only in the

prototype (i.e., sidewall friction). Single model pile tests at

69.8 and 86.0 g's give close agreement with the group of four models

and group of five models showing progressively more divergence as

the relative density of the specimen is increased. This divergence

has bcee attributed to the relatively low axial stiffness of the



69.3 g mocel and tne lack of rigidity in the connection of the cast

acrylic guile tune to te suooorting c-cnannel

5. The shape of the load versus deflection curves is generally similar

to the shane of the orototyoe loading curve. However, the initial

loading modulus of the model pile is significantly lower than that

of the orototype and the ultimate caoacity greater. The low initial

modulus is thought to be the result of the method by which the load

test is conducted, the relatively low axial stiffness of the models,

and the progressive decrease in unit sidewaall friction on the model

at higher g levels.

The conduct of the model load test involves deflection of the

butt and subsequent measurement of the resistive force developed by

the pile. This is opposite from the method of conduct of the load

test on prototype piles as they are loaded with a constant static

force and the resulting deflection is measured over some specified

time period. This difference in the method of load testing is

thought to lower the initial loading modulus. Circumferential

grooving of the model or the coating of the model with an abrasive,

gritty material may improve this response.

The high scale model capacity is considered to be due to the

models being pushed into a dry specimen, unlike the prototype, which

is driven into hydraulic fill and rests in saturated soil.

6. The driving of the model pile is considered to result in the crea-

tion of different stresses, and thus, unit capacities at the tip and

along the sidewall of the model. These factors contribute to the

difference in the load curves of the driven model versus the pushed

model. However, the residual stresses and soil structure around the



7ocei are ciszur-ea ,,nen tr.e centrifuce is stopoec to oermi: tne

-ad ce ! to be fixec to the out: of :ne driven oile. he effects

of the different stresses createa during driving can be quantified

oy the olacement of strain gages at the butt. This will permit the

driven modei to oe load tested immediately after olacement and ,iti-

out being disturbed.

7 The pushed pile groups show efficiencies which increase in response

to an increase in the relative density of the specimen and also to

the introduction of the fifth pile in the center of the group of

four. Both increases are very slight. 'ost significantly, the

olacement device is capable of accurately discerning these slignt

differences. Parametric studies of the change in efficiencies

resulting from the variation of pile spacing and configuration

within a group are warrented. A factor of safety of 1.0 for pile

groups in dry granular soils appears to be conservative.

8. During the driving process, the rigidity of the connections between

the guide rod, pile cap, and model pile butt appear to be the limit-

ing factors in the driveability of the pile. Improper connections

at these joints leads to stress concentrations and buckling failure

of the butt. When models are pushed, the connection between the

cast acrylic support tube and supporting c-channel appears to be a

limiting factor in the amount of axial load a pile (group) can with-

stand. Looseness at the connection permits the tube to move side-

ways during axial loading causing premature failure of the model.

9. The inability to measure strain, and thus force, in the model pile

during placement and loading is a severe limitation. Development of

an accurate strain measuring circuit will permit the continuous
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7nea-s'rement of pi'e response to placement ano 'oauing 7o ze

reccrdec )n :ne avaiaDe igia] recording oscilloscooes.
i I permit nmore 2lexibility in tne capaoilities of tne multi-

programmer to control the placement aevice as progress Df the

placement ( riving or pushing) routine will not nave zo 3e &arsea

during the measurement of pile response. The use of the digital

recording oscilloscope will also permit the high frequency response

of the pile to driving forces to be investigated.

10. The pile placement device exceeds the capability of modeling any

known single acting pile driver and can drive model piles up to

scale depths of 30.0 feet at g-levels up to 90 g's. This capabi-

lity is subject to the limitations presented in Section 4.7,

Equipment Limitations, and may be expanded as the influence of

container boundaries on the modeling process are better under-

stood. The device has also demonstrated the capability of pushing

model pile groups with a scale force in excess of 1,250 scale kips.

The device can measure to within 0.053 scale inches at 69.3 g's and

0.043 scale inches at 86.0 g's.

11. The placement device can perform a variety of penetration routines

and loading regimes with program changes being made simply by the

rearrangement of a variety of subroutines. The complete computer

control of all pieces of equipment used during testing and the

recording of all data in scale units lessens the potential for the

operator to influence the test result or their interpretation.

Furthermore, initialization of the program with scale pile dimen-

sions and actual specimen container dimensions permits the computer
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:o determine whether the or-loosed penetration is possible witMin tie

;imtations of the device and act accordinly.

6.2 Recommendations

i. Development of a worKing strain gage circuit should be given the

highest priority. The method of gage placement appears to be satis-

factory and results in a model well suited for the measurement of

response to driving forces. A working strain gage system will per-

mit the measurement of residual stresses, their change with respect

to time, and the measurement of transient waveforms associated with

the driving of the model. MIounting a strain gage rosette inside the

model may permit the determination of lateral stresses acting on tie

model. Strain gages are available which consist of ten seperate

miniature gages in a short length for measurement of high strain

variation gradients. This type of gage mounted in the tip of the

model would more clearly indicate the development of stresses around

the tip during penetration than does the pair of single axis gages.

2. The capacity of driven models should be investigated upon completion

of a working strain gage bridge. The immediate conduct of a load

test on a driven pile without stopping the centrifuge and disturbing

the soil around the model will provide the most accurate measure of

its capacity. The determination can then be made as to whether the

interruption of the flight during driving or between driving and

loading affects the model capacity.

3. The available mini-cone should be tested in the centrifuge and

results compared between the driving and pushing of the cone. This

will aid in the determination of how much the development of



-es dual stresses arounc tne cone (tile) is aiterea by the two

2etnods f o a3cement.

4. Saturated soils and clays snould be used as specimens for botn the

driving and pushing of model piles. The larger model piles may even

be suitea for the placement of pore pressure meters at the tip and

along the shaft. This will permit the measurement of transient pore

pressures and their dissipation over time.

5. The effects of modeling the soil grain size should be investigated

to determine the relative sizes at which the grains become too large

and adversely affect the test results. This information may become

available once the strain gage circuit is developed, however moel-

ing of the grain sizes appears to be more beneficial as it may

expand the range over which tests may be conducted.

6. Group effects should be studied to determine the optimum spacing and

number of piles required for different soils and loads. Piled foun-

dations should also be investigated in an effort to determine the

minimum number of piles required for a given load and soil type.

The placement device has the static capacity of loading a reasonably

sized model foundation with approximately 1.5 million scale pounds.
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;able A-i ?isets Input Iatrix

-fl

L 1 -3 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 2

T 3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -2 I -. -2 30 3)

7" 0 -2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

-2 0 2 0 0 0 02

r - 0 -2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3

-6 -1 -1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
5

ir -2 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
6

0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
7

T 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
8

-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
9

-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
U
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Table A-2 Pi Terms

a2  
-/LT

2' 2,T Stress
1 :2 ,/T2)2

a2D2 y2  (L/T2) 2L
2(M/L3 2

, AccelI era ti on a
2 E2  I/LT 2 ) 2

E 2

Impact Energy " M2L/T

SE2 0 6  (2,11 2T4L6

12 .12 L 2 /T 2

Impulse IL& yD6 E (T/L3 )L6 (M/LT 2)

7T Cohesion C C2  (M/LT 2)2

5 E2  (M/LT2 )2

ET2  M/LT2(T 2 )
Dynamic Time T :

6 D2y (L 2 ) T/L 3

yp 2  *I/L3 (L
2 /T2 )Wave Speed =

7 E '1/ LT 2

F2  t.2/L2T4
it Yield Strength F

SE 2  t.2/L2T4

D2  L2

7r Displacement D :9 L2  L2

As  L
Area A A - L4

10 D4



Table A-3 Scaling Law Derivation

Sca7e length factor n = Zp"'n t.iereor_, -n L

Gravity n = pj/jp therefore, g = n

Stress

a 2 2
E 2  E 2

E 2 2

M p

E 2

a 2  =
2  m

m P 2
p

E2m

E 2
p

m p

T Acceleration =

2 E2

a 2 ( 2 )y 2 a 2(9 2 )yp 2
E Dr2  E 2 D

m p

2( 2)

ym ap 2

02 (y 2 ) E 2

m m 2 P

ED2

pp

02

m
_s=
pm
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Table A-3--continued

2 a 2 n 2

ap

E2

3 mpact Energy 2 (06)

23E2

p
p 2DE6)2 6 2(D) 6 )

E m2( m6)

E 2 En m n p Ep2(Dp6

p =

E 2

p

D6
mi

D 6 n6

p6

E2 En 2p . 6
n m

m EnEnm n p



TIDle A-3--continued

Imoul Se
y ; E

12 12
m -

y (0. I)E y (D 6)E
mmr m p p p

12 = 2 yM( )E
p y p(D 6) E

pp

Dm6

O 6 n6
p

E=

p

12 2 21
Tn p n6

n3 p

iT Cohesion - C2

5 E

C m C p 2

E m2 p2
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Table A-3--continued

E 22 =2 7

mP E 2

E 2
__ =1

E 2
p

C2 C02
n p

- Cp

Tr Dynamic Time 
ET2

6 D 2y

E T 2  EpTp 2

Dm 2 Ym Dp 2 yp

'2 = T2 E 0 DM2 )y

E( 2 )YP p

m

D 0 2
m

m 1Yp
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Table A-3--continued

T 2  T 2( "

m 2

1

n p

,tp2

Wave Speed
7L

y mp 12 y p p2

mm

Em  P
p2_.

m P YmE p

m

yE

m

p 2  
= p 2

m p

p 2 p
m p
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Table A- --continued

E 2

n
T,,oact Energy E2D 6

E2  E 2

n n1l D

S2o 6 DE20 6
-n :n p 0

S20 6

m m_ 2 E,2
nn -2onm p E 2

p p

E2
m
E2
p

D 
6

D 6
p

m p

nm p

02
9 Di spl acement L29 L

D2 D2
m p

L m2 L p2

D 2 L 2
02 p m
m p2



Table A-3--continued

L 2

P

-r Area A2

A 2  A 2

m p

DA4

A 2  A 2  M

P D 4

p

4 n

p

A 2  = A 2

m P n4

P

A - -A
m p

NOTE: Scaling laws are formulated by equating model Pi terms to the
prototype Pi terms using the scale length factor (n) and
canceling like material properties.



APPENDIX B
'IUMBER THEORY AND DIGITAL, OCTAL, AID DEC2IAL

CONVERSIO ALSORITHMS

ise of the Hewlett-Packard 5940 multiprogrammer requires a cursory

understanding of number theory as all data transferred within the com-

puter and between peripherals is accomplished using one of the three

base number systems; Binary, base 2, Octal, base 3, and Decimal, base

10. All three of the systems share the characteristic that each digit

is weighted by a power of the base and that power increases by one for

each successive digit to the left with the right-most digit to the left

of the decimal point being raised to the zero power.

b4 b3 b2 bI bo  .b 1  b-2  b-3

The decimal system has been used by mankind for thousands of years

and is the system of preference in most economies. It is the base 10

system because it has 10 unique characters which can be used for count-

ing (0 through 9). However, computers require a much simpler language

with fewer characters in order to process information at.high rates.

Therefore, the binary language has been adopted as "machine language".

Binary numbers are represented by only two unique characters (0 and 1)

which are easily communicated by electronic devices as being either a

low or high voltage state. Thus, any number value can be communicated

by a string of low and high voltage pulses. However, these strings can

be rather cumbersome when dealing with large numbers and quite difficult
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to ianioulate if orogrammers had to use binary coding in tneir communi-

cations qiti 2couters. nsteac, Octal numoers are used in the oroaram-

ming of tie multiprograrmer cards. The Octal system has eignt unique

characters (0 through 7) and there is a simole relationshio between

Octal, Decimal, and Binary numbers wnich makes the Octal system useful

to humans as well as computers. Three Binary digits allow us to repre-

sent eignt unique values, for example, 000 Binary equals 0 Decimal, 001

Binary equals I Decimal, 010 Binary equals 2 Decimal, etc. Since a

single Octal digit may also represent any of eight unique values, a

single Octal Digit can be used to renresent a Binary triad. Conversion

from Binary to Octal or the reverse is accomplished by inspection as

shown below.

011000010101001 Binary

to

3 0 2 5 1 Octal

6 1 4 7 5 Octal

to

110001100111101 Binary

The Octal number is more easily understood and remembered by pro-

grammers than the Binary equivalent. It is also easily converted to or

derived from its Binary counterpart and is therefore closely related to

the machine lanquage of computers. The Binary value transmitted in

twelve digits (four triads) can be transmitted just as simply by four

Octal digits and be easily understood by both programmer and computer.

The relationship between the three systems is then complete once the

conversion from Decimal to Octal and back is understood. The following

methods can be used. The information above and algorithms presented

below are as shown in Appendix A of the Hewlett-Packard 6940B



'Vul iorogrammer Jser's luide. Onl o nie netinoas fr dealinq Vit, osj-

-2ve iumber vaijes will be intraducei. The Jser's Suide shouli ve

consulted for a better understanding of negative Octal and lecima.

numbers and their 'anioulation by digital electronic data caiculatirc

nevices.

Conversion from Decimal to Octal:

1. Divide :ne Decimai number by 8 and write down the remainder.

2. Divide the quotient of steo one by 3 and write down the remaincer.

3. Repeat step 2 until tne quotient is zero. The last remainder is

also retained.

-. The reverse of the remainders obzained is the Octal reoresen-

tation of the Decimal number. See the example below.

Determine the Octal equivalent of 3,981 Decimal.

3,981/3 = 497, remainder 5

497/8 = 62 , remainder I

62/8 = 7 , remainder 7

7/8 = 0 , remainder 7

Therefore, the Octal representation is 7715. 3y inspection, this

can easily be converted to its Decimal representation of

111111001101 if needed.

Conversion from Octal to Decimal:

1. Multiply the most significant Octal digit by 8.

2. Add the next most significant Octal digit and multiply the sum

by 8.

3. Repeat step 2 until the least significant digit is reached.

4. Lastly, add the least significant Octal digit. Do not multiply

the final sum by 8.
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